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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 CLUSTER POPULATION & STRUCTURE 
Jammu and Kashmir are two northern most territories of India, known for its majestic Himalaya, lush green 

valleys, fruit orchards, unique spices as saffron and finest of handicrafts done with intricate finesse like 

pashmina silk products, carpets, wooden crafts, revered religious spots etc. and most importantly its 

hospitality and warmth of the local community. These make Jammu and Kashmir so special that tourist 

from every nook and corner of the country and also from all over the world to come to Jammu and Kashmir 

to experience these natural beauties, various handicrafts and warmth of the people. It is for these reasons, 

Jammu and Kashmir often known as “Paradise on Earth” among tourists all over the world. 

Table 1.1 Cluster Statistics Overall 

Head 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 346 

Small 5 

Medium 0 

Total 351 

No. of Units 

Micro 9520 

Small 15 

Medium  

Total 9535 

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.13 

Unskilled 0.09 

Total 0.22 

Exports (INR Cr) 21.95 

Source: DIC, Industry Association / BMOs/ estimates  

1.2 KEY ISSUES FACED BY MSMES IN CLUSTER 

1.2.1 Raw Material 

Concept of raw material in tourism sector is different than any other industry or sector as its products are 

intangible. Raw material mainly used by accommodation set ups like hotels, guest houses, resorts, house 

boats etc. but those cannot be classified as tourism products rather direct service providers to tourism 

sector. In terms of those few issues some are came up during survey as follows 

 Mainly during winter season accommodation set ups face issues with the bulk kitchen raw material 

supplies due to road blockage. Cost also goes up during winter 

 Supply of raw materials also get effected or become irregulardue to Geo-political situation, frequent 

road (highway connecting the UT) block for security reasons.Post August 2019 there was huge 

supplier issues due to absolute shut down for micro small medium all kinds of establishments. 

Medium to big establishments normally keep some stocks but micro and small establishment do 

not normally. House boats, guest houses faced supply problems for the remaining guests.  

 Houseboats and Shikara owners are also facing issues related to procurement of timber for regular 

renovation and repairing purpose because of the different new laws of deforestation and very high 

cost due to that.  

 The TA’s who deals specially in adventure sports and tourism like camping, trekking, rafting, hot 

air ballooning, skiing, kayaking etc. also face issues sometimes with the procurement of the 

equipment due to very cost and export regulations for good foreign made equipment.  
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1.2.2 Finance 

 Post Aug’19 and subsequent covid-19, finance is a major issue at present due to business lose, 

100% of the respondents are expecting financial help from the government to cope. 90% of the 

accommodation units (micro, small, medium, and big) are running only with 10% of staff capacity 

rest of the staff they laid off as were unable to pay salaries to them, which was earlier not the case 

 Micro and small level TA’s who generally runs by 2-3/ or 5/6 employees are absolutely without 

business since Aug’19. Since tourist are not coming there is no source of income, unofficially they 

are closed  

 A very interesting point- that is almost 98.4% of the respondents mentioned that they didn’t require 

any financial help before Aug’19. They clearly mentioned that finance was not an issue with most 

of them to open a business but proper market linkage, new technology, promotion etc. always been 

a challenge.  

 It has been estimated through primary survey that not more than 2% of cluster firms have taken 

working capital loan through formal sources. This is because of either community business 

practices or since their cashflow cycle is very less which is not more than a month and, in some 

cases, it could be instant also.  

1.2.3 Market 

 80% of the units are not aware about new market or direct market promotion channels or the 

strategy including any investment to be made for that. They do not know how to spread their 

business or to reach large number of customers.  

 Spending huge amount on marketing and promotion is not possible for the MSME units. They are 

doing their bit through social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Tweeter page about their 

establishment or packages and occasional distribution of pamphlets but that is only locally done as 

they do not have direct outreach to the national or international tourists or agencies.  

 Hiring BDSP’s till so far not happened in the cluster as most of them are not aware of such services 

or even if aware it is not affordable by them 

 Industry associations which are present there like TAAK, KHAROF, KTMF, HRAK etc. also do not 

have any specific program or tools specifically to increase market share other than leaflets, 

brochures, and pamphlets.  

 There is no presence of any specific strategy for MSME units combinedly for marketing and 

promotion  

1.2.4 Product/Package Diversification and Promotion of Alternative Tourism 

 There are also limited innovation or new products/packages like agro-tourism, food tourism, rural 

tourism, film tourism, craft tourism etc. are not being provided to the tourists which are becoming 

quite popular and considered as alternative tourism packages among new age domestic as well as 

international tourists. Other states like Kerala, Rajasthan and even hilly states like Himachal 

Pradesh and Uttarakhand have also started promoting these alternative tourisms and in states like 

Kerala and Rajasthan these are becoming equally popular packages/preferred destination along 

with regular known/popular tourist destinations. Even if, in the cluster some of the T.A.’s is provided 

it is not being highlighted or promoted as vigorously as other states.  

 Adventure or Sports tourism is popular in Kashmir; however, lack of modern facilities or sports 

equipment are not drawing enough tourists in the cluster.  

 As part of accommodation (as a concept of eco-tourism/village tourism), homestays are becoming 

very popular concept among the domestic urban as well as likeminded international tourists who 

wants to experience the local community culture not though a 1 day visit or as part of sight-seeing 

but being stayed with them and lived like them for the duration. This has not still become quite 

popular in J&K cluster due to lack of awareness of due to perceived security concern also.  
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  Promotion and marketing of J&K Tourism as an attractive destination has not been highlighted or 

probably not at all like other state Governments in India.  

1.2.5  Skill Development 

In general, getting skilled labour force or skilled professional is not an issue in the region as in 

Jammu and Kashmir both Government and private institutions offer tourism and hotel management 

courses. However, there are issues which respondents shared during survey as follows 

 Micro and small level TA and accommodation units are not always able to employ work force with 

professional degree because of the cost attached. It is seen someone with a hotel or tourism 

degree, or background started a TA or small guest house keeping local graduate or undergraduate 

and eventually they are acquiring required skills doing the job year after year. The major issued 

with this kind of set up is because of lack ofprofessional training and later also no such workshop 

or training like refresher courses taken up jointly by the MSME units many times they are clueless 

how to expand their market further beyond word of mouth, Facebook, Instagram, tweeter etc. 

promotion to reach out larger customer base other then what they are already having 

 In the past 10-12 years no authorized guide workshop or refresher course took place because of 

this reason the guide population are not aware of the new attractive techniques of guiding in a 

better manner other than the traditional knowledge they are already having. In other states like 

Uttarakhand, Rajasthan, Kerala etc. this kind of special programs are there for them to enhance 

their skills 

 Other than general meeting no skill development seminars or workshops are arranged by the 

industry association or JKTDC for the registered TA’s, TO’s or hoteliers 

1.2.6 Waste Management 

Cluster is facing mostly 2 waste related issues, these are  

i) Plastic littering by the tourists mostly due to lack awareness on the part of tourists and in 

some cases due to lack of dustbin/waste material box in abundance. At the same time, 

plastics as solid waste also been generated from the Hotel and Restaurant industry can be 

cause of concern, however those can be converted into potential green business 

opportunities also.   

ii) Solid waste as part food waste and food waste which are being forwarded to municipalityas 

part of waste collector can also be utilized for bio-mass creation and recycling business as 

part of green business while biomass and food waste compost can be reused by the hotel 

and restaurant industry as well. 

iii) As far Vaishno Devi Temple is concerned, Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board 

(SMVDB)has already issued a tender for solid waste management and supplying of herbal 

products for odour control at the toilets on the pilgrimage roads.   

iv) SMVDB has also signed an MoU with CSIR- Central Institute of Medical and Aromatic Plant 

(CIMAP), Lucknow for manufacturing of incense stick from the floral waste that is being 

generated in and around the temple.   

v) SMVDB can also consider, making vermicompost out of the floral waste of the entire region.  

1.2.7 Infrastructure 

 There is no CFC present in the region in terms of tourism 

 No CPV also present in terms of the tourism cluster 

 There is no tourism hub or park or model pavilion like Delhi Haat/ ChokhiDhani 

 Major issue is technical infrastructure in terms of tourism i.e., internet facility. 100% of the 

respondents very vocally mentioned their concern about this. Internet is almost nonexistent in the 

region only 2G connection sometimes come which is a major hindrance for tourism sector. Because 
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of slow internet TA’s,TO’S, hoteliers are unable to use GDS smoothly for ticketing or hotel booking 

purpose or just to send a simple e-mail to the prospective customers, online payments are getting 

stuck frequently by the result eventually losing out major share of the business to the other states 

 Good public convenience facilities are very few, that is a major requirement of any tourist region. 

70-80% of the tourist during survey shared their concern on this 

 Road condition connecting all the major tourist destination is not up to the mark 

 Regular long hour power cuts are also there 

 Flight connections to and from Srinagar and Jammu are not sufficient from the other cities also 

during season time very high cost of tickets in comparison to other destination 

1.2.8 Other Issues 

 One of the serious issues for tourism sector is Geo-political unrest for the decades by now. Because 

of this there are continuous ups and downs, or total shut down in the tourism business, somehow 

people try to become stable then again, some political unrest happened again everything unsettled 

for the time being 

 Major natural calamities (heavy snowfall, earthquake, heavy rain, landslide, flood etc.,) also 

happened in the region directly effecting tourism business 

 Very recently demolition of the state status on Aug’19 and total shut down of the region for more 

than 6 months 

 Lastly covid-19 and lockdown 

 

1.3 CREDIT DEMAND, SUPPLY & GAP 
There is gap of INR 16 cr in working capital but there is no gap in term loan.  

Table 1.2 - Credit Gap Analysis 

In Crores   Working Capital Term Loan 

Credit Demand 

Micro 21 0 

Small 0 0 

Medium 0 0 

Credit Supply 

Micro 5 11 

Small 0 0 

Medium 0 0 

      

Credit Gap for MSME 16 -11 

1.4 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS& ACTION PLAN 
 Financial help is the need of the hour for tourism cluster of J&K post the double lockdown 

(abrogation of Article 370 on 5th August 2019 resulting in total business shutdown then covid-19 

since January 2020) 

 Presence of J&K tourism sector need to be seen widely both in National and International level 

through various planned strategic promotional tools by both private units and Govt. tourism bodies 

who will work with all state tourism bodies and Indian High commission or Embassies abroad on 

the promotion and publicity front extensively. 

 A high-level tourism planning committee need to be formed with both experienced Govt. and private 

tourism professionals who will be in touch with other state tourism bodies and international 

T.A.’s,T.O.’s to reach out more customers base along with a liaison cell who will act as a bridge 

between micro level principal and non-principal stake holders in this matter.  

 A CFC especially for the tourism cluster is needed to create which is absent now- which would be 

the one stop solution center related to business for the micro and small level stakeholders. At 

present they are unable to come up with solutions at an individual level. 
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 A platform required to be form for BDS providers specifically for the tourism cluster collectively, as 

most of the micro and small level stake holders have no access to these kinds of services they are 

clue less about the schemes or how to expand further. 

 There should be an autonomous body formed with both private and Govt. participation who will 

work only for MICRO & SMALL stake holders for their benefits, rights, wellbeing in a collective way 

covering all areas like raw material, finance, technology, skill, marketing, infrastructure etc. the 

governing body representation should and must be from the local Micro & Small stake holders who 

understand the issues from within. 

 There is a huge disconnect between the Govt. tourism sector and present private tourism sector, 

both are working but parallelly like a riverbank this is the time both parties need to come in the 

same platform as the tourism cluster is on the verge of collapsing. Scope must be created like 

different developmental projects where both can take part and do the work equally for overall 

benefits. 

 A mechanism needs to be created for a catalog where only micro and small stakeholders who are 

related to tourism sector will be registered and will be updated regularly so that they can be a part 

of the CFC, BDSP, the special body and participate in all the developmental work collectively. The 

micro and small level stake holders can take leverage of the work done by CFC,BDSP or the 

common platform. 

 There must be a pavilion in Jammu and Srinagar like Delhi Haat or Chokidhani, which can be run 

as the same model of Delhi Haat it could be a major attraction for the tourist who are visiting the 

place for whatever kind of tourism reason and will be beneficial both ways. And it must be created 

as a total hub not only just for the artisans or folk artists but can be divided into a tourism hub and 

art hub. Where each of the stakeholders of tourism can be benefitted in a symbiotic way. 

 Agro based tourism in form of different regional festival can be the new tool to attract huge market- 

Tulip, Apple, and Saffron festivals during blooming and harvesting season need and must be 

promoted, published and spread not only within the country but globally like Keukenhof Tulip Fest 

(Netherland) or Tomatina Fest (Spain) where people from all over the world take pride to be a part 

of those. A dedicated team need to be formed that will do these three fests and the related work 

round of the year. Tourism board along with other trade fair, promotion and event board need to 

take the lead. 

 MICE based tourism need to be given more focus soon and that can be easily handled by the 

private sector as they have the expertise and training. 

 Film based tourism used to be huge in J&K region and still some of the activities happening 

sporadically, if survived with good strategy can be a game changer and huge revenue earner for 

the UT. But for this serious Govt. intervention related to security required as film producers do not 

feel safe anymore in this region rather, they spend more and do the shooting abroad where same 

scenic beauty is available. 

 A focused Gourmet based tourism need to be started as the region is famous for gourmet history 

from centuries, with pre planned strategy involving locals who are having firsthand age-old 

experience in this area and outside experts who are having the planning and execution acumen of 

this type of long-term project delivery in all fronts fromfinance,infrastructure, skill to logistics. 

 Entire J&K tourism cluster wise Govt. approved local home stay drive to be initiated in lengths and 

breadth of the region even to the interior places. A pilot project can be start immediately identifying 

5 good spots. This will make local people ‘Atmanirbhar’/ ‘Swanirbhar’ in a way with whatever 

resources in hand readily available. This is a very popular concept in the trekking routes of 

Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand also in entire Rajasthan. 

 Some of the hoteliers/restaurant owners can consider adoption of small or medium capacity 

composter for recycling of food waste   

 Hotel and Restaurant industry can accumulate nonfood based solid waste with the help of industry 

association and can supply to the potential green business startups for recycling of the waste 

 Plastic waste can also be accumulated for supplying to potential green business startups for 

recycling of plastic waste 
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 Startups can be promoted for marketing of incense sticks to be produced by SMVSV with the 

support CIMAP  

 Startups can be promoted for marketing of vermicompost to be produced by SMVSV with the 

potential linkages with NEERI 

Specific recommendations and suggestions based on the findings of Adventure, Leisure, 

Religious& Craft tourism of J&K Cluster: 

 

 Low interest loan to build infrastructures for Adventure TA’s 

 Low interest loan to buy equipment at per best world standards 

 Training institution local youth to be trainers and adventure sports guides 

 Regular training and refresher courses for present workforce 

 Scholarships for studying in those institutions 

 Generate skilled work force through awareness workshops 

 Proper wages for the workforce  

 Special skim for set up Adventure T.A. 

 CFC for these TA’s 

 Provision for professional BSP’s at the cluster level in a subsidized rate 

 Hospitable roads in difficult terrain 

 Health care facilities at every base camp or the starting point of all adventure spots 

 Rescue centers/ Central control room with helicopter service for emergencies 

 At the starting points or base camps very good accommodation facilities 

 Best quality security for the travelers 

 Most importantly a “Common Digital Central Record System” that will keep a log for each current 

adventure traveler for both Govt. and private sector 

 New leisure or family destination spot to be identified 

 Tourist information centers in every leisure destination both private and Govt. level and the trained 

TAG’s to be hire for this work, it will create substantial job opportunities as well 

 In the leisure tourists spots during evening cultural shows can be arranged involving local folk artists 

(dance/music/instrumental) this is a very successful model in Rajasthan, Kerala, West Bengal etc. 

 Arenas/ amphitheaters can be created where documentary film can be shown about J&K and it is 

not only applicable just for leisure tourism but also for adventure, craft, and other form of tourism. 

This is very successful model to engage tourists in MP, Kerala etc. also in small towns of Europe  

 Tourism department with the help of cultural department can call for short documentary films and 

fund these films for the youth film makers it will give a good visibility in both ways. 

 At present regular common destinations are becoming saturated so destination diversification is 

really required and new ‘day excursion’ places to be identified for diversification 

 The pilgrim circuits would, in addition to other infrastructure, also require capacity building of the 

local youth to act as khadims/shrine guides who will be well versed in both religious aspects and 

historical aspects of the respective worship place – a potential employment generator. 

 Special packages with the visiting options of these places along with special airline deal like Haj 

Yatra need to be incorporated to attract both Hindus and Muslims international and domestic 

tourists. 

  Also require excellent public convenience facilities, cloak rooms, rest room, first aid counter for 

sudden medical emergencies 

 Good restaurants, cafeteria at a subsidized rate to cater huge number of travelers. 

 Souvenir shops and small museum related to that place 

 Online portal to pre book the Darshan  
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 Separate bodies comprise of Govt. and private people to overlook the overall development of these 

places 

 Small open air or closed-door theater where during evening documentary films about the place can 

be shown to spread awareness 

 Low interest loan and skims for the local who would set up small business to cater the pilgrims 

 Kiosk for free drinking water or at a very nominal rate 

 Langars or free food service for the devotees on special major religious significant occasions 

 The Hindu cave temples are particularly of very important Geographical significance because of 

their unique formation, which easily can be promoted to the educational institutes as a part of 

program during some parts of the year they can visit those shrines for a practical experience at a 

subsidized rate. Same goes for the History students as well for the Muslim places of worship.  

 The Handicraft industries of Kashmir should put more interest towards the advertisement, 

marketing, and effective promotion extensively. Market linkage needs to be created after doing 

extensive survey 

 The Govt. must create a common facility center like Craft Village/ Pavilion like Delhi Haat where 

there will be a direct market for the micro, small and medium size artisans. Also, tourists/ buyers 

will be happy with the genuine product  

 The Govt. should develop the strategies of using handicrafts as a tool for promoting and developing 

tourism of Kashmir.  

 Handicraft kiosks/ units should be developed because these reduce the unemployment to a greater 

level in Kashmir also each people become aware about these industries. Need to increase visibility 

 The various financial policies like loans should be available easily at lower interest rates so that a 

skilled person can setup his own unit easily. And must be regular awareness program from Govt. 

or Banks about these policies, skims to the interior villages of the artisans.  

 The handicraft industries should use attractive marketing strategies so that a customer will be fully 

satisfied with their products. To do this BSP need to be hired by the craft association on the cluster 

level as community initiative program 

 Training centers and big workshops should be established by the Govt. where training will be 

providing for skilled unskilled, semi-skilled 

 Need to involve the youth generation of the artisan’s family who are not taking up the generation’s 

family occupation due to several hindrance present 

 Also, half yearly or annually some wholesale international buyers’ sellers meet need to be 

organized for these artisan can prepare their products round of the year, sell product direly and get 

bulk orders for future 

 In different craft enrich places of Kashmir small groups can be created and will totally run by the 

artisans for the community level development, they will also work as a liaison between various 

Govt. bodies and the local artisans. They will identify the problems and issues locally and report to 

the authority 
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2 BRIEF BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 CONTEXT OF THE ASSIGNMENT 
The micro, small and medium (MSME) sector is a major contributor and the proverbial backbone of Indian 

economy. The MSME sector accounts for around 6.11% of the manufacturing GDP and 24.63% of the GDP 

from service activities as well as 33.4% of India's manufacturing output. It is further estimated that the 

MSME sector provides employment to around 120 million persons and contribute around 45% of the overall 

exports from India. 

With its agility and dynamism, the MSME sector has shown admirable innovativeness and adaptability to 

survive the previous economic downturn and recessions. However, different studies have pointed out that 

despite their relative importance to the Indian economy, the MSME units across the country face a lot of 

challenges, both financial as well as non-financial, ranging from unavailability of timely and adequate credit, 

raw material, skilled personnel, access to technology, access to market, proper infrastructure, etc. 

2.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE ASSIGNMENT 
The main objective of this study is to conduct an on-site analysis of the business dynamics and need 

assessment of the cluster to do its gap analysis to work out an action plan to enhance the cluster 

competitiveness, besides ascertaining the current level of hard and soft intervention. More specific 

objectives of the assignment (scope of work) are as follows:   

 Updation of Non-Financial gaps 

o Business Services - Business Services which are strategic in nature and are necessary to 

improve the competitiveness of the cluster. The agency will have to update these kind of 

services which are required in the cluster, their present status, the desired situation etc., in 

the cluster. The agency will update the entire ecosystem of the cluster and also mark the 

cruciality of these service providers in the entire ecosystem.   

o Update need and scope for these services, as also find out the services which these 

MSMEs require but don't have its availability at all in the cluster. The agency may use 

various tools viz., "Who does who pays matrix", "Participatory Appraisal of Competitive 

Advantage" (PACA), "Value Chain Analysis" (VCA) etc., for the mapping. 

o Update on infrastructure - issues which are continue to affect the growth of the cluster viz. 

spatial issues - basic cluster infrastructure (roads, industrial space/galas), common facility 

centre, SPVs, social capital, marketing infrastructure, power, water, effluent treatment 

infrastructure, cloud / IT services infrastructure, govt. linkages including PPP, 

environmental degradation related issues, renewable energy sources, technical 

requirements (specific) etc. Identification of gaps in the above, possible actionable points 

to address them including the rough cost estimates.  

o Update support services (transactional services)- support service areas which are 

necessary for the improvement in the cluster. Present stage of these services (status of 

services, no of service providers, % of MSMEs availing their services, network of these 

service providers etc.). The agency will find out the need and scope for these services.  

o Update existing schemes of various State Govt., Central Govt, MSME-DI (MSME-

Development Institutions) and other MSME related schemes and will try to develop the 

synergy between them. 

 Updation of Financial Gaps 

o Updated Assessment of credit gap: Document the demand and supply side issues in 

current credit disbursements  
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 Services provided by various Banks / FIs / NBFCs etc. (e.g., Adequacy of financial 

services with emphasis on credit, timely availability, rate of interest/other costs, 

application and approval process, seasonality etc.) 

 Key bottleneck (e.g., procedural, awareness, delay in decision making etc.) for 

access to finance from various Banks / FIs / NBFCs 

 Financial value chain analysis to recognize which activities need to be a focus area 

for banks to support them through finance and specific financial products 

o Assess the institutional mechanism for the credit delivery in the cluster and also suggest 

the measures to improve the same. 

o Estimate the credit gap in the selected cluster by estimating the current demand & supply 

in the cluster and the impact of the same on industrial growth and competitiveness of the 

firms/cluster. 

o Document the suggestions in terms of: 

 Refinement required in existing products and procedures to meet the genuine 

credit needs of the enterprises in the cluster 

 Recommendations to enhance the flow of credit to the cluster 

 Suggest on need of cluster specific financial products   

 Chart out an action plan for implementation of the recommendation 

2.3 APPROACH  
The project approach adopted by the study team is detailed below.  

Figure 2.1 Project Approach 

 

Source: Project Team 

The elements which were covered in each of these modules are detailed below.  

 Baseline Study – This was done based on secondary and primary research. Given the complexity 

of the cluster in terms of the products manufactured, we first identified the key products for focus 

and then did a complete value chain mapping of the identified products.  

 Benchmark Cluster Analysis – In this module, we identified a renowned cluster having similar 

product profile to key factors of success which can be applied/incorporated in this cluster.  

 Need Assessment and Gap Analysis – Key gaps and requirements for various factor conditions 

like raw material, marketing, skill development, finance, infrastructure, testing & certification and 

other such issues have been highlighted in this module. 

 Diagnostic Study Recommendations – Here, hard and soft interventions along with an action 

plan for implementing the same has been proposed.   

2.4 OVERALL PROJECT METHODOLOGY 
To execute this assignment a three-pronged approach was adopted by the study team.  

Baseline Study
Cluster 

Benchmarking 
Need Assessment 

& Gap Analysis
Diagnostic Study 

Recommendations
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2.4.1 Secondary Research 

Information from secondary sources such as RBI & government publications and documents from local 

support institutions & research institutions have also been used for this study. A detailed list of all the 

documents and websites searched are captured in Annexure. 

2.4.2 Primary Research 

A series of structured primary surveys were conducted to understand the main issues in the clusters. 

Structured questionnaires (provided in Annexure) was developed to guide the discussions with the MSME 

units and other stakeholders. Questionnaire-based interactions were conducted with about 40 primary and 

20 support stakeholders (list provided in Annexure) drawn from: 

 MSMEs in the clusters – covering micro, small and medium units 

 Raw material and machinery suppliers 

 Buyers 

 BDS providers for various segments like infrastructure, marketing, skill development, environment 

protection, finance, technology, energy efficiency and so on. 

 Office bearers of cluster-level industry associations  

 Government bodies such as District Industries Centre (DIC) 

 Local government and private skill imparting institutions  

 Lead Bank of the district 

 Local Banks and financial institutions 

2.5 METHODOLOGY FOR CREDIT GAP ASSESSMENT 
Credit gap for an MSME-Cluster can be defined as the difference between the ‘aggregate demand of 

credit’ and the ‘aggregate supply of credit’ in the cluster at a particular point of time. Estimation of Credit 

Gap requires identification of Credit Demand and Credit Supply to MSMEs. Further, these can be broken 

down into Working Capital gap (demand, supply) and Term Loan gap (demand, supply). Below is the 

schematic of credit gap estimation and discussion of suitable credit gap estimation methodologies. 

Figure 2.2 - Credit Gap Estimation Methodology 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

2.5.1 Credit Demand Estimation 
We have used the following methods for the estimation of credit demand: 
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 Working Capital Demand – The working capital demand has been estimated by using appropriate 

statistical tools with ‘total number’ of enterprises’, ‘their aggregate turnover’, ‘percentage of growth 

of the cluster’. According to the Nayak Committee recommendations, the working capital 

requirement of MSME units is roughly 20 per cent of unit turnover. The number of units and its 

breakup among micro, small & medium, along with per unit turnover and the per cent growth rate 

that the cluster is expected to witness in the current financial year has been found using the primary 

survey among MSME units and other relevant stakeholders in the cluster including leading 

associations, bankers, support stakeholders, etc.   

 Term Loan Demand – The term loan demand has been arrived at by finding out the total 

investments in plant and machinery in the cluster and the expected investment in plant and 

machinery by the units in the cluster has been arrived at from the primary survey. The difference 

in plant and machinery investments between two fiscals gives us the likely investment in plant & 

machinery in this fiscal. Banks typically finance 80 per cent of any investment in fixed assets like 

machinery. Using that we have arrived at the term loan demand for the cluster. 

The step-wise process for estimation of credit demand is as follows: 

Table 2.1 Credit Demand Estimation Process 
  Steps Details Source/ Calculation 

Working 

Capital 

Demand 

Step 1 Number of units in the cluster– Micro, Small & Medium (a) Primary Interactions1 

Step 2 Per unit turnover of MSME in the cluster (b) Primary Interactions2 

Step 3 

Cluster turnover (last fiscal) for MSME (c) a*b 

Average turnover growth for the Cluster (d) Primary Interactions2 

Cluster turnover (present fiscal) for MSME (e) c*(1+d) 

Step 4 
Nayak Committee Guidelines for WC Loan (f) 20% 

Working Capital Funding Requirements (present fiscal) (g) e*f 

Term Loan 

Demand 

  

  

  

Step 5 
Cluster Total Investments in Plant & Machinery of all units in the 

cluster (last fiscal) (h) 
Primary Survey3& Calculations 

Step 6 

Average growth rate of Plant & Machinery for present fiscal (i) ASI4 

Cluster Total Investments in Plant & Machinery of all units in the 

cluster (present fiscal) (j) 
h*(1+i) 

Step 7 
Growth in Investment in Plant & Machinery in present fiscal (k) j-h 

Bank Finance (l) Primary Interactions5 

Step 8 Term Credit Funding Requirement – March (present fiscal) k*l 

 

2.5.2 Credit Supply Estimation 
Enterprise turnover is one of the important criteria for loan appraisal process and it can be safely assumed 

that credit supply to the cluster is correlated with the turnover generated. Thus, the study team has used a 

method involving the “Proportion of Cluster Turnover to Industry State Turnover” to arrive at cluster level 

credit supply.  

In the first step, the study team has found out the advances given by the all scheduled commercial banks 

to the same industry as this cluster from secondary sources (RBI statistical tables). Following this, the study 

team found out the turnover of the industry by finding out the state GDP and multiplying it with the % 

contribution of sector to the state GDP. The cluster turnover is then calculated by multiplying the number 

of units with per unit turnover (separately for micro, small and medium units) based on the primary survey 

that the study team did. Cluster level advance outstanding is found by multiplying the ratio of cluster turnover 

to state industry turnover with the state industry advances. Then based on the ratio of term loan credit to 

                                                      
1 Interaction with Industry Associations & BDS agency for the cluster 
2 Interaction with Units (survey) & Industry Associations in the cluster 
3 Primary Survey of Units in the cluster 
4 ASI, MOSPI  
5 Interactions with bankers in the cluster 
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total credit disbursed in the district (received from lead bank) the term loan supply and working capital loan 

supply is calculated. The step-wise process for estimation of credit demand is as follows:  

Table 2.2 - Credit Supply Estimation Process 
# Details Source/ Calculation 

Step 

1 

State industry advances outstanding (last fiscal) (a) Table 5.6, RBI6 

Average growth rate of the state industry advances for present fiscal (b) Table 5.6, RBI6 

State industry advances outstanding (present fiscal) (c) a*(1+b) 

Step 

2 

State GDP (base year) (d) RBI7 

% contribution of sector to the GDP (e) % contribution8 

State industry turnover (f) d*(1+e) 

Step 

3 
Number of units in the cluster– Micro, Small & Medium (g) 

Primary Interactions9 

Step 

4 
Per unit turnover of MSME in the cluster (h) 

Primary Interactions10 

Step 

5 

Cluster turnover of all units (last fiscal) (i) g*h 

Average turnover growth rate for next year(j) Primary Interactions2 

Cluster turnover of all units (present fiscal) (k) i*(1+j) 

Step 

6 
Proportion of cluster turnover to state industry turnover (l) k/f 

Step 

7 

Cluster level advance outstanding as of March present fiscal for MSME (m) l*c 

Ratio of Advance Achievement for MSE to Credit outstanding for MSE (for the last 

available year) (n) 

SLBC11, Lead Bank12 and 

RBI6 

Cluster level credit supply (present fiscal) (o) m*n 

Step 

8 

State Level Advances: Term Loan Advance (Small Enterprise) as % of  

Total Advance (Small Enterprises) (p) 

SLBC11, RBI13 and Primary 

Interactions14 

State Level Advances: Term Loan Advance (Medium Enterprises) as % of Total 

Advances (Medium Enterprises) (q) 
Primary Interactions14 

Step 

9 
 Working Capital Supply (present fiscal) (WCS) 

o*(1-p) or  

o*(1-q) 

Step 

10 
Term Loan Supply (present fiscal) (TLS) o-WCS 

2.5.3 Credit Gap Estimation 
Credit gap has estimated by calculating the difference between Working capital demand (WLD) & Working 

capital supply (WLS) and Term loan demand (TLD) and Term loan supply (TLS). 

 

  

                                                      
6RBI – Basic Statistical Returns of SCBs in India – Table 5.6  
7RBI  
8Secondary Sources  
9Interaction with Industry Associations & BDS agency for the cluster 
10 Interaction with Units (survey) & Industry Associations in the cluster 
11SLBC – Individual SLBC Websites 
12 Primary Survey - Lead Bank in the District 
13 Basic Statistical Tables Relating to Banks in India  
14Interaction with Bankers in the cluster 
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MAJOR FINDINGS/CHALLENGES HAMPERING THE 

GROWTH OF MSMES IN THE CLUSTER   
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3 BASELINE STUDY OF THE CLUSTER 

3.1 PRODUCT 
 

Categorisation of Jammu and Kashmir Tourism Cluster 

Tourism Industry in Jammu and Kashmir can broadly be categorised in to four segments with various sub-

segments. This been designed after the detailed discussion with the key stake holders, related parties and 

direct/ indirect beneficiaries, categorisation is important to understand the products of the cluster which are 

as follows: 

Figure 3.1 J&K tourism cluster product categorization 

 

Source: Project Team 

 

These products can broadly be described into the following popular circuits 

Table 3.1 Product Categories 
# Categories Products 

1 Leisure  Srinagar-Pahalgam-Gulmarg, Srinagar-Pahalgam-Gulmarg-Sonamarg, Jammu-Katra-Patnitop etc. 

2 Adventure Grate lake tours, adventure sports in Gulmarg 

3 Religious Amarnath andVaishno Devi yatra 

4 Craft Heavy presence in each mentioned above circuit 

Source: Primary Survey 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Popular Tourist Circuits of J&K 
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Source: Project Team 

 

For Amarnath Yatra the two traditional routes are- 
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Figure 3.3 Traditional Routes for Amarnath Pilgrims 

 

Source: Project Team 

Common nightly breakup of the popular tourist packages are as follows- 

 3Nights/4Days in Kashmir  (Day Trips to Dal Lake, Gulmarg &Pahalgam + Srinagar ) 

 3Nights/4Days in Kashmir (1N Gulmarg+ 1N Pahalgam+ 1N Srinagar ) 

 4Nights/5Daysin Kashmir (2N Srinagar Houseboat + 1N Gulmarg + 1N Hotel Srinagar) 

  5Nights/6Daysin Kashmir (1N Pahalgam + 1N Gulmarg + 1N Houseboat + 2N Srinagar Hotel + 

Day trip to Sonamarg) 

 6Nights/7Daysin Kashmir (1N Pahalgam + 1N Gulmarg + 1N Houseboat + 2N Srinagar Hotel + 1N 

Sonamarg) 

  7Nights/8Daysin Kashmir (2N Gulmarg + 2N Pahalgam + 1N Sonamarg + 1N Houseboat + 1N 

Srinagar Hotel) 

 3Nights/4Days in Jammu (1N Katra + 1N Patnitop + 1N Sansar) 

 3Nights/4Days in Jammu (2N Katra + 1N Patnitop) 

 5Nights/6Days in J&k (1N Katra + 1N Srinagar + 1N Gulmarg + 1N Houseboat + 1N Jammu) 

Most popular trekking circuits are as follows 

 Kashmir great lakes trek (Sonamarg - Nichnai Pass - Vishansar Lake - Kishnasar Lake - Gadsar 

Pass - Gadsar Lake - Satsar Lake - Gangabal Lake - Nundkol Lake - Naranag Srinagar) 

 TarsarMarsar trek (Aru - Lidderwat - Shekwas - Tarsar - Sundarsar - Marsar - Sonmasti - Sumbal 

– Srinagar) 

 Narang Gangabal trek (Srinagar - Naranag - Butsheri - Bodpathri - Trunkhol - Gangabal - Naranag 

– Srinagar) 

 Kolahoi glacier trek (Aru - Lidderwat - Dudhsar Lake - Kolahoi Glacier Viewpoint – Satlunjan) 

 

Further Categorization and Divisions are as follows: 

1) Leisure 

a) Family holiday 
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b) Honeymooners 

c) Escape vacationers 

2) Adventure 

a) Skiing and other winter sports 

b) Trekking, Mountaineering, Camping, Mountain biking 

c) River rafting and other water sports 

d) Paragliding, Parasailing and other aero sports 

e) Golfing 

f) Wildlife tourism in the National Parks and Sanctuaries  

g) Trout fishing 

h) Backpackers 

3) Religious 

a) Hindu 

b) Muslim 

4) Crafts 

a) Wood carving 

b) Carpet making 

c) Kashmiri embroidery 

d) Paper machine miniature painting 

e) Pashmina shawl and silk 

f) Woollen products  

Leisure Tourism in Jammu & Kashmir 

There are so many opportunities, possibilities, and potentialities of leisure tourism in Kashmir that is 

practically the list is endless. But in the present scenario since little over than a year it is on the verge of 

collapse almost. Apart for the geopolitical situation one of the major issues is, the tourism is evolving in an 

around the few popular tourist circuits almost since the British era. The major common circuits are 

1) Srinagar- Pahalgam- Gulmarg 

2) Srinagar- Pahalgam- Gulmarg- Sonamarg 

3) Katra-Patnitop-Sanasar 

4) Jammu-Samba- Mansar 
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Figure 3.4 Famous Attractions 

Dal lake from Noor Mahal 
 

Pahalgam 
 

  

Source: Google Images 

Different types of tourist packages are being made with the permutation and combination of these 4 places. 

Offering almost the same type of experience only the names and number of nights are change with the 

package names. Because of this stagnation and saturation slow death of a particular spot is inevitable like 

Shimla or Nainital. But the fact is there are many more beautiful less visited even barely visited places are 

available only thing is required in this regard is good promotion, hotel, public facilities, hospitable roads, 

security for tourists and presence of these places in the packages made by both Govt. and private TA’s. 

The other places are Aharbal, Aru, Daksum, Dudhpahari, Gurez, Lolab valley, Narang, Sinthantop, Watlab, 

Peer kigali, Yusmarg, Warman valley. Few more potential tourists’ circuits can be the Mughal Road circuit 

which will require development of heritage sites along the road, Katra-Patnitop-Sanasar- Dessa- kapran- 

Pahalgam circuit, Jammu-Samba- Mansar circuit. So, an overall approach required to boost leisure tourism 

as earlier Kashmir used to be the favourite destination amongst the travelers of three categoriesi.e., 

Honeymooners, Family holiday, Escape vacationers. Those who already travelled for honeymoon for 

example Srinagar-Pahalgam-Gulmarg circuit will not visit again the same destination as repeated traveler 

for a family vacation or as an escape vacationer from the city life where he wants to relax for a few days in 

the lap of nature. Any repeated traveler will always look for new places for leisure.  

Any stake holders of the tourism industry need to understand irrespective of Govt. or private that why a 

particular tourist or family will visit a tourism cluster again and again repeatedly in their life unless that 

cluster is providing some “New Area” to explore or giving “New Experience” to remember in the old place 

only. Other than this approach there will be steady decline of the repeated traveler as anytime plenty of 

opportunities are available for a potential traveler just a click away to attract them. 

Direct stake holders and the indirect stake holders of the tourism cluster need to come hand in hand to 

develop new ways to tap potential travelers and provide them with excellent world class facilities, 

experience. Travelers are ready to pay considerable amount of money but any given time that should be 

worth spending. Not every traveler’s goal is to visit a place with as less possible spending, now a day it is 

almost a paradigm shift in the mindset of a regular traveler they are ready to pay good chunk of their 

disposable money for “A Unique Experience”. 

Travelling to a place is never an investment for a tourist perspective it is rather expenditure of disposable 

hard-earned money with no tangible return. Only gain from a good trip is the beautiful memories and 

unforgettable experiences which again intangible. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 New Areas 
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Aru Chandanwari 

  

Source: Google Images 

 

Adventure Tourism in Jammu &Kashmir 

The word “Adventure” is almost synonymous with the word thrill and feeling of conquering the 

unconquerable at the same time the “Adrenaline rush” which one experiences also the almost indescribable 

happiness and joy an adventure seeker tourist always look for when plan for an adventure trip anywhere in 

the world. And it goes without saying that Adventure tourism in Kashmir provided all these in the past to the 

adventure lover tourist and still proving but needs a lot more planning and help in various ways in this 

regard. With a proper planning and strategic intervention from Govt. could greatly benefit from adventure 

travel and tourism that will generate sustainable income streams year long. Adventure activities like water 

sports, aero sports, trekking, wildlife safari, fishing, golfing, mountain biking, camping in the forest, river 

rafting, backpacking etc. all these are not heavily dependent on the seasonal aspect, can be done mostly 

round of the year just apart from the rainy season due to technical reason unlike skiing which totally depends 

on good amount of snowfall every year. With the alarming rate of global warming situation now in near 

future it can be an issue for skiing, but if other adventure sports are given proper attention and boost those 

can be the new attraction point for the future adventure traveler. 

The Kashmir region can offer any adventure traveler something from the basic to moderate level to the 

toughest experience from all kind of variety of options available here but not structured or uniformity present 

from the sides of the service providers. 

Sanasar is an adventure enthusiasts' haven near Jammu offering various activities such as paragliding, 

rock climbing, abseiling, and trekking. 

Some service providers are very well equipped some are not, some are having skilled work force some are 

not. Here some intervention and help in the planning level require from the authorities. There must be 

standardization and a special license to run as adventure TA. Because the risk factor of adventure tourism 

is sky high there must be standardization process for every TA who would be providing world class 

equipment, institution trained guide and trainer, only skill work force, no compromise on the quality aspect. 

Adventure experiences normally do not come at a very cheap cost and travelers are ready to pay high price 

for the quality. So, at no point of time there should be any compromise on the quality aspects to provide a 

world class experience.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Adventure Areas 
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Gilmarg – Cable Car Ride 
LidderRiver famous for 

rafting 

Gulmarg ski area 

 
  

Source: Google Images  

 

Religious Tourism in Jammu &Kashmir 

India is the land of spiritualism documented since the inception of the early tress of mankind in the sub-

continent also in the mythology. Probably religious tourism enjoys the highest pull of tourist and travelers 

annually from every nook and corners of the country irrespective of the cast, creed, and social strata. Which 

is a very common phenomenon of the Indian tourists because of many beliefs, stories and legends passing 

down through generation after generation. So, Jammu and Kashmir are also no different than this, some of 

the very famous religious places of worship are there for both Hindus and Muslims. But the major challenges 

of this sector are mainly unorganized and mostly unskilled work force. Also, though thousands and 

thousands of travelers took religious tour every month of every year to the length and breadth of the country 

but still there is no concrete and solid data available, reason being majority of the traveler arrange their 

entire journey on their own, hardly they use TA’s apart from few Yatras which are controlled by Govt. like 

Amarnath Yatra.  

In Jammu and Kashmir region there are two very important Hindu places of worship situated. Most important 

is Amarnath Cave dedicated to Lord Shiva- Among the many shrines of Lord Shiva, the cave of Amarnath 

is a world-famous destination. The Shivalinga made of ice in the cave is the symbol of people’s faith and 

trust. The cave is situated at an altitude of 13,500 feet. The path of 3 kms to the cave is covered with snow. 

After crossing the river of ice, the cave is finally seen. The cave is about 100 feet long and 150 feet wide. 

To pay homage every year mainly during month June July the Yatra taken up by thousands of devotees on 

foot despite inhospitable terrain. This Yatra is controlled by the Govt. and Govt. Approved TA’s. The Holy 

Cave related everything is controlled by Shri AmarnathJi Shrine Board, Indian Army provides the security 

support to the entire Yatra route.  

Figure 3.7 Religious Sites – Amarnath Cave, Hazratbal Shrine & Jamiya Masjid 

   
 

Source: Google Images   

The second one is Shri Mata Vaishno Devi is an important pilgrimage centre for the Hindus. It is situated in 

the Lesser Himalayas near Katra at an altitude of 5200 ft. This temple situated in a limestone cave is dedi-

cated to the three mother goddesses of Hinduism. A pilgrimage to the Holy Shrine of Shri Mata Vaishno 
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Devi Ji is one of the holiest pilgrimages of over the decades. The Yatrismust undertake a trek of nearly 12 

km from the base camp at Katra. Since the year 1986, when the Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board 

(commonly called Shrine Board) was formed, the management of the Shrine and regulation of the Yatra 

has been vested in the Board. The Board has undertaken several developmental activities aimed at making 

the Yatra a comfortable and satisfying experience for the Yatris. 

The other important Hindu Temple and places of worship are Kheer Bhawani temple and Shankarachaya 

temple in Kashmir. In Jammu region Raghunath temple, Ranvireshear temple, Shiv Kohri and Mahamaya 

temple. All these temples attract lot of travellers not only locally but from all parts of the country. 

In Kashmir mainly Srinagar has several Mosques and Dargahs located at sites of great historical 

significance, worshiping places of Muslim faith. 

Hazratbal Shrine in Srinagar is a famous mosque that holds high reverence amongst Muslims. According 

to local beliefs, it houses Moi-e-Muqqadas – the sacred hair of Prophet Muhammad's beard. Also known 

by different names like Assar-e-Sharief, Dargah Sharif and Madinat-us-Sani. The mosque has a deep-

rooted history that dates to the 17th century. The place where the mosque stands today was originally the 

site of Ishrat Mahal and a garden, which were built in 1623 by Shah Jahan's subedar Sadiq Khan. Upon his 

arrival in 1634, Shah Jahan ordered to convert the palace into a place for offering prayers. When Moi-e-

Muqqadas arrived in Kashmir in 1699, it was kept in the Naqashbad Sahib for some time, before becoming 

a part of the Hazratbal. 

The spectacular mosque established in Jammu and Kashmir in ancient times was Jamia Masjid. It was built 

in 1400 A.D. during the reign of Sultan Sikandar in Kashmir. This is located at the heart of old city Nowhatta, 

Srinagar. This spectacular mosque is famous for its beautiful construction. This mosque is considered as 

one of Srinagar’s tourist attractions. This Indo-Saracen architecture is designed with 370 wooden pillars 

and a splendid courtyard. This mosque has existed since 1400 A.D. and it remains as glorified as till today. 

Jamia Masjid in Kashmir is a place where several Muslims within the country and across the globe visit 

often and offer prayers. 

Charar-e-Sharief is located on the way to Yusmarg, 40 kilometers from Srinagar. Charar-i-sharief is 

probably one of the most ancient of shrines which stands tall in the valley of Kashmir. Charar-e-Sharief is 

a beautiful town in Badgam District lies one of the most divine Muslim shrines of Jammu & Kashmir. Known 

as Hazrat Sheikh Noor-ud-din Wali, this is a sacred Muslim destination dedicated to Sufi Saint Sheikh Noor-

ud-din Noorani. Charar-e-Sharief is regarded as one of the best sacrosanct shrines of Muslims in India. 

This shrine is approximately 600 years old 

One more important Muslim faith is The Khanqah-e-Molla or Shah-e-Hamdan is one of the oldest Muslim 

shrines located on the banks of the river Jhelum in Srinagar city. 

With all these above-mentioned beautiful worship place of historical and mythological significance of both 

the faith if properly organized could bring millions of pilgrim tourists, historian from all over the world. But at 

present different individual families from various parts visiting these Temples and Mosques when they wish 

to but not as a planned Religious Tourism Circuit- that need to be developed and promoted mostly which 

are missing at present 

Craft Tourism of Jammu &Kashmir 

When it has come to Art and Craft Kashmir is definitely a treasure trove for art and craft lovers of the world 

as well as the tourists. Kashmir has centuries old rich and diverse tradition, beauty, nature, festivals, 

colours, fragrances, languages and religions, therefore Kashmiri traditional handicrafts promise everything 

- beauty, dignity, form, and style. The majestic appeal of Kashmiri arts and crafts lies in its exclusivity and 

intricate finesse tone which leaves people mesmerized. Handicrafts activities occupy an important position 

in the economic structure of J&K State. The traditional woolen shawls, paper-mache goods, woodcarvings 

and carpets have all survived the onslaughts of many centuries of socio-economic evolution only because 

the craft objects of Kashmir are ingrained in the socio-economic ethos of the people. The crafts and cultural 
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traditions of J&K are deeply rooted. Here, the crafts reflect in equal measure its history, landscape, and 

way of life. A beautiful amalgam of cultures depicts by art and crafts running through generations. 

 Kashmir represents the manufacturing class of craft. The handicrafts are hand made by the skilled artisans. 

In the region, the handiworks are marketed directly from the source and thus there are minimal chances of 

pirated material. The handicrafts of the valley that have made their mark at the international level are 

shawls, carpets, silverware, woodwork, paper-mache and silk. 

Amongst the top art & crafts items to buy in Jammu and Kashmir include: 

 Pashmina and other woolen shawls and stoles 

 Chain stitch embroidery items including dress materials and home decor 

 Walnut wood curving and Khatamband items 

 Kashmiri Rugs and Carpets 

 Papier-Mache items 

 Kashmiri silk items 

 Silverware and Copperware 

 Phulkari products of Jammu region 

For the tourists while visiting Kashmir shopping is kind of in the ‘to do list’. Apart from export craft industry 

is interrelated with tourism here in Kashmir. In every corner of Jammu & Kashmir you can find the trace of 

its rich art & craft. There are small to large shops in almost every popular attraction of J&K selling Pashmina 

shawls, paper-mache items, embroidered clothes, carpet and more. Some of the best places for shopping 

in Jammu & Kashmir are: 

 Srinagar for Kashmiri handicraft, woodwork, pashmina, carpets, metal ware, embroidered clothes, 

paper-mache 

 Anantnag for brass and copper crafts 

 Budgam for Kashmiri embroidered clothes, and jewelry 

 Gulmarg for Pashmina shawls and scarves and embroidered clothes 

 Pahalgam for woolens, carpets, kaftans, Namaz prayer rugs, and Kashmiri handicrafts 

 Jammu and surrounding Phulkari embroidery, chunni, glass bangles 

Designed well, this craft tourism can potentially become a major attraction for tourists and enable the 

artisans to sell their products directly to consumers. 

 

Figure 3.8 Craft Tourism 

Artisan doing embroidery  Craft Shop Display 
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Source: Google Images   

 

3.2 PLACE 

The cluster is spread across Sriagar, Sonamarg, Gulmarg, Karta, Pahalgam, Jammu and Amarnath. 

Figure 3.9 Geographical Spread of the Cluster 

 

  

 

 

 

Source: www.travellinkkashmir.com 

http://www.travellinkkashmir.com/
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Table 3.2 Overview of MSME Units by Areas 
Location No of 

T.A.’s 

No of 

Hotels/Guest 

House 

No of 

Restaurants 

No of 

Guides 

No of 

Transporters 

No of 

Souvenir 

shops 

No of 

Houseboat 

Owners 

No 

Shikara 

MSME 

Owners 

Pony 

Walah 

Srinagar 550-

600 

1000  250-300 100 250-300 100 700-800 300  

Gulmarg 100-

120 

200-225 25-30 50 15-20 10   200-

250 

Sonamarg 50-60 150-160 15-20 30 10-15 10   70- 80 

Pahalgam 50-60 200-250 30-40 30 15-20 25-30   80-100 

Rest of 

Kashmir 

100-

120 

200-220 100-120 20 50-60 20-25    

Amarnath N.A. N.A.       20,000 

Patnitop& 

Sansar 

40-50 150-200 (60) 150-200 56 20-25 10-15    

Jammu & 

Katara 

450-

500 

1000 (70) 350-400 150 180-200 50-60   500-

600 

Source: Primary Survey 

3.3 HISTORY& EVOLUTION 
 

Tourism Industry in Jammu & Kashmir 

 

“If there is heaven on earth ...it is here” said by the famous Mughal Emperor Jahangir about Kashmir. And 

which is literally true from every angle whatever one can see in Kashmir. With the sound of gushing water, 

aroma of pine trees, the vibrancy of saffron, and breath-takingsnow-clad mountains lush green meadows 

as so on, list is endless, as if nature always had a special preference while bestowing its jewels to this land 

since the beginning and this attracted tourists from the ancient time dates to centuries. 

 During the Buddhist period the travelling for the Buddhism spread in Kashmir and flourished under the 

Kushans. During the reign of Kanishka, the third Buddhist council took place in Kashmir which has been 

attested by the 7th century Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang. Was the favourite place for many Hindu Dynasty 

like Karkota, Maurya, Utpala, Lohara to name a few later under various Muslim Dynasty including Mughals 

for about almost more than 300 years, post that British period came. But what was common throughout the 

history that all the different historic period of Buddhist rulers, Hindu rulers, Muslim rulers, and British rulers 

everyone loved the beauty over there. It was a favourite destination age by now. 

The word Tourism is interrelated with UT of Jammu and Kashmir. Throughout the history it played a major 

role in shaping the present scenario which can be seen today by a traveller or a tourist when they visit the 

region. Some of the spectacular gardens were laid by Mughals like Nishat Bag, Shalimar Bag, Chasm-e-

shahi on the other hand world class golf courses were made by British rulers. All are still major tourist 

attraction there. 

Tourism played a key role in the economic development of the State earlier now UT. Kashmir was a tourist's 

paradise during the 1970's and early 1980's. However, tourism in Kashmir declined during the late 1980's 

and 1990's, due to the terror perpetrated by separatist militants and self-styled freedom fighters. Victimized 

by Islamic fundamentalists and mercenaries, thousands of innocent Kashmiri lives have been lost due to 

terrorism. Today the situation has somewhat improved with both countries agreeing to come to the 

negotiating table and discuss all outstanding issues with an open mind. Hopefully, peace will return to 

Kashmir -followed by tourists.  
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But again, tourism got a tremendous blow since 5th August 2019 after the demolition of the State status and 

Article 370 followed by 5 months total close, post that some rays of hope were there but Covid-19 struck 

which badly resulting in absolute shut down of the tourism industry and its allied services over a year by 

now. 

The Jammu and Kashmir state has tremendous potential for developing tourism. The beautiful places like 

Sonamarg, Pahalgam, Yusmarg, Gurez valley, Dachigham National park, Gulmarg, Lolab Valley, Warwan 

Valley, road to Amarnath and many more provide scope for development of tourism of different kind. 

Bestowed with rich abundance of scenic beauty, can draw a great chunk of Tourists from all over the world 

to the Kashmir valley. 

 

But unfortunately, the recent history of the tourism industry of Jammu and Kashmir had seen too much 

turmoil and business loss as a side effect. 

 

On 26 May 2008, the government of India and the state Government of Jammu and Kashmir reached an 

agreement to transfer 99 acre of forest land to the Shri AmarnathJi Shrine Board (SASB) in the 

main Kashmir valley to set up temporary shelters and facilities for Hindu pilgrims. This caused a 

controversy, with demonstrations from the Kashmir valley against the land transfer and protests from 

the Jammu region supporting it. The largest demonstration saw more than 500,000 protesters at a single 

rally, among the largest in Kashmir's history, because of which there was complete business shutdown and 

political turmoil in the region for several weeks hence tourists were afraid to visit the region. 

 

The Jammu and Kashmir state and adjoining areas received heavy rainfall from 2 September 2014 

onwards, during last stage of monsoon in India. This triggered flooding and landslides in India and the 

adjoining areas of Pakistan. On 5 September, the Jhelum River in Srinagar was reported to be flowing at 

22.40 feet (6.83 m) which was 4.40 feet (1.34 m) above the danger mark and at 33 feet (10 m) at Sangam in 

Anantnag district above the danger mark. The discharge rate in the river was recorded as 

70,000 cusecs against the normal discharge of 25,000 cusecs. According to the Home Ministry of India, 

several thousand villages across the state had been hit and 390 villages had been completely submerged. 

In actual figures 2600 villages were reported to be affected in Jammu and Kashmir, out of which 390 villages 

in Kashmir were completely submerged. 1225 villages were partially affected, and 1000 villages were 

affected in Jammu Division. Many parts of Srinagar, including the Border Security Force (BSF) HQ in 

Sanant Nagar & Army cantonment in Badam Bagh, were inundated, and vital roads were submerged, by 

the floods. 50 bridges were reported to have been damaged across the state. The preliminary assessment 

of damages to property was estimated between INR 5000 cr to INR 6000 cr. As a direct effect of this tourism 

industry also absolutely halted for months during the period. 

 

Tourism sector in Kashmir has suffered a loss of around Rs 3,000 crore as the 77-day ongoing unrest in 

the valley resulted in sharp decline of tourists from 9 July 2016 till mid of 2017 

 

According to preliminary estimates, tourism department officials said the key sector of state's economy has 

suffered a loss of around Rs 3,000 crore due to the unrest which broke out on July 9 following the killing of 

Hizbul Mujahedeen commander Burhan Wani in an encounter with security forces a day earlier. 

 

The tourism destinations and hotels both in private and government sector have been worst affected and 

most of the hotels are left with zero occupancy. While around three lakh tourists had visited Kashmir 

between July and September last year(2015), the tourist footfall in the Valley for the corresponding period 

of the current year(2020) is just about a trickle, the officials said. As per officials of JKTDC 10,059 tourists 

visited the valley during August 1 to 12 against 89,243 tourists during same period 2019. The officials said 

several film crews who were scheduled to be in Kashmir for shooting of films during summers also changed 

their destination in view of the prevailing situation in the Valley. Managing Director, Jammu and Kashmir 

Tourism Development Corporation (JKTDC), Shahid Iqbal Chaudhary said most of the Corporation's 

properties in Gulmarg, Pahalgam, Sonamarg, Yusmarg and other destinations have two-four per cent 

occupancy which ought to have been 90-100 per cent around this time of the year (2015). Similarly, 
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accommodations of Tourism Department and Tourism Development Authorities have also witnessed a 

shortfall of 90-95 per cent compared to last year (2018/19). 

 

Figure 3.10 Tourist arrivals to Kashmir

 

3.4 CLUSTER PROFILE – BASIC STATISTICS 
Table 3.3 Cluster Statistics Overall 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 2148 2119 346 

Small 30 35 5 

Medium 0 0 0 

Total 2178 2154 351 

No. of Units 

Micro 9520 9520 9520 

Small 15 15 15 

Medium    

Total 9535 9535 9535 

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.39 0.43 0.13 

Unskilled 0.38 0.39 0.09 

Total 0.77 0.82 0.22 

Exports (INR Cr) 84.5 80.75 21.95 

Source: DIC, Industry Association / BMOs/ estimates 
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Table 3.4 Cluster Statistics of TA& TO 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 435 448 67 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 1400-1500 1400-1500 1400-1500 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.06 0.07 0.03 

Unskilled 0.02 0.03 0.01 

Total    

Exports/ Foreign Tourist (INR Cr) 21.75 22.5 3 

Source: Primary survey, JKTDC, estimates, DIC, Industry Association 

 
Table 3.5 Cluster Statistics of Accommodation Establishments (Hotel, Guest House etc.) 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 575 600 62 

Small 30 35 5 

Medium    

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 3000 3000 3000 

Small 15 15 15 

Medium    

Total    

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.11 0.14 0.05 

Unskilled 0.05 0.05 0.02 

Total    

Exports/ Foreign Tourist (INR Cr) 30 31.5 3.75 

Source: Primary survey, JKTDC, estimates, DIC, Industry Association 
Note:  

 While calculating turnover as per the primary survey 70% of business comes through TA’s and 30% of business are done 
directly so we are calculating the turnover based on only direct business, otherwise it will be double counted as 70% of the 
business volume already counted in TA’s business 

 Post Aug’19 due to local situation hotels are running with minimum staff capacity approx 10-15% 
 

 

Table 3.6 Cluster Statistics of House Boats 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro type1 (upto 10 lk) 6.5 7.5 1 

Micro type 2 (11-50lk) 45 50 5 

Micro type 3 (above 50lk) 22 25 2.5 

Total 73.5 82.5 8.5 

No. of Units 

Micro type 1 200   

Micro type 2 550   

Micro type 3 50   

Total 800 800 800 

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.02 0.02 0.01 

Unskilled 0.01 0.01 0 

Total    

Exports/ Foreign tourist (INR Cr) 4 4 0.5 

Source: Primary survey, JKTDC, estimates, DIC, Industry Association 
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Table 3.7 Cluster Statistics of Shikara Operators 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 60 65 6.5 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 300 300 300 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled    

Unskilled 0.05 0.05 0.01 

Total    

Exports (INR Cr) 3 3.25 0.30 

Source: Primary survey, JKTDC, estimates, DIC, Industry Association 
Note:  

 No. of registered shikara 4500 

 No of shikara owners 300 

 For calculation purpose we have estimated 80% shikaras do direct business 

 Per Shikara owners average 15 shikaras 

 

 
Table 3.8 Cluster Statistics of Transporters 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 31 35 3.5 

Small NA   

Medium NA   

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 600 600 600 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.06 0.07 0.01 

Unskilled 0.01 0.01 0 

Total    

Exports (INR Cr) 1.5 1.5 0.15 

Source: DIC, Industry Association / BMOs/ estimates 

 

Table 3.9 Cluster Statistics (Ponywallas ) 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 170 190 19 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 21000 21000 21000 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled    

Unskilled 0.21 0.21 0.02 

Total    

Exports (INR Cr)    

Source: DIC, Industry Association / BMOs/ estimates 
Note:  

 Since 20,000 pony’s of Amarnath Yatra gets distributed among other location locations of J&K during other months of 
the year( barring 3 months of Amarnath Yatra period) hence for calculation purposes we have calculated 20,000 pony’s 
1 time only 

 For seasonality purposes and extreme conditions during winter time in some locations we have considered 6 months 
working time for ponywallas 

 We have estimated INR 15,000 per ponywallas per months as derived from primary survey 

 

Table 3.10 Cluster Statistics (Restaurants stand alone ) 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 
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Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 755 663 178 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 1000 1000 1000 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

Employment(In lakhs) 

Skilled 0.09 0.08  0.03 

Unskilled 0.02 0.02  0.01 

Total    

Exports (INR Cr) 7.5 6.6 1.8 

Source: DIC, Industry Association / BMOs/ estimates 
Note:  

 There are thousands of eateries and restaurants present in the cluster but not all in the touristic area or stand alone 
restaurant. Only stand alone restaurants in touristic areas are taken into consideration 

 Restaurants attached to accommodation facilities are not taken else there will be double counting as already taken in 

the hotel calculation 

 

Table 3.11 Cluster Statistics (Souvenir shop for tourists) 

Head 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro 48 35 7 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

No. of Units 

Micro 220 220 220 

Small    

Medium    

Total    

Employment (in lakhs) 

Skilled 0.002 0.002 0.002 

Unskilled 0.01 0.01 0.001 

Total    

Exports (INR Cr) 16 10 12 

Source: DIC, Industry Association / BMOs/ estimates 
Note:  

 Numbers of actual souvenir shop might be quite high we have taken the estimated shops which are directly doing 
business with tourists but not fully dependent on tourism industry 

 Actual turnover of the shops are quite high as they are also doing business through export, trade fairs, online etc. which 

we have not calculated 

 

3.5 ECOSYSTEM OF THE CLUSTER 
Main stakeholders of any tourism cluster are- TA’s, TO’s, accommodation facilities, transporters, 

restaurants, souvenir shops and guides mainly J&K is not different than this but level of involvement of the 

stakeholders with the tourists are not always start to end for all the parties. Direct involvement with the 

tourist from the start to end is only possible between a tourist and a TA or sometimes a hotel. Because of 

the different nature of the tourism cluster, it cannot be compared with other production clusters. So, the 

ecosystem is also varying, detailed description given below. 

Tourism Ecosystem of the Jammu &Kashmir Cluster 

Because of the intangible nature of tourism industry and since it comes under service industry the nature 

of the products is very different than any other industry. The primary product is the destination itself which 

we call as a ‘Tourist Destination’ where the economy is mainly evolving around the services related to 

incoming tourist. Also, there are many secondary and tertiary products involved in any tourist destination. 

Figure 3.11 Eco system of J&K tourism cluster 
Above is an overall idea of tourism products of the region but there are more micro divisions of many other 

products as follows often engaging in a symbiotic relationship. Each stakeholder’s role is important with 
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each other and with customer. Any potential tourist is the main focal point of the ecosystem to give him/her 

maximum satisfaction for the price paid. Target is to convert a potential to a customer and to a customer to 

a repeated one. The major influencer in any tourism ecosystem like J&K is a ‘Trend’ set by the customer 

only when repeatedly done for example boating in Dal Lake, staying in houseboat, buying Kashmiri 

embroidered dress materials or wood curving decorative items or drinking Kahwa. Eventually all these 

activities become an integral part of a trip. The moment a tourist does all these, those artisans or farmers 

or any other people who are not directly related to tourism or tourist now become a part of tourism directly 

or indirectly affecting the ecosystem. Even the boat makers or the Sheppard’s now a part of this tourism 

ecosystem. Local festivals are also inside the ecosystem as during those times normally we see tourist’s 

influx. In a way present ecosystem is a very intricate network like system product of many years of 

customer’s trend. Further subcategories in the ecosystem: mentioned in below diagrams- 

Figure 3.12 Symbiotic nature of J&K tourism cluster 

In the tourism cluster there are two kinds of relationship exist in the ecosystem as direct and indirect all are 

related to tourism or customers and to each other but not always directly. 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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TA/TO’s are directly related to tourist as they sale the tourism products of a tourist destination in every part 

of the world and tourist are also dependent on them when buy a complete package. TA’s are in direct 

relationship with accommodation facilities, transporters, guides, local govt. tourism bodies, local people 

(employment) almost all and indirectly with raw material suppliers, artisans, souvenir shops farmers etc. 

Accommodation facilities and restaurants also share direct relationship with tourists as they provide two 

major component food and stay. They also share direct relationship with TA/TO’s, transporters, guides, 

local govt. tourism bodies, local people (employment), artisans for in-house souvenir shop of hotel, raw 

material suppliers, local govt. bodies and indirect relationship with farmers, local manufacturers of hotel 

related product. 

Transporters and guides also share a direct relationship with tourist and with other stakeholders except raw 

material supplier, farmers etc. 

Artisans, farmers are not always in direct touch with tourist in 60% of the cases they are not, as they do not 

directly sale their products to tourists but mostly retailers unless they are having some retail outlet where 

tourists come directly. Whereas they share a direct relationship with the local people, local govt. bodies. 

Raw material suppliers are in direct relationship with hotels, restaurants, artisans, local people but indirect 

relationship with tourists, transporters, guides, govt. tourism bodies 

Lastly local people are in a both direct and indirect relationship with every other parties in a tourism 

destination as the economy revolves around the very tourist destination affecting all the native people in 

every possible way, ultimately tourism generates employment and economic growth (both 

positive/negative) in the region in a cumulative process in every layer of the ecosystem. That is why 

sustainability of an ecosystem is very important for the survival of the destination. Presently in J&K post 5 

Aug’19 tourism growth is almost minus 70% to 80% because of entire UT lock down for 6 months and post 

that Covid-19 effect since March’20. But local people are not tourism product they are a part. 
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Figure 3.13 Direct and indirect products of JnK tourism cluster 

 
Figure 3.14 Cluster Map 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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Jammu & Kashmir Tourism Development Corporation (JKTDC) 

Jammu & Kashmir Tourism Development Corporation established on 1970 as a fully owned company of 

J&K Govt. The objective of the Corporation is to run, manage and administer government hotels and 

catering establishments for promotion of Tourism and providing best transport facilities to the tourist. The 

Aim of the JKTDC is to provide best possible services, facilities to the esteemed guests. The tourist 

facilitations managed by JKTDC are in all the important tourist destinations of J&K. 

The Corporation has accommodation capacity of 2200 beds per day and runs 37 restaurants and cafeterias 

across the state. The Corporation has also a fleet of luxury vehicles which caters to transportation needs 

of the tourists. 

Services by JKTDC- 

 Common service facilities (during interview it has been mentioned by JKTDC, but stakeholders did 
not mention) 

 Information kiosk 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Negotiating for land access 

 Providing or arranging other common services (waste disposal, telecommunications, electricity, 
etc.) 

 Facilitating establishment of common facilities centers through leveraging government schemes  

 Business consultancy 

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues (taxation, protection under 
contracts, zoning, electricity supply, tariffs, etc.) 

 Arranging festival in collaboration with other Govt. bodies for tourism promotion like Tulip Festivals 

 Taking part in various TTF representing the UT 
 
 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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Kashmir Hotel & Restaurant Owners Federation (KHROF) 
 
KHROF Founded on 25 May 2001 as a nonprofit organization to provide integrated developmental services 

to the hotel and restaurants owners. More than 500 members are associated with the organization at 

present. The basic objective is to investigate and protect the interests of the Tourism and Hospitality 

Industry and to promote Tourism in Kashmir. 

Services by KHROF for the members- 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Negotiating for land access 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation) 

 Business consultancy 

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues 

 Providing or arranging other common services (waste disposal, telecommunications, electricity, 

etc.) 

Kashmir Houseboats Owners Association (KHBOA) 

Kashmir Houseboat Owners Association (KHBOA) situated opposite Tourist Reception Centre 

Srinagar. KHBOA manages accommodation facility from Deluxe to economical category Houseboats at 

four different locations Dal Lake / Nigeen Lake / River Jhelum and Chinar Bagh. Houseboat Owners have 

won appreciation and praise from visitors all over the world for being professional guides and trekkers. They 

also undertake local sightseeing tours, trout fishing, trekking and other vocational activities. 

In Srinagar a visitor can reserve a Houseboat, as per his budget at the office of Kashmir Houseboat Owners 

Association (KHBOA), opposite Tourist Reception Centre, Srinagar / HBOA booking counter at Srinagar 

International Airport. One can also do the reservation at HBOA booking counter located at Jammu Railway 

station and Katra. All the houseboats are fully spacious and centrally heated with every other 

amenity.Besides luxurious lodging and catering we offer you best locations in Dal lake / Nigeen Lake / River 

Jhelum / Chinar Bagh surrounded by mountains in open lakes and River Jhelum provide all the luxuries of 

a hotel alsobeautifully furnished with carved furniture, exquisite Kashmiri rugs and furniture. 

 24 Hour room service. 

 Telephones in all rooms. 

 Well furnished rooms. 

 Internet Facility. 

 Party arrangements 

 Car facilities 

Services by KHBOA for the members- 

 Information 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Negotiating for land access, industrial estate sites, etc. 

 Providing or arranging other common services (waste disposal, telecommunications, electricity, 

etc.) 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation)  
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 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues (taxation, protection under 

contracts, zoning, electricity supply, tariffs, etc.) 

Travel Agents Association of Kashmir (TAAK) 

TAAK established in 2000 been set up by the group of Travel Agents and Tour operators of Kashmir for 

serving and promoting the trade of tourism in the region. TAAK in a short span of time done a lot of work 

for overall betterment of the trade and from time-to-time TAAK has held numerous meetings with the heads 

of various Government departments and Amarnath Shrine Board and sent various proposals and 

suggestions to the government departments & Amarnath Shrine Board, which were appreciated and yielded 

favourable results in the wake of present global economic meltdown and recession. 

It is just only because of the goodwill earned by this organization during this short period of time that we 

are being invited at the relevant functions, seminars and symposia organized and sponsored by the 

government, semi-government, NGOs, and other organizations held in Jammu and Kashmir and outside. 

Services by TAAK for the members- 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Negotiating for land access 

 Providing or arranging other common services (waste disposal, telecommunications, electricity, 

etc.) 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation)  

 Business consultancy, help with business plans, etc. 

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues (taxation, protection under 
contracts, zoning, electricity supply, tariffs, etc.) 

 
Shikara Owners Association Kashmir (SOAK) 
 
SOAK established in 1980 for the welfare and over all development of the Shikara owners collectively.  It 
is a nonprofit organization with more than 300 members 
 
Services by SOAK for the members- 

 Information 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation)  

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues 

 Helping with tourists 

 Regular meeting with hoteliers and travel agency 

Taxi Owners Association Kashmir (TOAK) 

Taxi Owners Association Kashmir established on 1999 presently working for the collective development of 

the region’s taxi owners with over 200 members. 

Services by TOAK for the members- 

 Information 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation)  

 Meeting with travel agency and hoteliers 

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues 
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 Helping with tourists 

Kashmir Traders & Manufacturing Federation (KTMF) 

KTMF is an apex body of traders fighting for the rights of trade community of the valley. Established in 1975 

presently with more than 5000 members. For the trader’s community this association regularly meets 

different Govt. bodies and working as a bridge between the members and the authorities. 

Services by TOAK for the members- 

 Information 

 Providing consultancy 

 Providing market information 

 Regular meetings with various bank mainly the lead bank J&K 

 Negotiating for land access, industrial estate sites, etc. 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation) 

 Business consultancy, help with business plans, etc. 

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues (taxation, protection under 

contracts, zoning, electricity supply, tariffs, etc.) 

Directorate of Industries & Commerce Kashmir 

The Directorate of Industries & Commerce, Kashmir is the premier organization which deals with all aspects 

of planning and development of small scale and tiny industrial units in the Division. It acts through 12 District 

Centers (DICs), one in each district. Apart from creating infrastructural facilities for industrial development 

in the shape of establishing industrial estates, export promotion parks and growth centers where fully-

developed land, power, water roads et al, are available and where prospective entrepreneurs are 

encouraged to establish their ventures, the Directorate provides facilities of according various registrations, 

imparting training to entrepreneurs, coordinating with various sister agencies, granting different 

State/Central Government incentives to various industrial units. 

Directorate of Industries & Commerce Jammu 

The Directorate of Industries & Commerce was bifurcated in year 2007 into two Directorates i.e., one for 

Jammu Division & other for Kashmir Division. A committed Government & increasingly responsive 

bureaucracy is continuing efforts to be consisted & persistent in promoting investments with on attractive 

package of incentives the state is emerging as a land of opportunities for investments, those who are 

already here are happy & many are proposing to expand. The existing industrial estates in the state 

managed by Directorate of Industries and commerce is with no. of units.About 10,000 Kanals of land is 34 

being acquired under 18 Land Acquisition cases to develop new Industrial Estates or to expand the existing 

Industrial Estates across the state. 

J&K Small Scale Industries Development Corporation Limited (SIDCOP) 

J&K Small Scale Industries Development Corporation Limited (SIDCOP) has been established in November 

1975 as a fully owned Government Undertaking to aid, assist and promote small-scale industrial sector in 

J&K State. The Corporation has expanded its areas of operation and today it has District Offices in all 22 

District headquarters. At present SICOP is managing and administering nine Industrial Estates namely I/E 

Gangyal, Birpur, Kathua, ID Centre, Kathua& IID Centre, Udhampur in Jammu and I/E Zainakote, I/E 

Zakura, Silk/Handicraft Park, Zakura and Sports Goods Complex, Bijbehara in Kashmir Division. 

Micro Small & Medium Enterprises Development Institute 

Micro Small & Medium Enterprises Development Institute J&K Jammu is the field office of SIDO in J&K 

State. It has a Branch office (Workshop) at Industrial Estate, Digiana, Jammu. These Institutes provides a 

number of services to the micro small enterprises in the State. The main functions of the Institutions are to 

extend Technoeconomic-managerial constancy to the existing and prospective entrepreneurs. They also 
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extend various types of training programmes to develop entrepreneurship and Skill development. 

Necessary back-up supports for all industrial development activities are 39 also extended to all DICs in the 

State. MSME DI Srinagar, Camp Jammu has a workshop at I/E Santnagar, Barzulla, Srinagar & Branch 

MSME DI Jammu has a workshop at Industrial Estate, Digiana, and Jammu. Both the workshops undertake 

the job work in the field of Turning, Machining, Lathe works etc. It also provides 6 months Training in the 

trades of Fitter, Machinists Trades, etc. 

Main functional areas are- 

 Preparation/Updating of District Industrial Potential Surveys Project Profiles 

 Entrepreneurship Development Programmes 

 Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programme 

 Motivational Campaigns  Production Index 

 Management Development Programmes 

 Skill Development Programmes 

 Energy Conservation  Pollution Control 

 Quality Control & Up gradation 

 Export Promotion  Ancillary Development 

 Common Facility Workshop/Lab 

 Preparation of Directory of Specific Industry 

 Intensive Technical Assistance 

 Coordination with DICs 

 Linkage with State Govt. Functionaries 

 Market Surveys 

 Other Action Plan Activities assigned by Headquarters 

3.6 RAW MATERIALS USED 
 

The word raw material is not same as the general term used for any other sector or cluster because the 

tourism products are intangible in nature almost in 99% of the times. After visiting a tourist destination, a 

tourist can just gather good memories maybe capture few photos which are intangible, or a few souvenirs 

can be bought but those are not raw material even if tangible. So, from the tourism point of view below are 

the few things we can consider from the primary stakeholders. 

TA’s & TO’s 

For a T.A. the main raw materials are the components of different products or the services they provide like 

 Complete Travel Packages (comprising hotel+ticket+transport+guide) 

 Standalone tickets (flight, bus, rail) 

 Standalone accommodation 

 Standalone transportation 

 Standalone guide/ translator services 

 Travel Insurance 

These are the primary raw materials, which by combining different products are made. Making of a final 

product is not tough for a TA but procuring of all in a package or stand alone with a competitive price is the 

main hurdle a TA normally faces. Need very good commission or a direct TA special rate from all (hotel, 

ticket, transport, guide) without that not possible for a TA to survive as in today’s online world a potential 

tourist usually takes rates directly from each source most of the time to get the best possible rate in a 

budget. High airline cost during the peak season of J&K tourism cluster and less flights per day is a major 

issue came out during primary survey interviews, 50% of the TA respondents shared this concern, the 
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second concern was rate of hotel not always competitive, many times when hotels are directly dealing with 

online customers or corporates for group bookings, they are giving better rates to them that to regular TA’s. 

Same goes with airlines all of them are having website for any customers now a days they are giving hardly 

any better or special rates to the TA’s. Only those TA’s get very special rate from airlines in both domestic 

and international who are top ticket sellers in the country like TBO, EMT, MMT, Yatra to name a few never 

possible for a MSM level cluster level TA who does not have a national presence. Selling stand-alone cab, 

insurance, guide normally comes with very little markup sometimes 1 or 2 % of the entire profit or 3-5% 

commission shared again to the big sellers.  

Accommodation Facilities (Hotel, Houseboat, Guest House, Lodge, Holiday home, Restaurant etc.) 

For accommodation facilities raw materials are required for various purposes but not entirely for tourism 

industry. Tourists are the end users of a major part but any visitor when using a facility is not always a 

tourist. So, these products cannot be labeled as tourism product raw materials. These products have 

entirely different identified clusters or industries. However, the most used raw materials are as follows 

 Raw materials for cooking in any hotel’s kitchen 

 Processed food items 

 Kitchen equipment for cooking 

 General kitchen equipment 

 Room furnishing materials 

 Cleaning materials 

 Toiletries 

 Woods for house boats and regular boats 

During the survey 95% of the tourism stakeholders mentioned that they face huge issues for any kind raw 

material procuring during winter season, sometimes even prewinter season when snowfall starts early 

because the road closer of Jammu- Srinagar national highway, Mughal road, Srinagar-Leh highway 

sometimes for days. Like this year snow fall started from mid Oct 2020 and already road closer also started 

“Jammu-Srinagar National Highway has been closed due to snowfall at Jawahar Tunnel area, while higher 

reaches of Pirpanjal mountain range received heavy snowfall, resulting in the closure of Mughal road, said 

officials.” This directly affects the business resulting in high procurement cost eventually high room cost or 

costly per plate menu in a restaurant. Landslides in these roads also create problems during monsoon 

regularly. 

The house boats and regular boat owners also face procurement issues because of high cost of good 

quality of timbers, middleman, various permits, laws and rules and regulations. Due to emerging 

environmental issues,it is not easy just to cut a tree like earlier days, also major deforestation recently since 

2015 scarcity of timbers.  

Under this J&K Preservation of specified trees Act 1969“Restriction on felling. - Notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other law for die time being in force, no person shall fell any specified tree except under 

and in accordance with the terms and conditions of a permit granted by the prescribed authority under this 

Act: Provided that a permit granted under this section shall not authorize the felling of a specified tree by 

any person other than the owner thereof.”  

To obtain a permit is even more difficult going through all the red tapes for small time boat and houseboat 

owners. Then comes the middleman to misuse the regular people ignorance. 

Other major Acts in this regards are – J&K Forest Act 1987, J&K Forest Conservation Act 1997, J&K Forest 

policy 2010, Rules for Grant of Timber at Concessional Rates to State Servants, 1918act.           ,  

Other major stake holders are transporters and guides they directly do not procure any raw materials as 

such and their business is directly related to the TA’s and hotels. 
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3.7 PRODUCTION/MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
 

Major stakeholder’s production process in respect of J&K tourism cluster 

TA’s/ TO’s  

Making of a product (Package – operational part) is different in tourism sector than in any other sector 

because of the intangible nature of the product. In a larger point of view a tourist destination itself is a 

product like Gulmarg or Vaishno Devi Shrine. And the different tourism packages are again considered as 

a product which help a tourist to reach there. 

Making of a package involves several costings then putting it on the website or in any print and electronic 

medium where a potential customer can see those. The most popular product is 4N/5D Kashmir on MAP 

basis or 3N/2D Jammu CP basis.  

Making of a product (Package) 

Table 3.12 Tourism Production Process( Kashmir ) 

Components Cost 4N/5D Kashmir Inclusions 

Hotel Srinagar 1N 1000  1n hotel at Srinagar 

 1n hotel at Pahalgam 

 1n hotel at Gulmarg 

 1n Houseboat at Srinagar 

 Welcome tea/coffee at hotel 

 Daily breakfast and dinner at restaurant 

 In room Tea/ Coffee making facility 

 4 sitter car with English speaking driver 

cum guide 

 Transfer between mentioned destination 

 1ltr. Water bottle per day 

 Local important sightseeing 

Hotel Pahalgam 1N 1500 

Hotel Gulmarg 1N 1800 

Houseboat 1N 1500 

Transportation  3500 

Driver cum guide (In 90% cases drivers are guide 

as well unless client asked for certified guide) 

1000 

Misc. cost 500 

Net Cost 10,800 

Mark up 10% 

Package Selling Price 11,880( for website as per wish 11,500/ 11,750/ 11,899) 

**Sample per person costing based on 3 star hotel and 4 sitter car, local sightseeing entrance fees, and 

any activities taken by the tourists are always paid by customers directly at the place. GST also charged 

extra as present rate. 

Table 3.13 Tourism Production Process  (Jammu) 

Components Cost 3N/4D Jammu Inclusions 

Hotel Katra 1N 500  1n hotel at Katra 

 1n hotel at Jammu 

 1n hotel at Patnitop 

 Welcome tea/coffee at hotel 

 Daily breakfast at restaurant 

 In room Tea/ Coffee making 

facility 

 4 sitter car with English 

speaking driver cum guide 

 Transfer between 

mentioned destination 

 1ltr. Water bottle per day 

 Local important sightseeing 

 Help in Vaishno Devi Shrine 

Yatra process 

Hotel Jammu  1N 1000 

Hotel Patnitop 1N 1200 

Transportation  2500 

Driver cum guide (In 90% cases drivers are guide as well unless 

client asked for certified guide) 

1000 

Misc. cost 500 

Net Cost 6700 

Mark up 10% 

Package Selling Price 7,370  ( for website as per wish 7,3507,399) 

**Sample per person costing based on 3 star hotel and 4 sitter car, local sightseeing entrance fees, and 

any activities taken by the tourists are always paid by customers directly at the place. GST also charged 

extra as present rate. 
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Figure 3.15 Sample of TA and tourist relationship 

 

TA is the only component in this process who shares from starting to end relationship with the tourist 

 

Accommodation Facilities 

In any accommodation establishment of a tourist destination also has two categories of products and a 

production process. The most important product is the Per Room Night cost, and the production process is 

the costing part related to it. 75%-80% of the earning of an establishment comes from that rest from in 

house restaurant, where food production is an important part. The cost of a room also largely depends 

almost 40-50% sometimes on same area competitors. But then all hotels in a particular area blindly follow 

each other on the published rate, without following each component separately to give an attractive price 

to customers. Later do back calculation to fit in different component. During peak season, this phenomenon 

is commonespecially in weekends. 

The most common products are DBL room/ night, DBL room/ night with breakfast and DBL room/night with 

breakfast and dinner 

Table 3.14 Room Only Sample Cost of Hotel 
Components Cost 01Night Double Room EP 

Cost of electricity 200 Room only 

Cost of manpower 150 

Raw Materials (Toiletry) 50 

Raw Materials (Home furnishing) 100 

Any other Raw Materials (Water bottle tea/coffee sachet ) 50 

Any other Overhead Cost (Machineries/Fixed Assets/WiFi) 100 

Any Maintenance Cost 100 

Nett cost 750 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

Customer calls TA for a 
package

TA takes rate from 
hotels,transporters etc.

Costing done 
TA gives customer  different 

options

Once package finalize customer 
pays booking amount

TA books necessary 
arrangements

Customer pays the rest of the 
amount, TA provides required 

travel documents

Customer travels during trip TA 
keeps a tab

Once customer is back from trip 
feedbak taken and shared with 

concern person  
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Mark up 25% to 30% 

Room Selling Price 950 to 975 (website as per wish 999) 

**Sample per room costing based on 3 star hotel and 20 rooms. GST charged extra as present rate 

Table 3.15 CP Sample Cost of Hotel 
Components Cost 01Night Double Room CP 

Cost of electricity 200 Room and buffet breakfast 

Cost of manpower 150 

Cost of food 200 

Raw Materials (Toiletry) 50 

Raw Materials (Home furnishing) 100 

Any other Raw Materials (Water bottle tea/coffee sachet ) 50 

Any other Overhead Cost (Machineries/Fixed Assets/WiFi) 100 

Any Maintenance Cost 100 

Nett cost 950 

Mark up 25% to 30% 

Room Selling Price 1190 to 1235 (website as per wish 1199-1250) 

**Sample per room costing based on 3 star hotel and 20 rooms. GST charged extra as present rate 

Table 3.16 MAP Sample Cost of Hotel 
Components Cost 01Night Double Room MAP 

Cost of electricity 200 Room, buffet breakfast and buffet dinner 

Cost of manpower 150 

Cost of food 700 

Raw Materials (Toiletry) 50 

Raw Materials (Home furnishing) 100 

Any other Raw Materials (Water bottle tea/coffee sachet ) 50 

Any other Overhead Cost (Machineries/Fixed Assets/Wi-Fi) 100 

Any Maintenance Cost 100 

Nett cost 1450 

Mark up 25% to 30% 

Room Selling Price 1815 to 1885 (website as per wish 1850-1999) 

**Sample per room costing based on 3 star hotel and 20 rooms. GST charged extra as present rate 

The other main production part of a hotel is cooking process, which also comprises of various raw material 

cost of cooking and cooking equipments, electricity cost, man power cost, logistics cost mainly, also if the 

products are locally procured or from outside cost depends on that and fixed maintenance cost. Harsh 

climatic condition also indirectly affect the costing part process, in J&K the hoteliers and restaurant owners 

normally keep a contingency cost as due to snowfall and landslides every year there is road closer for 

considerable amount of time when raw material supplies are totally cut for the area. 

This is one of the major reasons which hamper production process and regular lockdown curfew because 

of the Geo-political situation of the region. 
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Figure 3.16 Sample of process flow of relationship between the hotels and customers 

 

In this kind of process there is no presence of T.A.’s, hotel only acts as a T.A. and maintain end to end 

relationship with customers. 

Transporters 

Like any other tourist destination in J&K also there is a set trend of per day per kilometer charges of different 

model which is fixed only after discussion with different local transporters association, taking into 

consideration of below components. 

Present fuel charges, distance between different tourist destination, night stay charges (if any), cost of car 

(old /new), per day KM run as per destination. 

Normally any small and big transporters prefer to work with TA’s and Hotels on regular basis year after year 

and build a network eventually. It is rare that a client will contact a transporter for a package or a hotel. But 

with many years of experiences now a day’s local transporters of J&K (8-10%) also started selling basic 

packages. 

Otherwise, they work on commission or special rate basis with preferred hotels or TA’s and do a yearly tie 

up sometimes contract as well depending upon the number of clients the hotels or TA’s giving. Basically, 

there is a close relationship network in between transporter hotel and TA’s.  

Also, big hotels and TA’s have their own in-house fleets and transport network with several driver cum 

guide on their payroll like Shangloo travel, Regenta central hotel, Taj Vivanta hotel in Srinagar for example, 

hotel County Inn in Katra etc. They are neither dependent on external transporter nor use them other than 

emergency. 

  

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

Customer books hotel online 
or calls the hotel to book or 

walks in to the hotel and book 

For online and call bookings 
full payment taken, for walk in 

50-70% payment up front

for online/call bookings if 
asked pickup drop and 
sightseting rates given / 

arranged

For walking customers when 
asked sightseeing arranged

Hotels normally keep all 
transport related rate for 

round of the year or do some 
yearly tie up

During stay customers 
normally take breakfast at 
hotel either included in the 

roomcost or on direct payment

With help of listed transporters 
seightseeing, shopping, lunch 
done,dinner either at hotel if 

included or on payment

During check out 100% of the 
bills need to be cleared by the 

customers

Once customer is gone or 
during check out  feedbak 
form shared, customer fill it 

there or mail later  
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Figure 3.17 Relationship between transporters, hotels, and TA’s 

 

Below flows chart IS a sample showing when a tourist takes package from TA or hotel pre booked, when 

it’s not pre booked only airport pick up part is not there, rest are arranged when customer checks in. 

Figure 3.18 Walk in customers package process with hotels 

  

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

Transporter

Hotels
Travel 
Agents

Airport/train/bus siation 
pick up

Drop to hotel

Pick up post breakfats 
from hotel Sightseeing/ 
lunch/ shopping/ hotel 

drop 

Pick up post breakfast 
and transfer to next 

destination

Pick up post breakfats 
from hotel Sightseeing/ 
lunch/ shopping/ hotel 

drop 

Pick up post breakfast 
and transfer to next 

destination if any

Pick up post breakfast 
again 

seightseeing/shopping/l
unch/hotel drop

Airport/traing/bus 
station drop

Feedbak form shared 
on last day, customer 
fill it there or mailed 

later 
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3.8 VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS BASED ON FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
In J&K tourism cluster or any tourism cluster value chain analysis is not same as any other production 

industry. As already mentioned in the previous section that it is often observed, cost of a popular tourist 

packages is determined by the other players in the market. For example C travel agent’s 4N/5D Kashmir 

package cost is 12999, now in the same region or TA’s selling same package the cost would be similar kind 

like 12500 or 12750 etc. same goes for hotel room costing as well many times specially during peak season, 

weekends, Christmas, New Year. And each TA’s inclusions also would be same other than the name like 

– Scenic Kashmir package or Short break in Kashmir. Vaishno Devi Darshan package or Nature with 

Vaishno Devi these kinds, so there is not much scope of cutting down the cost as costing is already cutthroat 

keeping competitors in the mind. 

But certainly, in general costing process all the inclusions of the package components kept separately 

taking each cost individually. 

Since tourism products are intangible in nature and any XYZ travel agent is selling the same package so 

the value addition of a package is only possible when something new added in the package in the form of 

unique experience which will come with an extra cost and a tourist will certainly be ready to pay apart from 

the base package cost. For example,1-hour Shikara ride in Dal lake cost INR 400-500, 1st phase Gondola 

ride in Gulmarg is about INR 400 per person or 1 hour snow sledge ride INR 250-350 per person or doing 

a half day tour to an apple orchard will cost about INR 1200-1500 buying apple extra. 

These kinds of things add value to a regular package and tourists are willing to do but there are never parts 

of the basic package costing these are called Optional Cost.  

It’s hardly directly matters to a tourist that whether his/her TA’s procured a high-speed internet for better 

response time or the hotel installed a new exhaust system in the kitchen where the tourist is staying, these 

are not an immediate concern of a tourist. A tourist’s only concern is how much experience gathered in 

terms of what paid, or a particular optional cost is worth paying or not. 

It varies great deal with customer to customer depending upon whether the TA selling packages to 

honeymoon tourists, backpackers, religious tourists, leisure tourists, MICE, adventure tourists, families with 

kids or elderly people etc. According to the personal taste normally these optional activities are included or 

suggested there is no common or set rule to follow.  

Table 3.17 A standard package costing sample analysis 
Components Cost 4N/5D Kashmir Inclusions 

Hotel Srinagar 1N 1000  1n hotel at Srinagar 

 1n hotel at Pahalgam 

 1n hotel at Gulmarg 

 1n Houseboat at Srinagar 

 Welcome tea/coffee at hotel 

 Daily breakfast and dinner at restaurant 

 In room Tea/ Coffee making facility 

 4 sitter car with English speaking driver 

cum guide 

 Transfer between mentioned destination 

 1ltr. Water bottle per day 

 Local important sightseeing 

Hotel Pahalgam 1N 1500 

Hotel Gulmarg 1N 1800 

Houseboat 1N 1500 

Transportation  3500 

Driver cum guide (In 90% 

cases drivers are guide as well 

unless client asked for certified 

guide) 

1000 

Misc. cost 500 

Net Cost 10,800 

Mark up 10% 

Package Selling Price 11,880 (for website as per wish 11,500/ 11,750/ 11,899) 
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**Sample per person costing based on 3-star hotel and 4 sitter car, local sightseeing entrance fees, and 

any activities taken by the tourists are always paid by customers directly at the place. GST also charged 

extra as present rate. 

Few more costing shown below diagrammatically for easy understanding 

Figure 3.19 Product 1 of T.A.: Value Chain Analysis of 4 Nights/5 Days Kashmir Package 

 

Figure 3.20 Product 2 of T.A.: Value Chain Analysis of 3 Nights/4 Days Jammu-Katra Package 

 

But for hotel other than just the room cost for a direct customer and meal addition is a value addition 

explained below with help of flow chart 

 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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Figure 3.21 : Product 3 of Hotel as Co-Co-Principal Firm: Value Chain Analysis of 1 Night Double 
Room Only Plan 

 

 

Figure 3.22 : Product 4 of Hotel as Co-Co-Principal Firm: Value Chain Analysis of 1 Night Double 
Room C.P. Plan (Room+ Breakfast) 

 

 

 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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Figure 3.23 : Product 5 of Hotel as Co-Principle Firm: Value Chain Analysis of 1 Night Double 
Room M.A.P. Plan (Room+ Breakfast+1 Meal) 

3.9 MARKETS/CUSTOMERS 
Markets 

Major market is certainly domestic which is clearly understandable from the past 9year’s tourist arrival data.  

From the field survey it is revealed that within country J&K has a good market share in southern states- 

Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Delhi NCR, Gujarat, Maharashtra, West Bengal etc. In these areas J&K 

TA’s have good B2B network connection with local TA’s who regularly sends tourists also the TA’s of J&K 

send tourist to these states, this relationship is based on trust and good faith mainly and between 

themselves they share special competitive rates. 65%-70% of the of the bookings comes from these TA’s 

rest directly B2C. A TA in Gujarat will give a booking only to those local J&K TA’s whom he trusts on the 

level of previous services provided even sometimes rate is little high, which may be a small TA big names 

always does not matter in this network chain. 

Outside country major markets are Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Middle East, Europe, South Africa, USA 

etc. from there tourists comes through the respective countries OBT handler DMC’s through their already 

set networks and big IBT handler TA’s of India. Hardly 5% -7% of local TA’s have direct connection with 

foreign markets or get online booking directly from the tourist bypassing the OBT and IBT network. 

Table 3.18 Domestic and Foreign Tourist Arrivals to Kashmir 
Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Tourist                   

Domestic 1282360 1274674 1142865 1140446 898861 1274596 1077697 841202 499584 

Foreigner 32110 37166 29143 27172 28954 24516 23786 56029 32985 

(Source: Ministry of Tourism Government of Jammu & Kashmir) 

 

  

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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Figure 3.24 : Network process of TA’s 

 

Customers 

For J&K Tourism Cluster customers are from the above stated major markets only, so the trend is same as 

these markets.From the field survey it’s revealed that within country J&K is a very popular touristdestination 

amongst southern states- Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Gujarat, Maharashtra, West Bengal, UP. MP, 

Delhi NCR, Rajasthan etc. and outside country Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Europe, South Africa, USA 

etc. 

100% of the tourist respondents during survey mentioned that they visited the area because of the scenic 

beauty which they always known from the various sources since childhood. Would love to visit again for the 

natural beauty and helpful local people. 

From the survey 60% of the domestic tourists mentioned they are budget traveler, within them 30-40% 

mentioned that they are dependent on TA’s mainly for the hotel stay and local transportation purpose. 

In total 60%-65% of the domestic tourist are dependent on TA’s for a package but as mentioned earlier only 

for hotel and local transport, to andfrom tickets are mainly done by their own. In rest 50%-40% of tourists, 

40% directly book hotel online rest 15%-10% as walk-in customer mainly repeated customers from 

neighboring states. 

But for a foreign tourist, an entire package is pre booked other than backpackers. 95% of the foreign tourists 

use TA’s for their trip and mostly mid-level to luxury traveler in terms of spending. 

But for Amarnath and Vaishno Devi Yatra the scenario is entirely different and based on religious faith only, 

some tourist respondents during survey mentioned that they are visiting Vaishno Devi since past 20 years 

every year but never been to any other please in J&K tourism cluster. 6:5-3.5 lakhs of devotees did 

Amarnath Yatra since 2015 (numbers are different every years). Specially people of Delhi NCR, UP, MP, 

Rajasthan, Haryana, Himachal, Gujarat, Punjab these to yatras are very important for their religious beliefs 

even for the lower strata of the people who are hardly earning INR 4000-5000 per month like domestic 

helpers, cleaners, labourers of various kinds. An estimated 8 million pilgrims visit the temple 

every year making it the second most visited religious place in India, after Tirumala Venkateswara Temple. 

Another interesting fact in the case of Vaishno Devi Yatra is 60%-65% of the tourists undertake the journey 

absolutely on their own not through a TA. And among them even 30%-40% of tourist do not even stay in a 

hotel. Directly from bus/train station directly go to Katra start Yatra after darshan directly go back to bus/train 

station. Amongst rest of the tourist 20% takes hotel in hourly basis while going and coming from darshan 

for freshen up purpose. And rest 10% takes hotel there directly as walk-in customers for a night. Some 

tourists even use their hired bus for the night stay purpose. 

So even if millions of tourists are visiting but not necessarily the revenue is coming to TA’s but to other 

principal stakeholders like hotel, restaurants, transporters etc. 

 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

Foreign country OB TA
take rates from Indian
reputed big IB TA

Indian IB TA contacts
local TA's in J&K for
the booking process of
an entire package

Local J&K TA's handle
the tourist once they
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Market Initiatives 

All the principal firms’ respondents (100%) mentioned during survey that they take marketing initiatives for 

their products. The most common initiative is coming up with new attractive deals for the following season 

like Winter Special packages, Summer Special packages also Honeymooners deal, Anniversary deal, Holi/ 

Diwali/ Christmas/ New Year’s special deal, Special discount for Kids and Senior Citizen to attract families, 

Weekend deals etc. These are mainly done by TA’s, hotels, houseboats, restaurants. Other like 

transporters or Shikara walas or pony walas initiative is only through word of mouth however transporters 

distribute pamphlets locally to TA’s and hotels. 

During the survey it is noticed that 35% - 40% of the TA’s and Hotels invest considerable amount from 

ranging from 50,000 to 7/8 lakhs in various promotional purpose during TTF, SATTE, OTM. Not everyone 

put up a booth there but send promotional materials also as a part of State Booth initiative from JKTDC 

(now UT) 

It’s very significant that almost 80% of the respondent mentioned that they do promotional activities, post 

deals in social media like Face book, Twitter, Instagram etc regularly to capture direct client and also B2B 

client and the method is very cost effective practically no cost other than regular internet cost. Whereas to 

participate in travel fair is very costly not possible for everyone. Because of this mode now principal firms 

are not spending as much money what they use to earlier for newspaper advertisement. That used to be a 

costly tedious work without the expected result always.Also, only 20%-30% principal firms are having 

dedicated website on their own. Locally principal firms are still using the method of pamphlet distribution 

and word of mouth promotion.  

JKTDC undertake promotional activities by joining various travel road shows, fair, exhibition, promote local 

festivals to attract more visitors Tulip Festival, Saffron festival, Shikara Festival, Bahu mela, Purmandal etc. 

regular promotional discounts through their website. 

Figure 3.25 : Market initiatives of the stakeholders 

 

 

 

Channel Distribution 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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For J&K tourism sector the distribution of the market share is almost 60-40 (60% B2B and 40% B23) 

sometimes the ratio varies to 65%-35% also during peak season. For a hassle-free travel tourist prefer to 

though TA’s even if not 100% of a trip but prefer at least hotel and local transportation part. B2B network is 

based on yearly contract or on special rated depending upon number of clients sent by a particular unit. 

B2B promotional offers are generally different than B2C offers. Big TA’s like Thomas Cook, Yatra, MMT 

who are having national presence in the all over tourism market of the country they have listed B2B TA’s 

for J&K.  

Figure 3.26 : Market Channel Distribution 

3.10 SKILL DEVELOPMENT  
Major skill imparting institutions in the cluster are IHM Srinagar and Jammu University department of 

tourism and travel management. 

Institute of Hotel Management Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition - Srinagar 

Generally known as IHM Srinagar was established in 1982 as 5th Hotel Management Institute of 

country.IHM-Srinagar has contributed adequate professional manpower to hospitality industry since its 

inception and is in continuing process. Currently ranked among the top 6 Institutes.Course fees for B.Sc. 

INR 59000 approx and for Diploma INR 36500 approx. In IHM Srinagar the relevant courses are 

 B.Sc. in hospitality and hotel administration (per batch 150 student capacity) 

 Diploma in front office (per batch 30 student capacity) 

 Diploma in food and beverage service (per batch 30 student capacity) 

 Diploma in food production (per batch 30 student capacity) 

 Diploma in housekeeping (per batch 30 student capacity) 

 Diploma in bakery and confectionary (per batch 30 student capacity) 

For B.Sc. it’s a 3 years degree course divided in to 6 semester major subjects are- front office/food and 

beverage/hose keeping/ accommodation/ strategy management, planning and production/service for food 

and beverage, nutrition, accountancy, communication, computer application (related to hospitality industry), 

research project, advance food and beverage production/operation/service, hotel engineering, financial 

management, facility planning, communication, food safety and quality control and industrial training. 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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All the diploma courses are 1.5 year as per the focal subject mentioned above along with other relevant 

subject. 18 Months (12 Months in Institute and 06 months Industrial Training). 

Industrial trainings are given in the good hotel chains of J&K tourism cluster also across the country, there 

is campus recruitment process available. After the completion of the courses 50-60% of the students 

areabsorbed by the cluster and rests other part of the country. On regular basis seminar, workshops and 

talks are arranged students with the eminent and experienced industry insiders.  

Also, under the HSRT scheme lots of free workshop and short training courses are offered to the youth 

from the weaker strata of the society in all over the cluster since 2009 few are like 

 Free 6 days skill testing and certification programme in Pahalgam with INR 1800 stipend just 

announced on 13th Nov 2020 

 Short term hospitality training programme in Kulgam announced on 10th Oct 2020 

 Tourist assistance guide (TAG) under skill testing and certification programme Srinagar (in 2019 

under 3 batch 90 candidate got training and certificate) 

 J&K tourism police under skill testing and certification programme Srinagar (in 2019 under 1st batch 

23 candidate got training and certificate) 

 Room attendant programme in Anantnag (in 2018 under 4 batch 130 candidate got training and 

certificate) 

 Front office associate programme in Anantnag (in 2018 under 4 batch 130 candidate got training 

and certificate) 

 Certified cook for tandoor and backer under entrepreneurship programme Anantnag 

After completion of all these free short-term courses many local youths got job. 

 

Department of tourism and travel management (Jammu University) 

Department of Tourism and Travel Management (DTTM) offers a comprehensive two years MBA (Tourism 

&Travel Management) programme. Theprogramme has been designed to provide an overall approach 

towards addressing the problems of tourism business, society and environment.The two year MBA (Full-

Time) in Tourism & Travel Management was launched in the year 2012. The main courses are 

 MBA (Tourism & Travel Management) 

 Integrated M.Phil-Ph.D 

After completion of the course 80% of the students are getting placed with a minimum salary of INR 20,000-

25,000 within industry. Campus recruitment facility is also there about 50% of the students got job through 

that. All major industry firms of J&K tourism cluster (TA’s/TO’s, hotel) visit campus for their recruitment. 

The course fee is approximately INR 80,000-1,00,000. It’s a 2-year course divided into 4 semesters. The 

mail subjects are – Tourism product of India with history and culture, travel agency and tour operator 

management, tourist behavior and market research, basic hotel management and housekeeping, 

sustainable tourism management, strategy and planning management, finance and accounting, computer 

application, communication, tourism entrepreneurship, digital marketing and e-tourism, destination planning 

and management, basic cargo operation process. On job training process is a part of the course, university 

has tie-ups with different travel agency and hotels for this process. Regular workshops talks and seminars 

also conducted for the students to get the practical industry ideas. 

 

3.11 FINANCE 
Most of the units surveyed did not take a loan (90%), only 10% have availed loan before  
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Table 3.19 Whether applied for a loan before 
 All Micro Small Medium 

Yes, loan availed 10% 8.5% 50% - 

Yes, but did not succeed 0% 0% 0% - 

Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 0% 0% 0% - 

Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 90% 35 50% - 

Not applied because of other reasons  0% 91.5% 0% - 

Respondent Base 40 38 2 0 

Source: Primary Survey 

 

Table 3.20 Source of Borrowing 

Entity 
Term Loans 

All units 

SIDBI 0% 

Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 0% 

Cooperative Banks 0% 

Private Indian / Foreign Banks 0% 

State Financial Corporation 10% 

NABARD 0% 

NBFCs/Micro Finance Institutions 0% 

Other Formal Sources 0% 

Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 90% 

Source: Primary Survey,  Respondent base – 40, Micro – 38,, Small - 2 

 

The awareness of MUDRA loans among micro units is only 55%, whereas that of Hunar se Rozgar and 

Prashad is comparable among micro units.  

Figure 3.27 Government Scheme Awareness 

 

  

 

Source: Primary Survey, Respondent Base:Micro – 38, Small –2 
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Figure 3.28 Awareness of SIDBI Schemes 
 All 

SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan Fund For Micro Small And Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 15% 

Loans under partnership with OEM 0% 

Working Capital (Cash Credit)  0% 

SIDBI-loan for Purchase of Equipment for Enterprise’s development plus (SPEED PLUS) 0% 

Top-up Loan for Immediate Purposes (TULIP) 10% 

SIDBI Term Loan Assistance for Rooftop solar PV Plants   20% 

SIDBI assistance to facilitate emergency response against corona virus (SAFE) 0% 

Respondent Base 40 

Source: Primary Survey 

3.12 USAGE OF SCHEMES 
Swadesh Darshan and Prashad Scheme:Its main aim is to integrated development of Jammu Kashmir 

with other districts and regions also integrated development of tourist facilities. But during the primary 

survey it’s observed that only 2-3% of the respondents are aware of the schemes. Awareness and usage 

is really low about any initiatives in the area. 7 projects worth Rs 594 Crore sanctioned for J&K and Ladakh 

under Swadesh Darshan and Prashad Schemes. In order to provide an impetus to tourism, the Ministry of 

Tourism, under its schemes of Swadesh Darshan and PRASHAD, provides financial assistance to State 

Governments / UT Administrations, including J&K and Ladakh, for development of tourism infrastructure. 

The Ministry has sanctioned 7 projects in J&K and Ladakh under the above schemes, details of which are 

given below: 

Table 3.21 Swadesh Darshan &Prashad Scheme Details 

Sl.No. Scheme Name of the project 
Amount sanctioned 

( (INR Lakhs) 

1 Swadesh Darshan Integrated Development of Jammu, Kashmir, Pahalgam, Kargil, 

Leh under Himalayan Circuit 

8297.1 

2 Swadesh Darshan Integrated Development of Tourist Facilities at Jammu-Rajouri-

Shopian-Pulwama under Himalayan Circuit 

9637.59 

3 Swadesh Darshan Integrated Development of Tourist Facilities under the 

Construction of Assets in lieu of those Destroyed in Floods in 

2014 under PM Development Package for J&K under Himalayan 

Circuit 

9096 

4 Swadesh Darshan Integrated Development of Tourist facilities at Mantalai- 

Sudhmahadev- Patnitop under Himalayan Circuit 

9782.4 

5 Swadesh Darshan Integrated Development of Tourist Facilities at Anantnag- 

Kishtwar- Pahalgam – Daksum – Ranjit Sagar Dam under 

Himalayan Circuit 

8743.95 

6 Swadesh Darshan Integrated Development of Tourist Facilities at Gulmarg-

Baramulla-Kupwara-Leh under Himalayan Circuit 

9692.58 

7 Prashad Development at Hazratbal  

Total 594 cr 

Source:  Swadesh Darshan Ministry of Tourism website ,IBEF website 

 

Hunar Se Rozgar Tak Scheme(HSRT): Hunar se rozgar a scheme meant to empower youth of Jammu 

and Kashmir belonging to lower strata. The Ministry of Tourism launched a special initiative called Hunar 

Se Rozgar Tak (HSRT) in 2009-10, for creation of employable skills amongst 8th pass youths belonging to 

economically weaker strata of the society all over India to impart tourism and hospitality specific skills to 

young person aspiring to join the tourism sector under another programme called Skill Testing and 

Certification. Theprogramme is fully funded by the Ministry of Tourism. 
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The objectives underlying this initiative are two-fold primarily: (i) to reduce the skill gap that afflicts the 

Sector, and (ii) to work towards the accrual to the poor the economic benefit of growing tourism. 

The features common to the training programmes under the Hunar Se Rozgar Tak (HSRT) are: 

 The trainees should be in the age group of 18-28 years 

 Each training programme is of short duration – from 1, 4 weeks to 8 weeks 

 No fees chargeable to the trainee 

 Each trainee entitled to incentives comprising free lunch, a set of uniforms and stipend 

 Training cost met by MoT; 

 The implementing institutes entitled to a payment of 5/10% of the respective programme costs to 

cover their administrative expenses. 

Short term training under HRST is 

 Food Production 

 Food & Beverage Services 

 Housekeeping 

 Bakery 

 Driving skills  

 Skill of heritage conservation and stone masonry 

 Skills to befit a Golf Caddy 

 Event facilitator 

 Skin and Spa therapist 

 Tour, transfer and office assistance 

 Security guard 

HRST a scheme conceived by Ministry of Tourism, Government of India has emerged as Employment 

generator in providing employment to local youthsin hotels by training them various departments of a hotel 

like F&B Service,Housekeeping, Foodproduction and bakery and how this scheme has impacted the life of 

people hailing from far-flung areas like Gurez, Uri,Machil,Tangmarg and kupwara areas of Jammu and 

Kashmir.IHMSrinagar went on to set satellite camps outsidetheir headquarters , since the inception of 

scheme 13 satellite campus were established in allthree divisions of Jammu& Kashmir. The campuses 

were established at following placesNaranag, Uri, Baramulla, Ananatnag,Udhamur,Khrew, Tangmarg, 

Gulmarg, Pahalgam, leh,Gurez , Manasbal, kupwara. IHM Srinagar is main centre for implementing HRST 

scheme. IHM collaborated with either army or with JKTDC as far infrastructure is concerned, trained,and 

well qualified faculty were deputed at these centers who were charged with duties ofimplementing the 

programme. Further examination and certification were carried out by IHM Srinagar. It has been 

instrumental in implementing the HRST across allthree divisions of Jammu and Kashmir.  

Some of the recent initiatives are- 

 Free 6 days skill testing and certification programme in Pahalgam with INR 1800 stipend just 

announced on 13th Nov 2020 

 Short term hospitality training programme in Kulgam announced on 10th Oct 2020 

 Tourist assistance guide (TAG) under skill testing and certification programme Srinagar (in 2019 

under 3 batch 90 candidate got training and certificate) 

 J&K tourism police under skill testing and certification programme Srinagar (in 2019 under 1st batch 

23 candidate got training and certificate) 

 Room attendant programme in Anantnag (in 2018 under 4 batch 130 candidate got training and 

certificate) 

 Front office associate programme in Anantnag (in 2018 under 4 batch 130 candidate got training 

and certificate) 

 Certified cook for tandoor and backer under entrepreneurship programme Anantnag 
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Table 3.22 Various IHM Srinagar satellite campuses and no of candidates trained by various 
satellite centers (2014) 

Sl. No. Name of the Institute No of candidates trained 

1 Srinagar 3976 

2 Kupwara 598 

3 Tangmarg 867 

4 Uri 425 

5 Anantnag 665 

6 Pahalgam 30 

7 Gulmarg 90 

8 Gurez 80 

9 Leh 350 

10 Narang 40 

11 Mansabal 280 

12 Khrew 160 

13 Udhampur 487 

Total 7848 

Source: IHM Srinagar, Academia.edu website 

 

Table 3.23 Candidates who got trained and placed under HRST scheme (2009-2013) 
Sl.No Year Trained Placed 

1 2008-2009 238 61 

2 2009-2010 873 263 

3 2010-2011 1401 653 

4 2011- 2012 1909 1235 

5 2012-2013 3427 2632 

Total 7848 4191 

Source: Source: IHM Srinagar, Academia.edu website 

 

The Start Up Kashmir Youth Entrepreneur (SKYE) Development Project:International development 

agency, Mercy Corps’sSKYE Project is working to support youth entrepreneurs in the Kashmir Valley and 

is working with JKEDI as well as local financial institutions and a network of experienced entrepreneurs to 

boost a culture of entrepreneurship in Kashmir and reduce the challenges and barriers faced by youth when 

starting a business in Kashmir. Startup Kashmir empowers aspiring entrepreneurs and startups from idea 

to growth-stage. The platform offers the right mix of resources and services every startup needs to kickstart, 

sustain, grow, and thrive. The unique blend of resources and services has been assorted and tailored 

keeping in view the peculiar startup ecosystem of Kashmir and to inculcate the spirit of resilience in our 

startups. The project stared in 2011 and helped number of youths in the region. 

Jammu and Kashmir state self-employment scheme: Labour& Employment Department started this 

scheme in 2015 where candidates are encouraged to start their own Employment Generating Units. 

3.13 GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
General road connectivity of the entire J&K region is fair to good because of the hilly region and climatic 

adversity. There is frequent road closer during winter sear due to heavy snow fall, the main lifeline of the 

region Jammu-Srinagar NH44 remains closed due to this and landslides during rainy season. These two 

climatic conditions are major hindrance in raw material procurement. 

 

Bus connectivity is good from Srinagar and Jammu to other cities of the region if the road is open. JKSRTC 

operates in most of the UT with high frequencies every day also outside UT as well like Delhi, Jaipur, 

Manali, Chandigarh on daily basis. 
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Rail connectivity is average in the Kashmir region as there is only one train line (not entirely completed) 

Baramulla to Banihal with daily 5/6 train where Jammu has an excellent train connection with the rest of the 

country more than 100 trains passes every day from all major cities of India 

 

Air connectivity is again average to good there are domestic airports in Jammu and Srinagar where regular 

flights are operational from most of the big cities and major domestic carriers are operational in the region. 

In almost every hour there is flight service in between Jammu and Srinagar. 

 

Roads 

Roads are the main sources of transport in the State. Lack of adequate Railways line and very limited scope 

for water transport leaves the state with roads as the only means of transport. Therefore, the state Govt. 

has been taking all round steps for the development and maintenance of roads in the State. In J&K all the 

roads are maintained by the state P.W.D. Department. However, a negligible Kms. of roads are in the 

control of Forest Departments, Irrigation and Flood Control, Border Roads Organization, Electricity 

Department. The total length of roads maintained by P.W.D. was 23304.65 Kms as per 2011-2012(p) 

estimates. Due to lack of good network of roads in the State, industrial development has not been taken 

place as expected. Lack of good transport facilities due to its topography in the state has become a 

bottleneck for industrial development in the state. 

Table 3.24 Road Connectivity 
 Connecting Srinagar to National Highway (NH) Condition State Highway (SH)/Others Condition  

1 Jammu NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good-V good  Good  

2 Anantnag NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good    

3 Ramban NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good    

4 Udhampur NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good    

5 Leh NH1D (Srinagar-Leh)  Good    

6 Uri NH1D (Srinagar-Leh) Fair-good   

7 Baramulla NH1D (Srinagar-Leh) Fair-good   

8 Kargil NH1D (Srinagar-Leh) Fair-good   

9 Pahalgam Partly NH1  Good Srinagar-Kanyakumari HW (notSH) Good 

10 Gulmarg   Other important road Fair-Good 

11 Sonamarg Partly NH1 and   Bandipora-Srinagar HW (not SH)  

 Connecting Jammu to National Highway (NH) Condition State Highway (SH)/Others Condition  

1 Srinagar NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good   

2 Patnitop NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good   

3 Katra NH44 and NH144 V. Good   

4 Udhampur NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good   

5 Rajouri NH144 and NH144A Good   

6 Anantnag NH44 (Jammu-Srinagar ) Good   

7 Amritsar NH44 and NH54 V. Good   

8 Jalandhar NH44 V. Good   
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9 Chandigarh NH44 V. Good Chandigarh-Ludhiana State HW V. Good 

10 Delhi NH44 and NH52 V. Good   

 

 

Bus: There is good connectivity via bus to the nearest cities. 

Table 3.25 Bus Connectivity 
# From Srinagar to Bus Frequency 

1 Pahalgam JKSRTC Every few hour 

2 Gulmarg JKSRTC Every few hour 

3 Sonamarg JKSRTC Every few hour 

4 Anantnag JKSRTC Every day 

5 Baramulla JKSRTC Every day 

6 Kupwara JKSRTC Every day 

7 Rajori JKSRTC Every day 

8 Uri JKSRTC Every day 

9 Udhampur JKSRTC Every day 

10 Leh JKSRTC Every day 

 From Jammu to Bus Frequency 

1 Katra JKSRTC Every few hour 

2 Patnitop JKSRTC Every few hour 

3 Rajori JKSRTC Every few hour 

4 Anantnag JKSRTC Every day 

5 Udhampur JKSRTC Every day 

6 Chandigarh JKSRTC Every day 

7 Manali JKSRTC Every day 

8 Ajmer Sharif JKSRTC Every day 

10 Jaipur JKSRTC Every day 

11 Delhi JKSRTC Every day 

 

Railways: 

All the important towns of J&K have not related to Railways Line. 54 Recently, the railway lines have been 

extended to Udhampur district of the State which would be helpful to some extent for the industrialists of 

Udhampur. This railway lines have been further extended to Srinagar & Kupwara. This will usher new era 

in industrial development of J&K State. Railway Line has been spread over in Budgam district of Kashmir 

Division (Kajikund to Budgam) and recently train has been started from Banihal to Baramulla. The rail line 

from Udhampur to Katra is likely to be started very soon. Due to lack of railways line, the industrialists of 

state are facing great problems for quick transportation of their finished goods as well as for getting raw 

materials from outside the State. 

 

For Kashmir region there is only one railway line connection The Jammu–Baramulla line and not fully 

completed yet. The sections from Jammu to Katra and Banihal to Baramulla have been built and are 

operational. The track from Katra to Banihal is to be completed by 2020. Till so far this line is not much 

significant for tourism purpose.But Jammu is very well connected by rail with major cities of the country 

millions of tourists travel till Jammu by train from the rest of the country mainly the budget category traveler. 

Below table is just an idea, there are more than 100 trains passing through Jammu from across the country. 

Table 3.26 Train Connectivity 

# 
From to Banihal 

/Baramulla 
Number of Train Frequency 

1 Baramulla 5 Every Day 

2 Bagdum 6 Every Day  
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3 Bagdum to Banihal 4 Every Day 

4 Banihal 5 Every Day 

5 Bagdum Baramulla 4 Every Day 

 From to Jammu Number of Train  Frequency 

1 Delhi 9 /30 Daily/ weekly 

2 Chandigarh 1 Weekly 

3 Indore 2  Daily 

4 Howrah/ Sialdah 4 Weekly 

5 Patna 2 Weekly 

6 Guwahati 3 Weekly 

7 Chennai 1 Weekly 

8 Mumbai 3 Weekly 

9 Kanpur 10 Weekly 

10 Allahabad 3 Weekly 

 

Air Connectivity: There is good connectivity of flight to the nearest cities, the mail airports are Srinagar 

and Jammu. Below table is an approximate idea for the same. Direct flights are not as many as the indirect 

flights from across the country. Those cities which are not having direct connection they can always take a 

Delhi flight and then connecting flight to Srinagar or Jammu. 

Table 3.27 Flight Connectivity 
 From /to Srinagar Carriers Frequency 

1 Delhi Air India, Vistara, Go Air, Spicejet, Airasia, 

Indigo 

Every Day  more than 1 flight 

2 Mumbai Air India, Vistara, Go Air, Spicejet,  Indigo Every Day more than 1 flight 

3 Bengaluru Air India, Vistara, Go Air, Spicejet, Airasia, 

Indigo 

Every Day more than 1 flight 

4 Leh Air India ,Spicejet Every Day more than 1 flight 

5 Jammu Air India, Vistara, Spicejet, Go Air In every few hour 

 From/to Jammu Carrier/ Number of Flights Frequency 

1 Delhi Air India, Vistara, Go Air, Spicejet, Airasia, 

Indigo 

Every Day more than 1 flight 

2 Mubbai Air India, Vistara, Go Air, Spicejet,  Indigo Every Day more than 1 flight 

3 Leh Air India ,Spicejet  Every Day more than 1 flight 

4 Srinagar Air India, Vistara, Spicejet, Go Air In every few hour 

5 Bengaluru Air India, Vistara, Go Air, Spicejet, Airasia, 

Indigo 

Every Day more than 1 flight 

Water Supply:  The water sector is facing daunting challenges due to urbanization, industrialisation, and 

huge demand for Agriculture sector. The potential for augmentation of supply is limited, water tables are 

falling, and water quality issues have increased. Our rivers and ground waters are continuously polluted by 

untreated effluents and sewerage. The climate change poses fresh challenges.  

Jammu and Kashmir plan to provide tap water connection to all rural households by December 2022 under 

the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM). During the current year, the Union Territory (UT) is planning for 100% 

coverage of all 5,000 villages of 3 districts i.e., Gandharbal, Srinagar and Raisi. To address the drinking 

water problem in the state, several schemes are being also implemented under State Plan/District Plan, 

LIC/NABARD loan assistance and Economic Reconstruction Agency. 

Presenting their action plan to the Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation yesterday for achieving the 

goal of every household with tap water supply under the JJM, UT officials said there are 18.17 lakh 

households in the UT, out of which 5.75 lakhs are already provided with Functional Household Tap 

Connections (FHTCs). Out of the remaining households, J&K plans to provide 1.76 lakh households by 

2020-21. 
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The UT is likely to get Rs 680 Crore as Central share under JJM for this financial year. The Union Territory 

is eligible for additional allocation based on physical and financial performance. The UT Administration is 

planning 100% coverage by December 2022 ahead of national goal by 2024-25. By doing so, J&K will be 

a leading example to accomplish the ambitious target of providing tap connection to each rural household. 

Power Supply: The UT of Jammu and Kashmir is endowed with significant hydel potential which, when 

exploited fully, will provide a strong impetus for the growth of its economy.Optimal exploitation of available 

hydel resources in the UT would not only meet the internal demand but will also supply power to the 

Northern grid to boost the overall development of the State. The estimated hydro power potential of the 

state is 20,000 Megawatts (MW), of which about 16475 MW have been identified. This comprises 11283 

MW in Chenab basin, 3084 MW in Jhelum basin 500 MW in Ravi Basin & 1608 MW in Indus basin. Out of 

the identified potential, only 3263.46 MW i.e., 19.80 % (of identified potential) has been exploited so far, 

consisting of 1211.96 MW in UT Sector from 21 power projects, 2009 MW in Central Sector from 7 projects 

and 42.5 MW in private sector from 4 projects. To harness this potential in a sustained manner, the 

Government of J&K established the Jammu & Kashmir State Power Development Corporation Limited 

(JKSPDCL) which has been incorporated as Private limited company on 16th February 1995. 

3.14 CFCS IN THE CLUSTER 
During primary survey 95% of the respondents mentioned that they are not aware of the presence of any 

tourism specific CFC in the cluster or otherwise, whereas few of them mentioned that Under SFURTI 

scheme “Common Facility Centers (CFC)” to be established in Srinagar, as per the Govt. report published 

in Dec 2019. Common Facility Centers worth 2.5 crore & 5 crores depending on number of artisans would 

be established as per the guidelines which will include facilities for multiple products and packaging, Raw 

Material Bank (RMBs), Training Centers and warehousing. But they are not aware of any such things at 

present. 

3.15 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INTERVENTIONS 
In 2014 similar Diagnostic study report done by SIDBI but as such no impact seen the reason may be there 

is no SIDBI presence in Kashmir region and in Jammu region minimal.  

Table 3.28 Interventions and its Impact 

# Intervention Agency Impact 

1 HRST Ministry of Tourism Quantitative analysis given in Scheme section 

2 SKYE Mercy Corps  

3 Swadesh Darshan & Prashad Ministry of Tourism Quantitative analysis given in Scheme section 

4 SFURTI Ministry of MSME Less awareness in the respondents 

Source: Primary Survey  
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4 BENCHMARK CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

4.1 HISTORY 
As the benchmark tourism cluster or the most popular cluster certainly The Golden Triangle –Delhi-Jaipur-

Agra comes first both for domestic and foreign tourists. In modern time post-independence Taj Mahal in 

Agra became the main center of attraction but later Delhi and Jaipur made their position very strong in 

every possible aspect what a tourist normally look for while visiting a place. If we go back to the ancient, 

early medieval period since that time people from other part of the country and foreign are visiting this 

region, well documented histories are there many eras before Mughal period because of its strategic 

location and Capital region. 

4.2 SPECIALTIES 
The Golden Triangle tourism cluster itself is special in many ways; in general, this region shares a very 

advantageous strategic location Delhi being the capital of India apart from other specific reasons. It is 

easiest to plan a travel to Delhi from within country and from outside any part of the world. The other 

specialties of the Golden Triangle are as follows – 

 History 

 Culture & Heritage 

 Art and craft 

 Best of the cuisines 

 Shopping facilities 

 International airports 

 Excellent public and private transportation system 

 Best of the hotels 

 Shopping facilities 

 Excellent TA networks 

 Entertainment options for tourists 

 Excellent paid/free public conveniences 

Any tourist who will visit Golden Triangle will have some experience as per his/her taste for sure, from the 

kids to senior visitor it is not possible that after visiting Delhi-Jaipur-Agra in short, the Golden Triangle a 

tourist will like nothing. Even if not the entire circuit but something will enrich his/her memories in best 

possible ways. Every place has its distinct charm to offer each kinds of touristswith an unthinkable social 

media presence/visibility of each unique experiences. 

Jaipur: One of the biggest plus point and specialty of Rajasthan tourism or Jaipur is their friendliness 

towards any tourists, they feel at home. Level of hospitality standard is very high. Tourists feel safe in the 

region and connect with local people. For example, a tourist can do lots of things other than just visiting the 

forts, palaces, and museums like 

 Food tour with short cooking classes where they can cook with local 

 Art and craft workshop tour 

 In all the local festival like Teej ,Gangaur , Rajasthan day celebration, Jaipur literally festival etc. 

they can take part 

 Round of year there are local festivals in Rajasthan, the tourism department took initiatives to 

include tourists in all those, some festivals are even done in some common ground where outsiders 

also can join and get an experience of the local culture and tradition firsthand. 

 The tourism dept. has authorized local home stays they run business independently but before 

getting the authorization from the tourism department they need to follow the specification. These 
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home stays are mainly in beautiful residential areas with comfortable stay and food with the owner. 

This is a well appreciated and popular concept there 

 Palace on wheels train networks 

 Story telling for small to medium group through local puppetry and musical instruments 

 ChokhiDhani (model village experience) 

Agra: Other than Taj Mahal and Red Fort in Agra, the tourists love the local culture there with age old 

history attached with Mughal period and even before that. Also the place is treasure trove of Zardozi 

embroidery work, lakh bangles, junk jewelry etc.  lots of local people came up with many such experience 

sharing tour for tourists. Some of them are popular like 

 Experiencing pure veg home cooked food at a traditional ‘Braj’ home 

 Cooking workshop with housewives 

 Local Mughal food tour, street food tour 

 Visiting artisans and experience their normal day 

 Short embroidery, junk jewelry making workshop 

 Taj Mahotsav (arrange by Dept. of Tourism) 

 Nearby farmhouse day trip 

Delhi: Like any other metropolitan capital city other than with best strategic location, history, culture, art & 

craft, shopping, restaurants, museums, monuments, parks, gardens, galleries etc. Delhi has thousand 

number of specialty things to offer a tourist like 

 Best of the night life as in pubs, restaurants, fine dining’s, clubs, and shopping malls in Delhi NCR 

region 

 Excellent public transportation and private cab facility 

 DilliHaat (model pavilion representing every state art, culture & food in one compound) 

 Purani Dilli is a tourist’s attraction in many ways as myriad taste of every category of tourists 

 Round of the year different fairs/ festivals (food, music, art & craft, book, trade &industrial, textile. 

automobile, tourism to name a few)  

 Food tours 

 Cosmopolitan culture because of this no tourists feel ‘fish out of water’ 

The entire Golden Triangle region is basically offer unique experience to the visitors other than just to see 

the world-famous monuments. They offer a slice of localness and experience in the form of a tourist 

package. As mentioned earlier tourism products are intangible so after a trip when tourists went back to 

their native place the only thing, they carry along is memories in the form of experience and that makes the 

difference between any two tourist places who all normally have a historical background with monuments, 

parks, restaurants, good hotels etc. 

4.3 PLACE 
The Golden Triangle shares an advantageous strategic location being almost in the middle point of the 

country with easy access to every other part. If a person visiting Delhi/Jaipur/Agra for a work-related 

purpose with less time in hand also can visit other two places easily with extra 2/3 days in hand and it is 

very common in 60-70% of business travelers, apart from the official work it is a part of their itinerary agenda 

to visit Taj Mahal or Amber Fort or Lal Quila even if a very short visit. It is on their ‘to do’ list. And this is only 

possible because of the world class transportation network be it rail/ road or air. All these three places share 

excellent connection in terms of National Highways connecting them with good bus services both public 

and private, train network with superfast trains, international and domestic airports with excellent daily flight 

frequency from within India and foreign countries along with all operational major domestic and international 

air carriers. 
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Because of these facilities also this region is easily accessible to tourist in comparison to other tourist 

places. 

Figure 4.1 Golden Triangle 

 

4.4 VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS 
In Golden Triangle tourism cluster or any tourism cluster value chain analysis is not same as any other 

production industry.  

As already mentioned in the previous section that it is often observed, cost of a popular tourist packages is 

determined by the other players in the market. For example, C travel agent’s 4N/5D GT package cost is 

18000, now in the same region or TA’s selling same package the cost would be similar kind like 17500 or 

1850 etc. same goes for hotel room costing many times as well specially during peak season, weekends, 

Christmas, New Year. And each TA’s inclusions also would be same other than the name like – Charming 

Golden Triangle package or Short break in Golden Triangle etc. so there is not much scope of cutting down 

the cost as costing is already cutthroat keeping competitors in the mind. 

But certainly, in general costing process all the inclusions of the package components kept separately 

taking each cost individually. 

Since tourism products are intangible in nature and any XYZ travel agent is selling the same package so 

the value addition of a package is only possible when something new added in the package in the form of 

unique experience which will come with an extra cost and a tourist will certainly be ready to pay apart from 

the base package cost. For example, 3 hours food tour in Purani Dilli costs INR 1000-1500 or doing a half 

day tour to old Havelis INR 2000-2500 buying apple extra or to do a craft-based tour to the artisans home 

INR 1200-1500. 

These kinds of things add value to a regular package and tourists are willing to do but there are never parts 

of the basic package costing these are called Optional Cost.  

It’s hardly directly matters to a tourist that whether his/her TA’s procured a high-speed internet for better 

response time or the hotel installed a new exhaust system in the kitchen where the tourist is staying, these 

are not an immediate concern of a tourist. A tourist’s only concern is how much experience gathered in 

terms of what paid, or a particular optional cost is worth paying or not. 

 

Source: Primary Survey 
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It varies great deal with customer to customer depending upon whether the TA selling packages to 

honeymoon tourists, backpackers, religious tourists, leisure tourists, MICE, adventure tourists, families with 

kids or elderly people etc. According to the personal taste normally these optional activities are included or 

suggested there is no common or set rule to follow.  

Table 4.1 A standard package costing sample analysis of the Benchmark Cluster 
Components Cost 4N/5D Golden Triangle Package Inclusions 

Hotel Delhi 2N 5000  2n hotel at Delhi 

 1n hotel at Agra 

 1n hotel at Jaipur 

 Welcome tea/coffee at hotel 

 Daily breakfast and dinner at restaurant 

 In room Tea/ Coffee making facility 

 4 sitter car with English speaking driver 

cum guide 

 Transfer between mentioned destination 

 1ltr. Water bottle per day 

 Local important sightseeing 

Hotel Agra 1N 2000 

Hotel Jaipur 1N 2000 

Transportation  6000 

Driver cum guide (In 90% 

cases drivers are guide as well 

unless client asked for certified 

guide) 

2000 

Misc. cost 1000 

Net Cost 18,000 

Mark up 15% 

Package Selling Price 20,700  ( for website as per wish 20,500/ 27,750/ 20,799) 

**Sample per person costing based on 3 star hotel and 4 sitter car, local sightseeing entrance fees, and 

any activities taken by the tourists are always paid by customers directly at the place. GST also charged 

extra as present rate. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

5.1 RAW MATERIAL 
In tourism sector the main raw materials are not exactly same as any other manufacturing or production 

units, they are totally different in nature because of the intangibleness principal stake holder wise mentioned 

below 

Travel Agents/Tour Operators: The main raw materials of a TA/TO’s are 

 A tourist destination 

 Hotels 

 Transporters 

 Drivers/Guides 

 Sightseeing’s/optional tours 

Combining all above a TA/TO makes a tourism product – a package. In J&K tourism cluster getting regular 

supply of all the above stated raw materials are not an issue. During the survey 70-80% of the TA’s 

mentioned the same. 

Figure 5.1 Sample raw materials of tourism cluster 

 

Hotels/Restaurants: For hotels and restaurants main raw materials are related to food production, cleaning 

material, linens, and kitchen equipment mainly. During the survey 100% of the respondents in Kashmir 

region mentioned that buying all these are not an issue but procuring all these uninterrupted throughout the 

year is a challenge every year. During rainy season because of the hilly region landslide is common as an 

effect road closer for days and same again during winter season due to snowfall days of road closer (main 

 

Source: Primary Survey 
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lifeline Jammu-Srinagar National Highway 44) stops the supply chain and which is a major cause of 

business loss as well as huge monetary loss due to the perishable nature of the raw material. As a side 

effect of this the hoteliers of Jammu region also face high cost of raw material during winter season and 

rainy season. In the entire cluster during winter season mainly the food related raw material cost are on 

higher side.  

Houseboats/Shikaras: For houseboats, the food raw material procurement problems are same as hotels 

and restaurants. But both houseboat and Shikara owners face other issues related to the procurement of 

wood the main building material and the main material for renovation, refurbishing works. Wood is a very 

pricy material and not easily available as and when required. The major hindrance in the process of 

renovation is because of high cost of good quality of timbers, middleman, various permits, laws and rules 

and regulations. Due to emerging environmental issues,it is not easy just to cut a tree like earlier days, also 

major deforestation recently, since 2015 scarcity of timbers.  

Under this J&K Preservation of specified trees Act 1969 “Restriction on felling. - Notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other law for die time being in force, no person shall fell any specified tree except under 

and in accordance with the terms and conditions of a permit granted by the prescribed authority under this 

Act: Provided that a permit granted under this section shall not authorize the felling of a specified tree by 

any person other than the owner thereof.”  

To obtain a permit is even more difficult going through all the red tapes for small time boat and houseboat 

owners. There comes the middleman to misuse the regular people ignorance. 

Other major Acts in these regards are – J&K Forest Act 1987, J&K Forest Conservation Act 1997, J&K 

Forest policy 2010, Rules for Grant of Timber at Concessional Rates to State Servants, 1918 etc. Each act 

and rule are stringent than before and, in a way, difficult to get permit as an effect sustain the business the 

way needed to be. New houseboats cannot be made that is a law but maintaining the old ones is also 

getting difficult day by day. 

This problem also faced by the high-altitude hoteliers in the place like Gulmarg, Pahalgam, Sonamarg, 

Patnitop etc., where there are lots of wooden hotels present. Because of this issue the new hotels which 

are coming up or recently built are made up of concrete. Again, against of the geographical/geological 

condition of the place as heavy concrete buildings create havoc during earthquake, heavy rain, flush flood, 

cloudburst, as porous hilly terrain soil cannot bear the load of these huge concrete constructions. 

In the entire region due to huge illegal and legal deforestation the soils are more porous then earlier. 

Construction and related deforestation are becoming a vicious cycle. 

Transporters/Drivers/Guides: The firms and the individuals related to this business the raw material are 

mainly their skills related to the service they provide to the tourists. Basically, they are the raw material for 

the TA’s and accommodation facilities. They share a symbiotic relationship with other stake holders, but 

their skill is very important for any tourist to enjoy the trip or later to become a repeated visitor. 

Souvenir Shops: There is a huge art and industry in J&K region already exists and lakhs of artisans. There 

are nearly 2.50 lakhs artisans directly dependent upon handicrafts in the State for their livelihood and there 

is still great potential for more employment to be generated in this sector if markets are expanded and 

demand is increased. The issues with the souvenir shop are procurement of finished product at a good rate 

on regular basis the main reasons are- 

 Not all shop owners are big and artisans themselves 

 Many artisans are very small-time only sale products to the middleman 

 High raw material cost of the finish products like silk thread, pashmina wool, other original wool, 

wood, copper, silver, handmade papers etc. 

 Middleman and big retailers are buying products from small artisans in bulk and cheap rate 

 Small,micro, and medium level shops are also buying from big retailers in a higher price 
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 Present youth generation of the artisan’s families are not much interested in taking up the art as a 

main source of livelihood 

 To make a finish product of shawl or a paper mache box with miniature painting or an intricate 

wood carving box requires a very high level of skill and 20-25 days of intense physical labour and 

hand eye coordination. So naturally the making cost is high along with the raw material 

 A fake industry of Kashmiri shawl and other products are running in parts of Punjab, they are 

supplying duplicate items at a cheap rate whereas original items are not getting market and good 

rates after the laborious work 

 Running a souvenir shop in the region is much tougher than to export products or to take parts in 

regular fairs in different parts of the country  

5.2 PRODUCTION PROCESS RELATED 
Travel Agents/Tour Operators: Making a package is the production process of a TA everywhere same in 

J&K tourism cluster as well. The major challenges they are facing apart from Covid-19 business loss, is 

High Speed internet issue. During survey 100% of the respondents mentioned that they have only 2G 

connection most of the time, rarely 3G connection comes as high-speed internet connection is one of the 

topmostrequirements to run a travel agency. As every other service from keeping inventory to book a room 

or ticket or even taking payment from a customer are online and to avail those services a TA needs constant 

high speed internet connection. TA’s are even unable to revert to potential customers within time frame as 

a result losing business.  

Another challenge is high flight cost during winter season that is a peak season for winter sports lover, 

adventure tourists and foreign tourists. These tourists are not getting better flight rates to for Srinagar or 

Jammu so choosing other destination over this region. 

Hotels/Guest houses/Houseboats/Restaurants: Due to the raw material procurement problems because 

of the seasonal road closer, the challenge of the production process of food mainly hampered during these 

times as mentioned by the 100% of the respondents in Kashmir region and as a side effect the entire region 

get a high raw material cost which directly affect the production process.  

Also, the regular operational work of these establishments is hampered by the 2G internet connection, for 

them the regular work is a sort of production process like to run the entire establishment to handle in house 

customers to getting back to potential tourists and to vendors. 

5.3 ACCESS TO MARKETS 
For J&K tourism cluster there are 2 kinds of markets one is domestic, and one is international. The potential 

is absolutely 50/50% for but in actual scenario in past 10 years only 2-3% of the foreign tourist visited the 

place in comparison to domestic tourists. 

A major issue faced by every principal stakeholder in the region over the last few years is that tourists 

(domestic+foreign) choosing neighboring state Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand, Sikkim over J&K 

because of the Geo-political situation it is not generally considered as a tourist safe heaven. 
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Figure 5.2 Market share of J&K tourism cluster (%) 

 

All the principal firms’ respondents (100%) mentioned during survey that they take marketing initiatives for 

their products. The most common initiative is coming up with new attractive deals for the following season 

like Winter Special packages, Summer Special packages also Honeymooners deal, Anniversary deal, Holi/ 

Diwali/ Christmas/ New Year’s special deal, Special discount for Kids and Senior Citizen to attract families, 

Weekend deals etc. These are mainly done by T.A.’s, hotels, houseboats, restaurants. Other like 

transporters or Shikara walla or pony walas initiative is only through word of mouth however transporters 

distribute pamphlets locally to TA’s and hotels. 

During the survey it is noticed that 35% - 40% of the TA’s and Hotels invest considerable amount from 

ranging from 50,000 to 7/8 lakhs in various promotional purpose during TTF, SATTE, OTM. Not everyone 

put up a booth there but send promotional materials also as a part of State Booth initiative from JKTDC 

(now UT) 

It is very significant that almost 80% of the respondent mentioned that they do promotional activities, post 

deals in social media like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc. regularly to capture direct client and B2B client 

and the method is very cost effective practically no cost other than regular internet cost. Whereas to 

participate in travel fair is very costly not possible for everyone. Because of this mode now principal firms 

are not spending as much money what they use to earlier for newspaper advertisement. That used to be a 

costly tedious work without the expected result always. Also, only 20%-30% principal firms are having 

dedicated website on their own. Locally principal firms are still using the method of pamphlet distribution 

and word of mouth promotion.  

During the primary survey 75-80% of the principal stakeholders shared their concerned that they want to 

expand their customer base or diversify the market both within and outside of the countries but face 

challenges as below 

 High cost of diversification  

 Do not know the proper channel or how to do that 

 Too costly to afford for individual units to employ BSD provider 

 Not all can afford to create own brand and website 

 For own website it is not easy to run that without the proper technical knowledge, and just to run a 

website keeping an IT person is too costly 

 Creating offbeat product again costly as lesser-known tourist areas raw material cost are higher 

than a regular popular tourist circuit 

 High cost of skilled employee 

 Require knowledge of niche driven strategy/search engine optimisation/ advertising/ referral 

marketing 

 No association level initiatives are there for integrated cluster level development 

 

Source: Primary Survey 
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 No govt. level initiatives to overcome challenges, even if something is there micro and small level 

players do not have any idea about the same or such support services do not reach to micro and 

small level stakeholders. Major Gaps being a monopolistic tourism sector ruled by few influential 

people, they have the major say in whatever activities take place. 

5.4 SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
In J&K tourism cluster the two major skills imparting institutions are Institute of Hotel Management Srinagar 

and Jammu University Travel & Tourism Administration Management department. 65-75% of students are 

placed after the completion of the courses within the cluster and rest outside the cluster with a starting 

salary approximately INR 20,000. 

In the cluster getting a degree of hotel or tourism management is not a problem, scholarship programis also 

in place. 

Most of the respondents (about 60%) mentioned that getting skilled employee is not a problem but it comes 

with a high cost which is often out of their budget. That is also a reason for the skilled workforce to leave 

the native region for better salary to other part. 

The major challenge with the TA’s/TO’s and guides mainly, that after working for a couple of years with 

some agencies there is no scope of skill enhancement or refresher training or any kind of personal 

development. 

There is no common training center or initiative taken by the industry associations or govt. no seminars or 

workshop done, this problem is serious for micro and small units as big players are taking necessary skill 

improvement measures for their employees because they have the required resource and money. 

The Government skill development program and skill enhancement program are there but the focus area 

at present is hotel industry in this regard. Something needs to be done focusing the travel agents and 

existing registered guide force also and provision is there in the program. 

The Ministry of Tourism launched a special initiative called Hunar Se Rozgar Tak (HSRT) in 2009-10, for 

creation of employable skills amongst 8th pass youths belonging to economically weaker strata of the 

society all over India to impart tourism and hospitality specific skills to young person aspiring to join the 

tourism sector under another program called Skill Testing and Certification The program is fully funded by 

the Ministry of Tourism. 

The objectives underlying this initiative are two-fold primarily: (i) to reduce the skill gap that afflicts the 

Sector, and (ii) to work towards the accrual to the poor the economic benefit of growing tourism. 

Short term training under HRST is 

 Food Production 

 Food & Beverage Services 

 Housekeeping 

 Bakery 

 Driving skills  

 Skill of heritage conservation and stone masonry 

 Skills to befit a Golf Caddy 

 Event facilitator 

 Skin and Spa therapist 

 Tour, transfer and office assistance 

 Security guard 
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HRST a scheme conceived by ministry of tourism Govt of India has emerged as Employment generator in 

providing employment to local youths in hotels by training them various departments of a hotel like F&B 

Service , Housekeeping , Food production and bakery and how this scheme has impacted the life of people 

hailing from far flung areas like Gurez, Uri,Machil,Tangmarg and kupwara areas of Jammu and 

Kashmir.IHM Srinagar went on to set satellite camps outsidetheir headquarters , since the inception of 

scheme 13 satellite campus were established in all three divisions of Jammu & Kashmir. The campuses 

were established at following places Naranag, Uri, Baramulla, Ananatnag,Udhamur , Khrew, Tangmarg, 

Gulmarg, Pahalgam, leh, Gurez , Manasbal, kupwara. IHM Srinagar is main centre for implementing HRST 

scheme. IHM collaborated with either army or with JKTDC as far infrastructure is concerned, trained, and 

well qualified faculty were deputed at these centers those were charged with duties of implementing the 

programme. Further examination and certification were carried out by IHM Srinagar. It has been 

instrumental in implementing the HRST across all three divisions of Jammu and Kashmir.  

Some of the recent initiatives are- 

 Free 6 days skill testing and certification programme in Pahalgam with INR 1800 stipend just 

announced on 13th Nov 2020 

 Short term hospitality training programme in Kulgam announced on 10th Oct 2020 

 Tourist assistance guide (TAG) under skill testing and certification programme Srinagar (in 2019 

under 3 batch 90 candidate got training and certificate) 

 J&K tourism police under skill testing and certification programme Srinagar (in 2019 under 1st batch 

23 candidate got training and certificate) 

 Room attendant programme in Anantnag (in 2018 under 4 batch 130 candidate got training and 

certificate) 

 Front office associate programme in Anantnag (in 2018 under 4 batch 130 candidate got training 

and certificate) 

 Certified cook for tandoor and backer under entrepreneurship programme Anantnag 

5.5 FINANCE 
Major financial issues at present faced by entire J&K cluster and still facing is the business shutdown post 

Aug2019 this is due to the prevailing situation in Kashmir due to the lockdown that followed corona virus 

pandemic. It should be seen in continuation with the previous year (2019) when there were restrictions after 

the abrogation of Article 370. Kashmir has been facing restrictions for months and normal life remains 

affected across the Valley with markets shut and public transport was off from the roads. The Valley was 

without tourists, for several months which brought the tourism industry — believed to be the backbone of 

Kashmir's economy — to its knees. 

Just only the houseboat owners in Kashmir have suffered losses of over 150 crores in the last one year, 

first due to the lack of tourism in the aftermath of Article 370 abrogation and now the coronavirus pandemic. 

It is almost a year now, most of them have not earned anything but are welcoming tourists with hopeful 

eyes. 70-80% of hotels are running with just 10% of the staff capacity just to maintain the establishment, 

with TA’s/TO’s, transporters also same they were not able to pay salaries of the employees so asked them 

to leave. Worst scenarios are with Shikara owners, guides, pony wallas are absolutely without job or 

minimum earning even to sustain themselves.  

100% of the respondents mentioned that earlier to run business main challenges were technology, 

marketing, particular skill set, harsh weather, logistics or high cost of employee etc. but money was not the 

main deciding factor. But now money is the only deciding factor as their earning stopped post Aug2019 and 

each of them expecting financial support package from the government as each of them are running at a 

loss of 80-90% in comparison to 2018-2019 in 2019-2020.  
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Many hotels, travel agencies, houseboats are absolutely closedown they are not even able to bear the 

minimum running cost also. After COVID lockdown lots of Shikara walas were surviving on the rice given 

by Govt. There are about 870 houseboats, 7814 Shikara across four major water bodies in Kashmir- Dal 

Lake, Chinar Bagh, Jehlum And Nageen Lake. Around more than 32,000 people are directly dependent on 

the tourism sector including people owing near about 45,00 registered shikaras with tourism sector. 

Jammu and Kashmir administration has earmarked about Rs 170 crore for shikara owners, performing 

artists and transporters who could not earn a living owing to restrictions imposed after August 5, 2019, 

when the special status of the erstwhile state was abrogated, followed by the lockdown imposed in the 

wake of Covid-19 in March this year.The process to distribute the funds has started and the stakeholders 

have been contacted to complete the initial formalities. 

Since August 5 last year, the Valley has recorded a business loss of Rs 40,000 crore and about 500,000 

people have lost their jobs, according to a report released by the Kashmir Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry. Transport was one of the worst-hit sectors. The administration has decided to give assistance of 

Rs 5,000 for insurance of heavy motor vehicles, Rs 2,000 for taxis and Rs 2,000 for three-wheelers. An 

amount of Rs 50 crore has been earmarked for this. Also, a subsidy of 50 per cent or Rs 5 lakh, whichever 

is less, would be provided for replacement of old buses. An amount of Rs 25 crore has been kept for this. 

The administration has also asked the drivers and cleaners of public transport to get registered with the 

labour department to get the benefit of Rs 6,000 as a compensation for six months of unemployment. An 

amount of Rs 80 crore has been allocated for this. 

5.5.1 Financial Gap Analysis 

5.5.1.1 Supply of Credit to MSMEs 

Enterprise turnover is one of the important criteria for loan appraisal process and it can be safely assumed 

that credit supply to the cluster is correlated to the turnover generated. We have thus used “Cluster Turnover 

proportion to Industry State Turnover” method to arrive at cluster level credit supply.  

Table 5.1 Credit Supply Estimation 

      Unit Numbers 

Step 
1 

State Industry Advances Outstanding 2019-2015 (a) Mar, 
2020 

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                         
808  

Average Growth rate assumed for 2020-21 (b)     2% 

State Industry Advances Outstanding for 2020-21 (c=a*(1+b)) 
Mar, 
2021 

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                         
822  

Step 
2 

State GDP16 (Yr : 2019-20) (d) 
  

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                
1,56,000  

% Contribution of Tourism to state GDP17 ( e)     7.0% 

State Industry Turnover (Yr : 2019-20) (f = d*e) 
  

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                    
10,920  

Step 
3 

Cluster Turnover of all units in the cluster (2019-20) ( g) 

Micro 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                         
346  

Small 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                              
5  

Mediu
m 

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                             
-    

Total 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                         
351  

Micro No. 3.2% 

                                                      
15 RBI Table 5.6 : State & Bank Group Wise Classification of Outstanding 
16 RBI 
17 Cluster Stakeholders, Secondary literature 
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Step 
4 

Proportion of Cluster Turnover to State Industry Turnover using 
Results j = [i/f] 

Small No. 0.0% 

Mediu
m 

No. 0.0% 

Total No. 3.2% 

Step 
5 

Cluster Level Credit Supply, Mar 2021 (k=j*c) 

Micro 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                           
26  

Small 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                              
0  

Mediu
m 

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                             
-    

Total 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                           
26  

Ratio of ACP achievement for 2019-20 for MSE to Credit 
Advances Outstanding to MSE till March'202018 (l )     

60.0% 

Cluster Level Credit Supply, Mar 2021  (m=l*k) 

Micro 
 (INR, 

Cr) 16 

Small 
 (INR, 

Cr) 0 

Mediu
m 

 (INR, 
Cr) 0 

Total 
 (INR, 

Cr) 16 

Step 
6 

State Level Advances – Term Loan Advance to MSMEs18 (n) 
  

  70% 

Step 
7 

 Working Capital Supply 2020-21 (o=m*(1-n)) 

Micro 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                             
5  

Small 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                             
0  

Mediu
m 

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                            
-    

Total 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                             
5  

Step 
8 

Term Loan Supply (m-o) 

Micro 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                           
11  

Small 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                             
0  

Mediu
m 

 (INR, 
Cr) 

                            
-    

Total 
 (INR, 

Cr) 
                           
11  

 

5.5.1.2  Credit Demand 

The working capital demand has been calculated based on the Nayak Committee Guidelines. 

  

                                                      
18 Bankers in Cluster 
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Table 5.2 - Working Capital Demand Assessment 

      Numbers 

Step 1 Number of Units in the Cluster - Micro, Small and Medium (a) 

Micro 9,520 

Small 15 

Medium - 

Total 9,535 

Step 2 Per unit turnover of MSME in the cluster (b) 

Micro (INR, Cr) 0.04 

Small (INR, Cr) 0.33 

Medium (INR, Cr) - 

Step 3 

Cluster Turnover for 2019-20 (c=a*b) 

Micro (INR, Cr) 346 

Small (INR, Cr) 5 

Medium (INR, Cr) - 

Total (INR, Cr) 351 

Cluster Growth Rate19 (20-21) (d)   -70.00% 

Cluster Turnover for 2020-21 (e=c*(1+d)) 

Micro (INR, Cr) 104 

Small (INR, Cr) 2 

Medium (INR, Cr) - 

Total (INR, Cr) 105 

Step 4 

Nayak Committee Guidelines for WC Loan (f)   20% 

Working Capital Funding Requirements 2020-21 (g=e*f) 

Micro (INR, Cr) 21 

Small (INR, Cr) 0 

Medium (INR, Cr) - 

Total (INR, Cr) 21 

The term loan demand has been calculated based on the growth of fixed capital approach. According to 

cluster stakeholders, this year this is unlikely to be any investment in fixed assets.  

Table 5.3 - Term Loan Demand Assessment 

Step 5 
Cluster Total Investments in Plant & Machinery of all units in the 
cluster for 2012-2013 (h) 

Micro (INR, Cr) 1,190 

Small (INR, Cr) 8 

Medium (INR, Cr) 1,198 

Total (INR, Cr) 2,397 

Step 6 

The average growth rate of fixed capital for FY 2020-21 (i)19   0% 

Cluster Total Investments in Plant & Machinery of all units in the 
cluster - Mar 2021 (j=h*(1+i)) 

Micro (INR, Cr) 1,190 

Small (INR, Cr) 8 

Medium (INR, Cr) 1,198 

Total (INR, Cr) 2,397 

Step 7 Growth in Fixed Capital (k=j-h) 

Micro (INR, Cr) - 

Small (INR, Cr) - 

Medium (INR, Cr) - 

Total (INR, Cr) - 

Step 8 

Bank Finance (l)   80% 

Term Credit Funding Requirement - Mar 2021 (k*l) 

Micro (INR, Cr) - 

Small (INR, Cr) - 

Medium (INR, Cr) - 

Total (INR, Cr) - 

                                                      
19 Based on Cluster Feedback from entrepreneurs 
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5.5.1.3 Credit Gap Analysis 

There is gap of INR 16 cr in working capital but there is no gap in term loan supply and demand.  

Table 5.4 - Credit Gap Analysis 

In Crores   Working Capital Term Loan 

Credit Demand 

Micro 21 0 

Small 0 0 

Medium 0 0 

Credit Supply 

Micro 5 11 

Small 0 0 

Medium 0 0 

      

Credit Gap for MSME 16 -11 

5.6 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
Overall sustainable development is the need of the hour certainly for J&K tourism cluster, the cluster going 

very fast towards the saturation point, just by selling 4N/5D Kashmir or Jammu package would not be able 

to sustain the livelihood of the people dependent on tourism industry in the long run.  

During primary survey below issues have been noticed and no visible steps are being taken privately or 

from govt. side at a community level or by industry association. 

 Zero awareness about energy audit (electricity/water)not a single respondent so far undertaken 

any step 

 Waste is taken by municipal corporation but dumped in water bodies and open land  

 Everywhere littering done by tourists and locals everywhere in the cluster 

 No awareness program for tourists or handlers of the tourists like ‘Do’s and Do not’s 

 Accommodation establishments are not encouraged to recycle the liquid waste or solid bio waste 

to make composite manure 

 There are liquid waste drains directly falling into city’s water bodies like Dal Lake mainly from house 

boats 

 The in Kashmir municipal solid waste continues to be unloaded by trucks and small vehicles on the 

banks of water bodies regularly likePoonch,Vishaw, Doodh Ganga river, Wular and Hokersar 

wetlands 

 Just for the city of Jammu, the per capita waste generation is 0.45 kg/capita/day and the total solid 

waste generated is around 350–400 MT/d (metric tons per day). JMC manages a mere 50% of the 

total MSW generated in the city, forcing them to dispose of the rest of the waste unscientifically 

without any processing 

 Huge quantity of solid waste thrown by pilgrim tourists every year by Amarnath Yatris and Vaishno 

Devi Yatris- a serious threat to High altitude mountain ecosystem 

In the 2019-20 annual budget only INR 40 million (USD 564,000) was allocated for rural waste management 

in Jammu & Kashmir for 91 urban local bodies (municipal committees and councils). Out of the total budget 

allocation of INR 4.64 billion (USD 65.4 million), 80-90 % funds are for civil works by the Directorate of 

Urban Local Bodies and not even 15% of the budget is allocated for solid waste management (SWM). 

Jammu and Kashmir becoming a trash bowls. There are no open spaces to create scientific landfill sites 

across Kashmir. For the last ten years the Srinagar Municipal Corporation (SMC) has not able to acquire 

even 50 acres of land for creating an alternate landfill site as the existing site at Achan is already choked. 

Not only the severe environmental pollution is the issue, rapid deforestation also a major threat to the 

environment.  Whenever there are too many visitors flock to a particular tourist destination it’s become 
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saturated and environment pollution from solid and liquid waste start piling up, now what is happening in 

Jammu, Srinagar, Gulmarg etc. already happened with Nainital, Shimla,Manali, Mussoorie a very common 

phenomenon. 

Figure 5.3 Sustainability Issues - I 

Poonch river bed Hokerser MSW dump site 

 
 

Source: Google Images 

 
Figure 5.4 Sustainability Issues - II 

Way many tents during Amarnath Yatra creates 
environmental imbalance in high altitude 

mountain eco system because of huge amount 
of garbage 

Amarnath camp site- Ponies are eating from 
the garbages 

  

Source: Google Images 

 

The only way forward is  

 Both Govt. and industry association need to create awareness program for the principal stake 

holders monthly about waste management  
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 Every owners of accommodation establishment, travel agents, transporters, guides, pony wallas – 

must make the tourists aware daily like a routine- a Basis do’s and Do not is and the adherence of 

the same without it fine need to be imposed strictly 

 Environmentally sustainable hotel contractions as per the geological/geographical terrain condition 

 To control air pollution transporters must have a regular process and a fine nonadherence of the 

same 

 Offbeat and alternate destination need to be promoted to release the tremendous pressure on the 

present popular circuit 

Some measures are taken but not directed only towards J&K tourism cluster but on the overall sustainable 

development of the local people and the region like- 

NITI Aayog has selected Jammu and Kashmir for the first pilot project in all states and union territories for 

the Sustainable Development Goal. In this, Jammu and Kashmir will get an opportunity to work with the 

United Nations Development Program (UNDP). This program will work as a district indicator framework. In 

this, information will be sought from the concerned Deputy Commissioners. Panchayats will be ranked 

according to various criteria under the Panchayat Development Indicators Index announced on last week 

of February 2020. 

Already B2V (back to village) programme in place the sustainable development programme will be under 

Third phase of B2V initiative. The government has made it mandatory for carrying out at least two 

developmental works in every panchayat. It means that over 8,500 works will be taken up in J&K, which 

has 4,290 panchayats.The first phase of the B2V programme took place on June 20-27 last year and it was 

the first initiative when the government made it mandatory for officials to spend two days and a night in the 

villages. 

For the first time, top bureaucrats, including principal secretaries, chief engineers, head of departments, 

who mostly do not move out of civil secretariat, and deputy commissioners visited the villages, including 

remote ones and stayed with the villagers. 

5.7 INFRASTRUCTURE 
Kashmir is connected by road with Jammu which passes through PirPanjal mountainous range. The road 

remains closed during rainy season and snowfall during winter. Lack of all-weather permanent connectivity 

has put the valley to a disadvantageous position as remoteness from railhead in Jammu, makes cost of 

road and air transportation dearer which is the main bottleneck in the spread of industrialization in most of 

the districts of the state. The drastic drop in the temperature during winter in the areas of Ladakh and 

Kashmir valley almost halts economic activities in these parts. 

During the primary survey it came out that there is no CFC (in relation to Tourism sector) in the cluster and 

100% of the principal and secondary services providers mentioned the need of it in their own area of 

business. Most of them want to diversify or expand some want new technology, some mentioned that if 

there is a CFC then they can enhance the skill, 99% of the respondents are micro most of the time they are 

not even aware of what are the things happening about their cluster or even if they know they do not have 

the means to avail there they need some common platform. The industry associations are there but they 

do not provide any kind of training or financial support or technical support or promotional support or 

business strategy support. Everyone is taking individual steps whatever possible in their personal level but 

not collective development in an integrated way cluster wise. Micro and small level principal stake holders 

are not aware what to be done in many situations even if they want to do something. For example, 50% of 

the respondents mentioned they do not know anything about BSP’s rest 50% mentioned they are aware 

but do not know how to avail the services or costly. 100% of the respondents mentioned they never took 

any energy audit like electricity or water as they are costly or do not aware how to do that or even, they 

mentioned they are not aware of the benefits or the necessity of this audits and eventually this will save 

money to run business in better way.It is seen in the cluster that general awareness is a problem that is 

may be the perennial unstable situation in the past few decades. There are steep ups and downs in the 
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business on a regular basis so whenever the situation is little favourable stakeholders are trying to meet 

the end or covering past loss not giving not giving must needed attention towards a strategic plan for the 

coming, here the CFC’s roll and intervention required to assess the past situation also present to make 

community level development plan. 

Figure 5.5 CFC requirement of J&K tourism cluster (%) 

 

Source: Primary Survey 

Other than the nonexistence of a CFC (especially for Tourism sector) in the cluster the major infrastructure 

related issues are below most which affect the day-to-day business and money loss 

 Frequent and long duration road closer (Jammu-Srinagar highway NH44) during heavy snowfall 

and landslide during winter season and rainy season 

 High air fare during winter season 

 Only govt. tourist information centers, and very few private information centers at airport 

 No high-speed internet only 2G that too most of the time down 

 Public convenience facilities are basic not up to the mark 80% of the tourists mentioned during 

survey 

 Solid waste disposing ground shortage (no more open space left) 

It is very difficult to attract the entrepreneurs without proper infrastructure like power, roads, and water etc. 

J&K is an industrially developing economy still minimum infrastructure for starting small scale industries is 

available. As on 31st December 2015, 29,449 Small Scale units were registered in the State with a total 

investment of Rs 3,609.82 crore, providing direct employment to 1,35,892 persons. In addition, 83 Large 

and Medium Enterprises with an investment of Rs. 4,083.52 crore also stood established in the State 

providing direct employment to 18,923 persons. There are 53 Industrial Estates in the State spread over 

an area of 31,335 Kanals. 29 new Industrial Estates are at different stages of development. The existing 

industrial estates in the state are managed by Directorate of Industries and commerce, SIDCO and SICOP. 

5.8 ANY OTHER ISSUES EMERGING IN THE CLUSTER 
Apart from the constant Geo-political threat in the region the other major issues are- 
 
Natural Disasters: Two Haunting threats to J&K UT that need serious attention from all stake holders are 
 1. Earthquake and 2. Floods. 
Owing to its peculiar topography, rugged terrain, extreme weather conditions and underdeveloped 
economy, the state has suffered a lot on account of natural disasters leading to loss of human lives and 
public and private property.  
 
Earthquake: Most parts of the Kashmir valley (11% of the area of the State) covering districts of Srinagar, 
Ganderbal, Baramulla, Kupwara, Bandipora, Budgam, Anantnag, Pulwama, Doda, Ramban, Kishtwar fall 
under seismic zone V where about 50% of the population of the state lives. On the other hand, whole of 
Ladakh region, and Jammu Division (90% of total area of the state) fall under seismic Zone IV. The lives 

20%
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Technology related
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and properties in these zones are at high risk and therefore safety measures for public and private 
infrastructure are required to be taken in a sustained manner by all the stakeholders.  
 
Floods: Low lying areas of Kashmir valley, especially Awantipora, Srinagar, Sonawari are prone to 
devastating floods anytime while parts of Jammu province which get high discharge during rains which 
causes devastation. Upper catchments of all the tributaries of Jhelum, Chenab, Indus and Tawi are prone 
to flash floods. The historical city of Srinagar which got submerged due to floods of September 2014 will 
require special focus for constriction of flood protection infrastructure, dredging of rivers and development 
of one more flood spill channel to off load the main river from flood waters. The insulation of the city and 
towns from floods will be number one priority for the Government in the coming years. 
 
Damage caused due to Floods of September 2014  
Untimely heavy rains from 1st to 6th September 2014 caused devastating floods and landslides in J&K 
state affecting badly some parts of Jammu Province and most of the parts of Kashmir Valley. The river 
embankments caved in and eroded habitations, hospitals, schools, Govt. offices and many other buildings 
and infrastructure.More than 700 villages remained submerged. Srinagar city got submerged due to flood 
water. About 300 persons lost their lives in floods. 6.48 lakh hectares of agricultural/ horticultural land got 
affected. About 3 lakh houses got fully or partially damaged.Govt. of J&K assessed the damages at Rs 
43959.56 crore and with prior approval of State Cabinet submitted the proposal to Govt. of India for 
providing 20 special financial assistance.  
 
Damage caused due to unexpectedly heavy snow fall since Dec 2020 – Jan 2021 
 
Since mid-December’20 the region is facing heavy snowfall as a direct result Jammu-Srinagar NH44, 
Srinagar-Leh road closed down for many days both in Dec’20 and Jan’21. Lowest temperature recorded in 
Srinagar in last 20 years. More than 3000 cars were stuck in Jammu- Srinagar NH 44. Srinagar and above, 
Katra, Leh-Ladakh and above all were absolutely cut from the rest of the country. This is picture almost in 
every year. Due to heavy snowfall all water supply pipeline damaged, long power cut, roof of the houses is 
damaged, vegetable supply line cut for many days. In short daily life totally halted almost entire month. 

5.9 STATUS OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE CLUSTER 

5.9.1 Who Does Who Pays (WDWP) Matrix 

Table 5.5 Who Does Who Pays Matrix 

 BDS Function Who Does Who Pays 
Payment 
Mechanis
m 

Remarks 

1 Skill Development 

i) Institute Hotel Management, 
Srinagar,  

ii) Travel & Tourism Management 
Department, Jammu University 

Future 
Employee/Student
s 

Direct 

i) M.B.A./M.Phil in 
Travel & Tourism 
Management  

ii) 3 Years Graduation 
course in Hotel 
Management 

2 

Market Development 
– Limited market 
surveys by medium 
firms, attending fairs 
& exhibitions  

i) Travel & Tourism Fair (TTF) 
ii) Outbound Tourism Fair (OTF) 
iii) South Asian Travel & Tourism 

Exchange (SATTE) 

MSMEs Direct 

TTF, OTF, SATTE are 
the private bodies. They 
organize these fairs 
through event 
management company. 
These are mostly B2B 
fair. 

3 

Promotion/marketin
g among 
International 
Tourists 

ITB Asia Singapore, ATM Dubai MSMEs Direct 

i) These are the private 
bodies. They 
organize these fairs 
through event 
management 
companies. These 
are mostly B2B fair. 

ii) 1% or less than 1% of 
J&K Tourism cluster 
MSMEs participate in 
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this international 
travel fair.  

4 Translators 
Travel 
Agents/Guides/Transporters/Hote
l 

Tourists 
Indirect and 
Direct 

i) Direct Payment is 
done on the spot  

ii) Indirect Payment is 
done through 
T.A./Transporter/Hote
l 

5 Carriers Pony Walahs, Porters, Sledge Tourists 
Indirect and 
Direct 

i) Direct Payment 
mostly on the spot 
when booked 
directly by the 
tourists  

ii) Indirect: Through 
T.A.’s 

6 Information 
i) Government Tourist Information 

Centre 
ii)  5 Star Hotels 

Non-Fee Based 
and  

N.A. 

5 Star hotels mostly put 
up their booth/counter at 
the airport while 
Government T.I.C.’s are 
located in most of the 
popular tourist location 

7 Quality Certifications  Government and Private Bodies MSMEs Direct 

These are mostly taken 
by the established T.A.’s 
and Hoteliers which are 
not more than 25 in J&K 
Tourism Circuit 

8 
Review Based 
Certifications 

i) International Travel 
Accreditors/Hotel Aggregators 
like TripAdvisor, AIRBNB, 
EXPEDIA 

ii) JKTDC 

MSMEs Direct 

Private Reviewers 
mostly non fee based 
while JKTDC charges 
nominal fees as 
registration purposes 

8 
Energy & Water 
Audits 

None None None 
Most of the MSMEs are 
not aware 

9 
Ergonomics and 
OHS 

None None None 
Most of the MSMEs are 
not aware 

1
0 

Finance  Private C.A. MSMEs Direct  

1
1 

Input supply Local/Inter-State Suppliers MSMEs Direct  

Source: Primary Survey 

5.10 MAJOR LEARNINGS FROM BENCHMARK CLUSTER 
 Need to be the tourist’s safe heaven without any political disturbances or closer of the city and 

everything become standstill suddenly with numbers of tourists stuck in the region. Whereas 

tourists feel safe while travelling Golden Triangle not always the same with J&K tourism cluster. 

 J&K tourism cluster is in a very advantageous position because of its breath-taking Natural Beauty. 

Which itself can be cashed as a ‘tourism experience’- normally any age group to budget to high 

end travelerit is hardly seen someone not attracted to the beautiful nature, it has to offer!  This is 

absent in Golden Triangle. 90% of the tourist respondents mentioned they visited J&K because of 

the natural beauty and want to visit again. 

 Another advantage point of J&K tourism cluster is the region’s in general ever helpful, polite, and 

courteous local people eager to help tourist which is a major plus point and can be converted to 

employment generating factor vigorously. Like already under HRST scheme TAG training (tourist 

assistance guide) but need to be pushed manifold than present. 

 Like entire Golden Triangle- food tour, food trail can be easily created in J&K tourism with age old 

history of very distinctive of Mughal and Dogri cuisine at present which is not there. 

 Any localcultural festivals need to be opened for tourists with the help of tourism and other relevant 

departments especially likeTeej or Gangaur in Jaipur- in a much engaging way where they can 

actively take part. 

 Art/craft/culture sharing experience need to be introduced amongst tourist along with excursions, 

workshop, meeting with artisans, musicians, local musical instruments maker etc. 
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 Top class road connectivity needs to be built in the J&K tourism cluster, at present roads are there 

but in fair to good condition also a tourist cannot use much public transportation. There are no cab 

facilities like Ola, Uber etc. these are very important factors tourists keep in mind. 

 Tourism products of J&K need to be highlighted with minute details as an ‘unique experiences’ 

which any potential tourist would keep as a must do in the ‘to do list’. That is what is available is 

the Golden Triangle and people visit repeatedly. Now a day’s Tourists anymore travel thousands 

of mile ot just to see Taj Mahal, Amber fort for elephant ride or Lal Quila or just to stay in a branded 

hotel but the experience they get along with these historical places, monuments. 

 4N/5D Kashmir or 4N5/D Jammu package with local regular sightseeing (these two are most 

popular) transportation and accommodation is not anymore, the key to attract tourists. Some value 

addition must be there in the form of experience 

 Public convenience facilities need to be upgraded even if paid. Which is not up to the mark as per 

tourist’s respondents, and this is a very important deciding factor for a repeated client. 

 Places like ChokhiDhani, Craft Village, DilliHaat – a model pavilion must be built in Jammu and 

Srinagar. 

 Tourism department needed to start fair like Taj Mahotsav in Agra in accordance with a local 

historical or cultural theme. 

 The JKTDC along with each private principal stakeholder need to do extensive promotion in social 

media platforms with dedicated team for targeted audiences as a cost-effective method. Because 

at present times it is all about the visibility for a tourist, a particular product (experience) query will 

then come to a TA only when it is visible. This is a model 95% of the Golden Triangle stakeholders 

are using with huge success even the micro enterprises like a particular home cooked lunch 

experience in Agra, a tourist sitting in Kanyakumari or Japan enquring about it just because of the 

social media visibility. 

 After a certin point of time destination saturation will come it is inevitable like already came in Delhi-

Agra-Jaipur but need to identify that period carefully and product diversification need to be started 

along with the old products already in hand where the creative ideas can play a major roll. Tulip 

garden in Srinagar can be a very good example of a new product but not promoted and visible as 

it should be. 

 More local people with good overall knowledge of the region needed to be engage not only by Govt. 

but also by private stakeholders as experts to create integrated experiences. 

5.11 MAJOR LEARNING’S FROM VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS 
Leanings are presented in the form of case studies, with the Tourism Products already present in the 

J&K cluster. Below is the 1st Case study which can be an example to attract first timers also repeated 

traveler anytime if promoted extensively can become a matter of pride for the traveler to attend this exactly 

like very often travelers boast about trip to Europe or Australia etc.  
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Srinagar Tulip Garden(Indira Gandhi Memorial Tulip garden) 

“Asia’s largest tulip garden is in full bloom in Kashmir. Nature at her most gorgeous” This year, Asia’s largest tulip 

garden is not open to public view because of the COVID-19 lockdown. The 80-acre garden of tulips and other 

spring blooms—from daffodils to roses and irises are a months-long labour of love by the Department of Floriculture 

Kashmir. This year’s edition is as vibrant as ever. (Published in Conde Nast Traveler on 20th April’20) 

Indira Gandhi Memorial Tulip garden, previously Model Floriculture Center, is a tulip garden in Srinagar, UT 

of Jammu and Kashmir, India. It is the largest tulip garden in Asia spread over an area of about 30 hectares. It is 

situated on the foothills of Zabarwan Range at an altitude of 5600 ft with an overview of magnificent Dal Lake. The 

garden was opened in 2007 with the aim to boost floriculture and tourism in Kashmir Valley. The Dal Lake, Nishat 

Bagh, and Chashma Shahi Garden surround this gorgeous garden on three sides. This flower field was the first 

largest landscaping project undertaken by the government after the Mughals built pleasure spots in Kashmir in the 

16th century. In fact, the garden was ranked among the top 5 tulip destinations in the world at the Tulip Summit in 

Canada in 2017. 

The garden is built on a sloping ground in a terraced fashion consisting of seven terraces. Apart from tulips, many 

other species of flowers – hyacinths, daffodils, iris, muscaria and ranunculus have been added as well. With more 

than 46 varieties and 15 lakh tulips, new flowers are added each year. 

Tulip Festival 

The Tulip Festival is held at the beginning of spring in Srinagar, between March and May, when the tulip buds are 

ready to bloom. The tulip garden at Srinagar is truly a treat to the senses – the bright colours will impress anyone 

while the mesmerizing smell of the blooms will refresh the mind.Gazing upon this nature’s wonder from afar, it 

feels like the rainbow decided to descend on the earth and offer a celestial view of what the paradise would look 

like. This festival lasts for fifteen days or a month as different flowers continue to bloom creating graffiti of colours. 

The weather dictates when the Tulip Festival begins each year. So, if anybody miss the festival can plan easily 

again for next coming years. 

Like Netherlands’ Keukenhof Garden our very own Tulip Garden of Srinagar can be the top attraction to the entire 

Asian tourists and to the tourists from any part of the world for those who cannot afford to travel to Europe to see 

Tulip bloom. While the garden itself is a sight to behold and one could spend hours just exploring it and admiring 

the flowers…there is nothing much to do for Govt. just need extensive promotion and publicity work in entire world 

in collaboration with the Indian Embassies and High Commissions internationally and within India in each State 

Govt. To make it a successful event Govt. and Pvt. sector both need to come hand in hand with special hotel 

packages, airlines deal only for this like Tomatina festival of Spain, Tulip festivals of Netherland, Cherry Blossom 

festival of Japan, Pumpkin festival of Germany, Pineapple festival of Thailand and the list is endless. There must 

be a dedicated website for the event with a provision of buying merchandise products with the theme of Tulip 

garden also physical souvenir shops in designated area inside the garden, good cafeteria to cater domestic and 

international tourists, world class public convenience facilities, special zones for kids, bicycles on hire for garden 

tour and a theatre where documentary films will be shown about Tulip garden to name a few to start with. This can 

be a top attraction in the entire world in the future. 
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Below is the 2nd case study to boost particularly Winter Sports Tourism sector to tap more tourists specially 

youth section and foreigners– 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 3rd case study as below about the most popular religious Yatra which can be a model for other religious 

circuits 

 

Gulmarg The Famous Winter Sports Destination 

Nestled in the PirPanjal Range in a cup-shaped valley situated at an altitude of 2650 mt (8,690 ft) above sea level, 

Gulmarg is a popular skiing destination located in PirPanjal Range of Union territory of Jammu and Kashmir. Where 

Nature bestowed its beauty in abundance, Gulmarg literally means “Meadows of flowers”. Dubbed as one the best 

skiing destinations in India, Gulmarg is adorned with lofty snow-capped mountains, small lakes, deep ravines, lush 

evergreen forested valleys and a large variety of flowers.  

This magnificent tourist destination in the valley of Kashmir is great for family holiday, snow adventure sports lovers 

and honeymooners. Gulmarg also offers its fair share of thrill & adventure to the tourists. The most popular adventure 

activity in Gulmarg is skiing which is famous all over the world amongst winter sports lovers, which can be enjoyed 

by both amateur & experienced skiers.  

Gulmarg has been developed as an adventure hub as Indian Institute of Skiing and Mountaineering is located here. 

A lot of courses on trekking, mountaineering, skiing, and snowboarding are offered by IISM. There are a lot of other 

private tour operators in Gulmarg as well which provide similar courses and facilities for skiing, snowboarding, and 

trekking.  

The ideal time to ski is between December and mid-April. Beginners can get trained by professionals and then set 

out for skiing. Apart from Gulmarg, one can also enjoy skiing in Pahalgam. Adventurers here can enjoy the winter 

sun and snow. Tourists can take part in various skiing activities like snowboarding, hockey skiing, and ice skiing. The 

crystal clear snow-capped hills and the tranquillity of Kashmir calls tourists to visit and explore this abode of snow 

and ice.Gulmarg also has the world's second-highest Gondola ride. Other than various winter sports activities, tourists 

can also enjoy beautiful trekking routs & trout fishing.  

There are many well equipped hotels and resorts available in Gulmarg established both by Govt. and Pvt. companies 

who provide world class accommodation facility to all the International and Domestic tourists round of the year 

specially during winter sports season. 

Gulmarg can be a typical Fun Destination specially for family with small kids who are not hardcore adventure seeker, 

because of the gondola ride, availability of pony riding, various games for kids. 

A holiday in Gulmarg promises to be a memorable one, with several sightseeing opportunities in beautiful places like 

Khilanmarg, Tangmarg& Ferozepur Nallah. One can also take a tour to famous religious sites in Gulmarg like St. 

Mary’s Church, Baba Rezi Shrine & Maharani Temple. 

 Another interesting activity that a must who can is visiting the 18-hole Golf Course, counted among the highest golf 

courses in India dates to British Period in the 19th Century. British civil servants started using Gulmarg as a retreat 

to escape summers in North Indian plains. Hunting and golfing were their favourite pastime and three golf courses 

were established in Gulmarg including one exclusively for women. One of the golf courses survives and at an altitude 

of 2,650 metres (8,690 ft) is the world's highest golf course. 

 Gulmarg has also been a popular destination for shooting of various super hit Bollywood films like Haider, Jab tak 

hay jaan, Phantom and many more. This is another area which can generate huge revenue earning for the state, 

generate considerable local employment other than regular tourism. 

With proper Govt. interventions, various skim to boost winter sports tourism, excellent promotions, good Pvt. 

Investors, market linkage, training opportunities for both skilled and unskilled work force there, best security and good 

cost-effective packages for long term international tourists Gulmarg can give atough competition to the top European 

winter sports destinations in the future. 
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Below is the 3rd case study of Shri Amarnath Yatra in same way other pilgrimage tour also can be done in 

the region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 4thcase study as below about Adventure Sports Tourism with enormous potential of earning foreign 

currency from this region this can attract huge number of youth all over the world  

 

Amarnath Yatra 

The Amarnath Cave which is home to the Lingam of Lord Shiva is surrounded by plush snow crest mountains. 

Amarnath Cave is located at an altitude of 3,888 meters (12,756 ft) and is about 141 kms from Srinagar.  The cave 

itself is covered with snow most of the year except for a short period of time in summer when it is open for pilgrims. 

Hundreds of thousands of Hindu and other devotees make an annual pilgrimage to the Amarnath cave across 

challenging mountainous terrain. This annual Pilgrimage is called the Holy Amarnath Yatra mainly in the months of 

June, July, August. 

According to its legend, the Amarnath cave and the holy Lingam was re-discovered by a shepherd named Buta Malik, 

a Muslim, in 1850. He had been grazing his cattle in the mountain when a Sufi saint gave him a bag of coal, which 

later turned out to be gold. He went back to thank the saint but found the cave and the Shivalingam. 

Pilgrims and tourists can witness the merging of Amravati and Panjtarni rivers while they are on their way to the 

Amarnath Cave and can take a dip in the holy river Amravati before entering the cave. Once at the Amarnath cave, 

you’ll see two Shivlings, one of Goddess Parvati and Lord Ganesha. Lakhs of devotees from all over the world throng 

Amarnath battling chilly winds, narrow roads and high altitudes to worship at the shrine.  

The Amarnath Temple is dedicated to Lord Shiva and is one of the 18 Maha Shakti Peethas. Devotees visit this temple 

to get a glimpse of the Lingam of Lord Shivawhich is formed from water drops that are frozen to build vertically. 

However, the Lingam waxes from May to August. According to religious practitioners, the Lingam grows and melts 

with the moon phases. 

There are two traditional routes to reach to the Holy Cave for the Yatra 

 Jammu- Pahalgam- Holy Cave: (en-route comes various beautiful places, till PahalgamYatris can reach by 

Bus/ Taxi from there trekking starts touching Chandanwari, Pissu top, Sheshnag, Panchtarni and finally the 

Holy Cave. 

 Jammu- Baltal- Holy Cave: In this route also till Baltal Bus/Taxi available, then Yatris need to go on foot/ 

Ponies/ Dandis for old people till Holy Cave from Baltal. 

Prefabricated Huts for staying overnight are available at the Camps en route the Holy Cave at different camp sites of 

Chandanwari, Manigam, Baltal, Nunwan, Sheshnag, Panchtarni at a very nominal charge. In addition to these Huts, 

Tents for staying overnight are also made available en route to Holy Cave by private persons. Apart from this various 

NGOs/Societies etc. offer free food, water, and refreshment to the Yatrisen route to Holy Cave. The State Health 

Department provide various medical facilities to the Yatrisen route to Holy Cave. The Base Hospital, Medical Aid 

Center (MAC) and Emergency Aid Center (EAC) are set up at various locations during Yatra period. Other services 

being provided by Shri Amarnathji Shrine Board for Yatris are- Cloak room, cafeteria, and parking in some of the 

places. Heli services are also being provided by private operators on both the routes to Holy Cave at the rates 

approved by SASB (Shri Amarnath Shrine Board). The booking of the tickets can be done online or through authorized 

agents. 

The specialty of Amarnath Yatra is- it is entire organized not a single yatri is unaccounted for. Over the years SASB, 

Indian Army and tourism department arranging this Yatra with integrated help from each other. Now it has an excellent 

overall network in place with food, accommodation, transportation, medical facility, porters, ponywallas, equipment, 

TA’s etc. everything. Since 2015-2019 over 6.5 lakhs to 3.5 lakhs devotees undertook the Yatra many are repeated 

travelers. And this is situated in one of the toughest terrains and climatic condition, despite the situation very well 

organized.  
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Below is the 4th case study of Adventure Sports Tourism which can earn huge foreign currency and attract 

youth section of the country 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adventure Sports in Jammu and Kashmir 

The fascinating and celestial state of Jammu and Kashmir offers a host of diverse adventure sports for the tourists 

seeking adventure, thrill and enjoyment. Unbelievably diverse with a beauty that remains unparalleled, Kashmir is 

one of the ideal destinations for adventure lovers and thrill seekers who visit the place to explore its breathing 

landscapes and views and get closer to nature. No matter what tourists indulge in camping, snow skiing, river rafting, 

water skiing, fishing, mountaineering, trekking, wildlife safari or paragliding, adventure sports in Kashmir get a new 

dimension here. Few of the major areas in this regard are-  

Gulmarg area for skiing and winter sports, and golf 

The Shankaracharya hill on the Zabarwan hills offers ideal spots for trekking. The lofty glaciers, the valley filled with 

rich flora and fauna make your trekking experience even more exciting and engaging. Some of the most enchanting 

trekking routes are: Amarnath trekking trial, Gulmarg trekking trial, trek from Ferozepur Nala to Danwas, trek from 

Tejjan to Samaidan. Sonamarg is the base of a trekking trail from Gulmarg to Tosamaidan. These trekking routes 

will not only offer excitement to the visitors but also sheer scenic beauty. For beginners, there are several 

mountaineering and trekking clubs to train and to guide them. Tourists can hire guides to make the entire journey 

interesting and informative.  

The lakes and rivers of Jammu and Kashmir are mostly fed by melting glaciers. At high altitudes, these waterways 

are fast paced. A few of them make their way through the rocky landscapes. The Lider river flowing through 

Pahalgam is one of those locations, where facilities for River rafting, Angling, Canoeing and Kayaking are 

provided. The most popular activity in the lakes of J&K is Trout Fishing. River rafting in Kashmir has emerged as 

one of the popular adventure sports following the rise of adventure tourism in Kashmir. Raft through the gorgeous 

rivers, tackling several whirlpools surrounded by deep green valleys, which make your journey goosebump 

challenging. The invigorating mountain river rafting in Kashmir involves maneuvering rapids from grade 1 to grade 

3. Some areas, however, run-through grade 4 rapids. Nevertheless, the rapids in Kashmir are moderate, making 

rafting an easy adventure. 

Aero-sports in Jammu and Kashmir attract tourists from far and wide. The wonderful and beautiful Himalayas 

overwhelm tourists by the various opportunities for delightful sports such as Parasailing, Paragliding, Hot air 

ballooning and Para jumping. These are becoming increasingly popular with the youth. Zanskar, Sanasar and few 

other parts of jammu are hot spots for hot air ballooning. One can find several training camps that are set up for 

Paragliding.  There are various training camps that are start here for Para gliding. These camps also provide tourists 

with all the materiel's required. Hot air ballooning in Sanasar valley and Zanskar, become famous. 

Kashmir remains unbeaten not only in terms of scenic beauty but also exotic flora and fauna. The wildlife of Kashmir 

has too played an important role among all other adventure sports towards resulting in the growth of Jammu Kashmir 

tourism. From the exotic snow leopard to the jeopardized Kashmir stag, Kashmir shelters a wide range of animal 

species that are rare and unique and native of the Himalayas. Get to spot also other animals like red fox Himalayan 

black bear, markhor, bharal, leopard, shapu, etc. Besides animals, the state has an amazing collection of avian 

species too. The state of Jammu and Kashmir houses 5 national parks, 38 protected reserves, and 14 wildlife 

sanctuaries. Some of the famous are Hemis national park, Dachigam national park, etc. 

With proper planning, promotion, marketing, good packages, excellent equipments , good secured camping sites 

can attract huge number of sports and adventure enthusiast around world and every part of India specially the 

YOUTH population to many of them holyday equals to thrill and adrenalin rush!  
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5th Case study about how alternative tourism package can be developed with resource in hand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Golf Destination for Niche High-end Tourists 

Kashmir offers some very good world-class High-Altitude Golf Course facilities in its already beautiful natural 

surroundings. This can be a major attraction for golfing to the Golf enthusiasts and players around the world, and a 

very niche high-end clientele which can also be a good revenue earner and employment generator in Kashmir. 

Some of the beautiful Golf Courses are- 

 Gulmarg Golf Course 

 Royal Springs Golf Course Srinagar 

 Lidder Valley Golf Course Pahelgam 

 Sidra Golf Course 

 Kashmir Golf Club Srinagar 

Golfing was introduced in Kashmir in the 19th century by British, who used to spend summers in the valley, sparing 

themselves of the scorching temperatures in the country’s plains. The golf courses in Kashmir mesmerize the 

players by breathtaking beauty and environs. Seeing the potential of golf in promoting tourism, the state government 

is on path of creating world class infrastructure and facilities in this sector. 

The Kashmir Golf Club, with its splendid location along the Srinagar city’s main avenue M A Road, is the oldest Golf 

course of Kashmir valley built in 1887 by the British. This golf course, flanked by mighty Chinar and poplar trees on 

all sides, is equipped with 18 hole and par of 70. Spread over 52 acres of verdant land, it sits like a serene oasis in 

the hustle of the city having been venue for numerous tournaments in its entire history. Stocked will all the necessary 

luxuries and facilities, golfing at Kashmir Golf Course is an experience to be cherished throughout one’s life. Being 

in the heart of Srinagar city and with luxury hotels in its vicinity, it has been a favourite golfing spot for the high-end 

tourists and the golfers from around the world. It is the first Golf Club at Srinagar with well laid out bunkers and 

hazards, interspersed between rows of Chinars and pine trees having a professional 18-hole course. 

The 18-hole Golf Course counted among the highest golf courses in India dates to British Period in the 19th Century. 

British civil servants started using Gulmarg as a retreat to escape summers in North Indian plains. Hunting and 

golfing were their favourite pastime and three golf courses were established in Gulmarg including one exclusively 

for women. One of the golf courses survives and at an altitude of 2,650 metres (8,690 ft) is the world's highest golf 

course. 

Kashmir has recently become one of the favourite tourist spots in India for Golf Lovers. Kashmir, with the kind of 

weather and the scenic beauty it has, is a perfect location for a sport like Golf. In recent past Golf tourism is one of 

the main attractions of the Kashmir valley in summers. The peak season for golf in Kashmir is from April to 

November. One advantage that the game of golf in Kashmir has over other golf courses that the weather here is 

quite refreshing, and the shade of the bordering Chinar and Pine trees enables the play to go on longer. 

Government of Kashmir has decided to come up with a ‘Golf Development Authority’ to enhance the Golfing 

experience and promote Kashmir through the eyes of Golfers. Kashmir has 5 major Golf Courses those are one of 

the best amongst India and amongst top 10 in Asia. Kashmir Government is also intensely focusing on not only 

making Golf Clubs just as another sports club in the State but is conscious to promote tourism through it. In the lieu 

of that, it hosts major Golf Tournaments every now and then, thereby spreading its networks across globe. With five 

extremely beautiful Golf Clubs, Kashmir is not far away from being the State to be known with its sporting spirit and 

culture, mainly Golf. Kashmir is now pushing this as the major tourist attraction by organizing tournament and making 

the experience of Golf better in Kashmir. 
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6 SWOT ANALYSIS & WAY FORWARD 

6.1 SWOT ANALYSIS 
The SWOT analysis is primarily based on the survey and various formal and informal interviews done in 

the Jammu and Kashmir Tourism Cluster. 

6.1.1 Strength 

 Prevalent rich cultural heritage in Kashmir and Jammu region  

 Tourist friendly local community throughout the region 

 Abundance of natural beauty in any place of J&K tourism cluster 

 Asia’s largest tulip garden 

 Available handicrafts Industry with huge export market (Kashmir exports handicrafts worth 1,151 

cr in 2016-17) 

 Some of the very revered religious places in the region of Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism 

 India’s best Saffron growing region (over 16,000 families are engaged in saffron cultivation. 

Currently 2.35% of Kashmiri saffron produced annually is exported) 

 Winter and adventure sports tourism already popular among tourists  

 Kashmir is also considered as one of the preferred honeymoon destinations 

 Easy availability of local workforce 

 With 4 best Golf courses of India Golf tourism is a regular place for golf players 

6.1.2 Weakness 

 No cluster specific CFC (Model Haat for showcasing Kashmir and business exchange like craft, 

food, culture, exhibition etc. for Tourists) 

 70% of the respondents are not aware of the various Govt. schemes and financial schemes hence 

poor linkages 

 Only 1-2% stakeholders have formal bank linkages    

 Poor net connectivity (2G based) leads to 20-25% potential business losses  

 Cost of electricity/energy in the operation cost is estimated at 25-30% for Hoteliers whereas global 

standard has been estimated at around 6%.    

 Procedural formalities for timber procurement particularly for boat owners, shikara owners and 

majority of the micro hoteliers/homestays are difficult considering their weak documentation 

practices which often leads to non-procurement of timbers or by providing high cost for timber 

sourcing to avoid documentation procedure  

 Sports-based tourism operators need to pay high cost for procurement of sports equipment and 

other gazettes as it comes Chandigarh /Delhi hence additional transportation cost is added (15-

20% high compare to main land price) 

 No presence of marketing BDS to provide market promotion strategy 

 Undeveloped tourist destinations with age old infrastructure does not maintain properly 

 Poor road connectivity, which is affected by the mountain terrain, snowfall, rainfall, landslide etc. 

 Lack of state tourism promotion through advertisement unlike other state tourism  

 Lack of promotion of Tulip Fest (considering Kashmir is only region in the country where Tulip is 

available) and other festivals of the region. Even festivals of Ladakh have greater visibility compare 

to Kashmir or Jammu Festivals.  

 Lack of awareness towards environmental protection be it environment pollution, water pollution, 

deforestation, land damage, natural habitat loss and throwing garbage plastics at almost all the 

tourists places  
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 Narrow roads or no separate/dedicated roads for devotees and Horses riding devotees on the way 

to Katara Temple which leads to some disturbance and chaos  

 Lack of Mobile Health Facility on the way to Katara, in case of emergency 

 Non availability of compost technology at the hotels and restaurants resulting into loss in potential 

savings in the operation cost which can make them even more competitive in terms of lesser value 

package/cost of rooms etc. 

6.1.3 Opportunities 

 Various unexplored places and valleys yet to be brought under tourist circuit 

 Huge amount of foreign currency can be earned through Adventure Sports tourism  

 Communication skill of the available workforce can be enhanced to provide better experience 

facility to the tourists 

 Century old food trails which include both Dogri and Muslim culture could be a point of attraction 

for J&K cluster  

 Three distinct seasons as Autumn, Winter and Spring with distinct activities for tourists which can 

be promoted further  

 Huge natural resources such as flora, fauna, water bodies, mountains etc. for any kind of tourism 

like adventure, leisure, religious, MICE,  

 Production of Agro, Flora, Saffron & Handicrafts products is below par and has huge potential of 

growth which can be a leverage for Agro tourism  

 Climatic conditions best suited for Horticulture and Floriculture based tourism promotion 

 Organized pilgrimage circuit can be started with already existing religious places 

 Scope of organized floating market on Shikaras of Dal Lake  

 Village tourism with new trekking routs 

 Huge opportunities are there for different tourism festivals throughout the year like Tulip, Apple, 

Saffron fest are there but not visible widely or tapped 

 Green business-based startups can come up in recycling nonfood based solid waste which are 

being generated through hotels and restaurants and in the area of plastic waste recycling.  

 In the Jammu region, potential startups can come up for marketing of incense sticks as well as 

potential vermicompost marketing which can be produced out of floral waste being generated at 

the Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Temple.  

6.1.4 Threats 

 High security and heavy presence of military due to sensitive border region leads to sub-optimal 

tourist inflow  

 Continuous Shutdowns, curfews etc has a negative impact among large section of tourists  

 Visa restrictions by many countries on travelling to Kashmir due to security concerns/heavy 

presence of military being a sensitive border region leads to limited international tourist inflow 

 Harsh and extreme winter conditions lead to road-block, cut in water supply and electricity 

 Better infrastructure facility and easy access, no issue of sensitive border, lead to competitive 

advantages for tourism industry of other states 

 Lack of or almost negligible presence and promotion of innovative tourism packages will lead to 

saturation points of the existing tourist circuits of the region 

 Tourists are choosing neighbour states as a destination often 

 Environmental threats due to casual waste disposal, regular deforestation,  non-eco-friendly 

constructions 
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6.2 VISION AND OBJECTIVES OF THE CLUSTER 

6.2.1 Cluster Vision 

Increase tourists inflow, particularly foreign tourists inflow along with domestic tourist in Jammu and 

Kashmir by promoting various alternate theme based tourism like village-tourism, craft and local industry 

tourism, food tourism, cultural tourism, MICE, film tourism, agro-tourism, sports/adventure tourism, 

strengthening facilities within existing popular tourists destination and create new common facilities for 

better experience of the tourists so that foreign tourist inflow contributes at least 10% of total tourists inflow 

and increase turnover by 25% in next 5 years.  

Also, to strengthen the MSME stakeholders who are directly and indirectly dependent on tourism, more 

employment generation along with independent self-employed small and micro stakeholders. 

Based on primary survey 4 new tourism category with immense potential been identified with already 

present resources in hand which further divided into long- and short-term objectives along with general 

objective to the cluster specific. These 4 types of tourism areas are recommendation also to generate more 

tourist, employment, revenue generation for the region. 

Startups can be promoted in solid waste recycling from hotel & restaurants, plastic waste, marketing of 

incense sticks and vermicompost produced out of floral waste generated from Shri Mata Vaishno Devi 

Temple.  

Figure 6.1 Future recommendation of product diversifications of J&K tourism cluster 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

6.2.2 Long Term Objectives 

 3.5 years plan for all 4 above stated focused tourism areas simultaneously with targeted separate 

stage 

 Separate committee for 4 different tourism areas who will oversee the projects and will be divided 

into smaller target-based groups 

 Joint taskforce with both Govt. and private participation not only from the tourism sector but also 

from agriculture, art& craft, environment, MSME covering all direct and indirect stakeholders 

 New airline routing from all over the county (direct flight) 
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 Targeted visibility program with different stages covering 3.5 years 

 Sustainable development with clear staged target is the need of the hour in terms of waste 

management and clearing of old dumping ground, recycling plant, environment friendly new 

constructions, deforestations, awareness program of critical environmental degeneration  

 Diversification and development of new lesser-known tourism spots to lower the present load of 

the popular tourist circuits 

 Govt. approved ‘Homestay’ facility registration process with minimum required financial help like to 

construction of attached toilet with guest rooms even that can be collaborated with the Swachh 

Bharat Mission along with the Saucha Singh campaign drive 

 In the identified Homestay areas self-help women run group to be introduced who will distribute 

home cooked food to the Homestays along with homemade jam, jelly, hand knitted small woolen 

items etc. to the tourists 

 A short-term loan system cycle (1/2/3 weeks) to be developed within this self-help women group 

for the procurement of the raw materials, they only will raise the money within themselves with a 

proper bookkeeping system fully legit 

 For the 1st time Govt. or MSME common platform will give them financial assistance to start the 

process 

 HSRT scheme need to be tagged with this 3.5-yearprogramme as setup is already there along with 

the Skill development programme 

 TTF to be started in the J&K cluster as a yearly event 

6.2.3 Short Term Objectives 

 1stall long term plans to be broken down to 1year to 6 moths targeted plans for each 4 focused 

tourism sectors 

 Joint task force committee need to create subcommittee in entire J&K tourism clusters with local 

youths also who has taken HRST training with next 3-6 month who will immediately start execution 

and implementation work  

 Introduce of safety audits and strengthening of OHS in MSMEs along with health insurance policy 

for each employee 

 Energy and water audit to be introduced through common CFC system right now which is not 

present and little bit of awareness 

 The registration of each MSME unit related to J&K tourism cluster to be completed within a time 

frame of 1 year and once done new registration to be started from the 13th month with a cyclic 

mechanism 

 The entire J&K tourism cluster to be identified and categorized as 8 division with 4 earlier focused 

tourism areas and the 4 new areas within 6/6/6 months phases for easy execution of the plans 

 Identification of homestays in 1-year short phase time (total 3 phases within a span of 3 years) 

along with the JKTDC approval system. This will not come under hotel or guesthouse category this 

must be an actual local home with a spare room+ toilet which can be rented to the tourists. Only 

domicile certificate holders can come up with this 

 Parameters to be set for 4 new areas for the already present and new stake holders along with 

Homestay project within a time of 6-8 month 

 Quarterly awareness programme to be held in the various places of J&K tourism clusters related 

to the Govt. schemes tourism specific, MSME specific and banking specific 

 14 days training programme to be introduced for the new women self-help groups before starting 

the business and twice yearly later 

 Food trail circuit to be identified in next 1 year 

 Agro tourism belt to be identified in next 1 year 

 Film tourism division to be set up in next 1 year 

 Resorts to be identified in next 6 months for MICE 
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Table 6.1 Way Forward for Jammu and Kashmir Tourism Cluster 
# Long Term Objectives Short Term Objectives 

1. Increase turnover by 30% in 5 Years 1. Increase Domestic tourists by 5% new tourists in Year 1, 10 % 

new tourists in Year 2 and 15 % new tourists in Year 3 

2.  Increase International tourists by 2% new tourists in Year 1, 3 % 

new tourists in Year 2 and 5 % new tourists in Year 3 

3. Promoting 2 Marketing BDS Providers in year 1, 3 Marketing 

BDS Providers in year 2 and 5 Marketing BDS Providers in year 

3 

2. Promotion theme-based tourism 

hub/model village circuits and create 500 

new entrepreneurs 

1. Creation of Saffron/Fruits Orchard based Agro tourism packages 

and development of model hub/pockets for tourist exposure/visit 

as part of the packages in Year 1. Ensure 10% of the tourists 

adopt the new package and 100 new enterprises by Year 3  

2. Promotion of Food tourism packages and ensure at least 5% 

Hotel and Restaurants adopt, 10% Hotel and Restaurants adopt 

in Year 2 and 20% Hotel and Restaurants adopt and 200 new 

enterprises by Year 3.  

3. Promotion of MICE tourism packages and ensure additional 

increase in turnover by 2% in Year 2 and 5% in Year 3 and 150 

new enterprises by Year 3  

4. Promotion of Film tourism packages and ensure additional 

increase in turnover by 3% in Year 2 and 5% and 50 new 

enterprises by Year 3 

3. Creation of “Model Haat” & “Organised 

Floating Market “for promotion, display of 

local culture, craft, and tourism 

1. Establishment of ModelHaat by Year 3 

2. Establishment of Organised Floating Markey by Year 2 

4. Women empowerment through Home Stay 

Drive project in entire UT area.  Will be 

entirely run and managed by home makers 

1. Identify and convert 1 hospitable room with attached bathroom 

from potential households in Year 1, along with creation of 

women group with block wise leaders 

2. Basic tourist handling training of the identified home stays 

women of entire UT in year 2 

3. Ensure 5-7% of the tourists adopt the new home stay package 

and 100 -300 new enterprises by Year 3 

5 10 Start-ups to be Promoted insolid waste 

management (Non-Food based) and 

marketing of incense sticks and 

vermicompost produced out of floral 

wastage 

1. SFURTI Scheme to be leveraged for producing floral waste based 

vermicompost in Year 2 

2. 2 start-ups to be promoted for non-food based solid waste 

recycling in Year 2. Potential financial support and term loan 

linkages to be created  

3. 2 start-ups to be promoted in plastic waste recycling in Year 2. 

Potential financial support and term loan linkages to be created  

4. 4 start-ups can be promoted for marketing of incense sticks in Year 

3 and Year 4 produced out of floral waste and related term loan 

linkages being created 

5. 2 start-ups can be promoted for marketing of vermicompost in Year 

3 and Year 4 produced out of floral waste and related term loan 

linkages being created 

 

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS & ACTION PLAN FOR NON-FINANCIAL AREAS 
 1st recommendation is - these four proposed categories with immense tourism potential are there 

readily available can be tapped with proper market linkage, promotion, various kind of private and 
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Govt. support, which can eventually attract huge number of tourists not only domestic but 

international as well in the future. 

 2nd recommendation is- Development of offbeat or lesser-known tourist destination with beautiful 

natural surroundings already present in J&K tourism cluster. Further divisions are as follows: 

 Agro Tourism 

o Apple 

o Saffron 

o Kahwa Tea 

 Kashmiri Gourmet Tourism 

o Non vegetarian 

o Vegetarian 

 MICE Tourism 

o Meetings 

o Incentive tours 

o Conventions/ Conferences 

o Exhibitions/ Events 

 Film Shooting Tourism 

o Domestic 

o International (Mainly for S.E Asia) 

Potential Aspects for J&K Tourism Cluster for Future 

After discussing with various stake holders some very interesting facts and points came out almost from all 

the direct and indirect parties who are closely related to the J&K tourism cluster. And the most interesting 

factor is the resources are already traditionally and culturally or naturally available which Tourism 

Department along with various other departments (indirectly related) and TA’s can tap easily and can 

convert it to great tourism attraction internationally also for domestic tourist. 

Agro Based Tourism 

There is huge potential if designed, planned, and executed well. Mainly 3 agro products to be considered 

are Apple, Kahwa and Saffron. 

Irrespective of tourist destination the development and growth of a particular place must be environmentally 

sustainable in the long run. Diversify of the already present attractions is a measure must be taken and to 

that Agro tourism can be one of the best model also environmentally sustainable and responsible tourism. 

All over the world the agro based tourism getting favourable day by day to the new age environmentally 

conscious traveler or eco-tourists. Also,it is the way for sustainable tourism development with a holistic 

approach directly to the local farmers, a symbiotic relationship where the benefits will be visible and shared 

by all in an organic way. 
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Figure 6.2 Symbiotic relationship of agro based tourism of JnK 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

This region’s Apple, Saffron and Kahwa Tea are already very popular and famous worldwide for their top 

quality, so the work is half done there is no need to develop a new product, available resources in hand are 

of great value in this case. 

Recommendations and Suggestions Based on Findings 

 For local weekend tourists who come from nearby places to spend weekend mainly in Srinagar 

also in other places where possible ‘Weekly Farmers Market’ need to be set up for them with stalls 

for Apple, Saffron, Kahwa Tea and any other seasonal fresh fruits/vegetables where Farmers will 

directly sell their products cutting the middle man. And this to be promoted as an added weekend 

attraction widely. This concept is very popular also successful in small agro towns of USA, Europe 

also in Vietnam, Thailand, Sri Lanka where they also have food stalls with various fresh food and 

without preservative food  products made by the local self help or women groups 

 These markets can also run by ‘Themes’ based on the seasonality of Apple, Saffron and Kahwa 

Tea 

 The harvesting season needs to be sensitize amongst the travellers in an innovative way with huge 

promotion for example ‘Kashmiri Apple Festival’, ‘Kashmiri Saffron Festival’, ‘Kashmiri Kahwa Tea 

Festival’ just like the Tomatina Fest of Spain , Pineapple Fest of Thailand or Pumpkin Fest of 

Germany to name a few. It is a common practice all over the world to attract tourist this way. 

 Special discounts for hotels, packages and airline deals to be work out 

 At the time of the festival during evening documentary films related to the festivals to be screened 

 A permanent space to be created for these fest to be held every year with stall set up facilities for 

farmers, these product sellers  

 Special shuttle services need to run from airport , bus station, cities main points to the fest grounds 

 Public convenience facilities to be set up to cater large number of tourists 

 Food stalls or cafeteria with good options need to set up during fest times 

 When there is no fest during those seasons for the tourists, TA’s need to create day trip to the 

orchards or fields or to the tea producing units for firsthand experience, they can also be engaged 

in some real farming activities. They will have a real glimpse to the simple life of a farmer along 
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with it can buy genuine product. State of Rajasthan applied this model for their craft artisans, and 

it is a success there 

 Permanent common facility centers need to be created for micro, small and medium farmers 

 By the industry association regular trainings and workshops need to be organized for the 

enhancement of the knowledge and to adapt new technique 

 Agriculture department and tourism department need to work together in this to be a success   

 Low interest loans also to be given to the locals to encourage to come forward in this new venture  

 To make this a success the promotional activities to be in a huge scale with coverage to all 

electronic, print, social media, in every state for domestic tourist and by the help of Indian 

Embassies and High Commissions throughout the world this part Govt. need to take care 

  The private TA’s and big TO’s also will have a huge responsibility to spread this within their network 

of domestic and international agents, also must come up with attractive package worth for money 

 Need to involve local youth as much as possible to run the farmers market set up or the festivals 

after giving them short training on event organizing aspects for these agro based tourism. Because 

Farmers can’t run the entire show as their expertise lies in the farming aspect so a secondary skilled 

helping workforce need to be created to make this a successful model which can work as a 

tremendous employment generator and will create visible economic boost of the region 

  Farmers weekly haat need to be created in Jammu, Srinagar, and other areas 

Local Cuisine Based Gourmet Tourism 

“Way to the heart is through stomach” a popular saying goes all over the world very much applicable in this 

region’s cuisine and inspires food lovers to visit repeatedly. Who doesn’t love good food and especially 

when the region is rich with centuries of food histories? Kashmir not only offers mesmerizing locations but 

also a wide range of lip smacking and exotic delicacies. Kashmiri cuisine has evolved over hundreds of 

years. The first major influence was the food of the Kashmiri Buddhists and Pandits, the Hindus of the 

valley. The cuisine was then influenced by the culturescan be traced back to the fifteenth century arrived 

with the invasion of Kashmir by Timur from the region of modern Uzbekistan. Subsequently, it has been 

strongly influenced by the cuisines of Central Asian, Persia, and the North Indian plains.  The Wazas, are 

the master chefs of Kashmir. The ancient epic of Kashmir, namely the Nilmatapurana informs us that 

Kashmiris were heavy meat eaters. This habit persists in today’s Kashmir. 

Kashmiri food makes an extensive use of turmeric and yoghurt. Superb preparation and fabulous aromatic 

flavor of the Kashmiri food is so alluring that even those who are not feeling hungry end up yearning for 

more.There were two great schools of culinary craftsmanship in Kashmir, namely those of Kashmiri Pandits 

and Kashmiri Muslims. Wazwan - One can frequently taste the delicacies mastered by the chefs at Kashmiri 

weddings. Kashmiri cuisine that evolved in the Valley several centuries ago has retained a distinct 

personality of its own. Many of the delicacies are cooked through the entire night under the expert 

supervision of a VastaWaza or head chef, assisted by an entourage of wazas under him. Kashmir's most 

formal meal, Wazwan is not only a ritual but also a ceremony. Traditionally, no spoons, forks or knives are 

used for eating food. Eaten with fingers, getting invited to a Wazwan is a rare luxury that one can enjoy 

these days.The basic difference between the two schools was the abundant use of heeng (asafoetida) and 

curd among the Hindus and the open-handed use of onions and garlic among the Muslims.Hindu Brahmins 

or Kashmiri Pandits are not averse to eating meat and are rather voracious meat eaters. However, they 

prefer goat and that too a young one.  

The valley is also noted for offering a variety of traditional bakery items and the love of the populace for 

baker’s bread will lead one to find at least one traditional bakery shop referred as Kaandar or Kandur in 

every colony or locality of Kashmir. Different kinds of breads for different seasons are available in the bakery 

shops that have golden brown crusts and are topped with sesame and poppy seeds.Also various kinds of 

special Tea’s. 

Some sample Kashmiri Pandit dishes include: 
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 Rogan Josh (lamb cooked in red sauce) 

 Yakhni (lamb cooked in curd-based sauce) 

 SyoonPulaav (Meat Pulao) 

 ModurPulaav (Sweet Pulao, usually as a dessert) 

 LyodoorTschaman (Cottage Cheese cooked in turmeric based sauce) 

 Dum Oluv (Whole Potatoes cooked in Red Sauce) 

 MujGaad (Fish with Radish) 

 Nadir-Waangan (lotus stems with Brinjal) 

 Nadir-Haaq/Gogji/Monji (lotus stems cooked with Spinach or Radish) 

 Raazma-Gogji (Kidney Beans with Radish) 

 

Some of the Wazwan dishes include: 

 Safed kokur or zafraankokur 

 Meth maaze 

 Ristae 

 Rogan josh 

 Dhaniphul 

 Aloo bukhaar: chutney made with fresh plums, onions, sugar, lime juice and spices 

 Tabak maaz: Fried lamb ribs 

 Daniwalkorma: lamb in a yogurt-based gravy 

 Gushtaab: Chopped lamb with spices cooked in oil, milk and curds 
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Figure 6.3 Symbiotic relationship of agro based tourism of J&K 

Local bread shops are one of the specialties 

 

Food stall in Shikara  

 

  

Source: Study Team Analysis 

Recommendations and Suggestions Based on Findings 

 Yearly or half yearly Food Festival putting special emphasis on the uniqueness of the region. This 

a very popular tool to attract tourist and the most important to retain them year after year. To attend 

a prestigious Food Fest is a matter of pride to many. All over the world tourists flock to attend some 

very famous fests like- Mid Autumn Festival or Mooncake Fest of China, St. Mortiz Gourmet Fest, 

Pancake Fest of Russia, Pizza Fest Naples, Melbourne food and wine fest, World gourmet summit 

Singapore etc. 

 This food festival must be a special tool for tourism dept. promotion and marketing as an integral 

part of it. Easily it can be promoted as World Wazwan Festival as Gastronomically enthusiast 

communities are can almost be compared to Football fan community  

 The promotion must spread out domestically and internationally through proper channels in every 

electronic, print, and social media both domestic and international 

 Some area in Srinagar and other places need to be identified, particularly those places are carrying 

a tradition of good food from decades by now and special Food Tours need to be incorporated in 

the package’s itinerary. Like food tours of Delhi for example tours like Purani Dilli Ki Zaika, or tour 

of Paranthewalagali.  

 Food tours attract huge numbers of tourists and food enthusiast. It’s already been proven in 

numerous popular also offbeat destinations.  Tourism Dept. in collaboration with Food Dept. can 

higher professionals to set up to begin with maybe 4 tours in Srinagar which will portray the myriad 

variety in future can be successful like the famous- Teste Porto Lisbon, Untour’s street breakfast 

tour Shanghai, Mumbai’s Khau Gully, famous night food tours of Tokyo and Hanoi, Ruta del 

Callao gastro tour Lima and Mexico City 

 Setting up a place like DilliHaat,ChokhiDhani or a Model Kashmiri Lifestyle Pavilion like Siam 

Niramit of Bangkok where tourists can have a taste of Kashmir in authentic way.  In the set up along 
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with commercial restaurants there should be a dedicated section for home cooking food where 

female and male from different households can put up stalls. These models are very successful.  

 In the food pavilion set up there will be permanent space not permanent restaurants all local 

restaurants eateries from micro to small and big will get a chance to set up stalls from a period of 

2 weeks to 3 weeks by rotations, and for home cooking section per family minimum 4 days to 7 

days stall set up options should be there to generate equal employment opportunity irrespective of 

social class and strata 

 Set up of small cooking class tours. This is again a popular model in many areas, and do not need 

much Govt. support. TA’s can identify 15/20 houses who are locally famous for traditional culinary 

skills and can arrange small Weekend cooking class tour with 7 to 10 tourists. Where the items will 

be not elaborate, but they can experience a slice of Kashmiri kitchen. If successful can be done 

with local best restaurants with famous local Chefs. This is a niche product but very successful in 

places like Palermo Italy Cooking with the Duchess, also very popular short cooking courses tour 

available in Delhi, Lucknow, Jaipur, Jodhpur, some coastal places as well, home cooking 

demonstration tour in Agra these are very popular with International tourists. 

 All the above-mentioned recommendation if put together will attract huge number of Food bloggers 

and Food critics of the country also from abroad and with their area of expertise there will be 

perennial flow of tourists in the region for ever 

 Govt. and private culinary schools can be set up with different scholarship skims for the local youth 

 For local youths’ short courses for Food Tour Guides can be established in collaboration with the 

restaurants even housed with known traditional cooking skills 

 There will be regular multilevel employment generation with various activities mentioned above and 

will not be dependent on seasonal factors 

 Also, there will be a boost for the raw material suppliers to the food industry business 

 Will also attract weekend tourists from neighboring States  

Below diagram is an idea of how the Gourmet tourism can be beneficial to all sectors specially to boost 

tourism: 

Figure 6.4 Beneficiaries of gourmet based tourism of JnK 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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MICE Based Tourism 

MICE mean Meetings, Incentive tours, Conferences and Exhibitions. A beautiful place like J&K can be 

developed for MICE which is a successful model for popular tourist destination also. In the present tourism 

industry almost every TA’s and TO’s try to tap MICE clientele for regular business mainly big corporate, 

media houses, event organization companies, conventions, and exhibitions facilitators. To the resorts of 

Ramnagar near Jim Corbett park area, Chail, Masoorie, Bhimtal, Mukteshwar, Jaipur, Matheran, 

Mahabaleshwar, Munnar, Agra, Thekkady and many more these MICE clients are a major part of the 

income directly and through the T.A.’s / T.O.’s. Many of them also offer special Destination wedding 

packages which is a new concept even among the upper middle-class people who cannot afford destination 

wedding abroad. Some of the top MICE destinations of Asia are China, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, 

Dubai, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Sri Lanka etc. But they are not offering anything extra which as a tourist 

destination this region cannot other than extraordinary facilities, excellent packaging, and promotion. 

The best part is apart from weeklong conventions and exhibitions these tourists come in groups mostly from 

different corporate as a part of their annual meetings, retreat, incentive tours, and maximum night of stay 

is 3 at a stretch. So, for a 30 people group hotel and TA’s do not need to handle 10 or 15 family with different 

wishes and demands. And for all the corporate it is a recurring activity which is good for repeated customers. 

In the popular beautiful resorts of Srinagar, Gulmarg, and Pahalgam this kind of small group activity 

happened in the past but not very much.  

Recommendations and Suggestions Based on Findings 

 Tourism Dept. needs to promote Kashmir as a safe and secured MICE destination with special 

discounts 

 TA’s and TO’s are doing this business in a small scale but need to enhance the MICE promotion 

technique keeping dedicated sales teams to tap various corporate with lucrative offers 

 The hoteliers who are into the resort business or with elaborate hotel set up with banquette hall, 

garden, Gym, restaurants, conference facilities need to tie up with TA’s/ TO’s for a long term 

symbiotic relationship and sustainable revenue  

 Already present resorts in Srinagar, Gulmarg, Pahalgametc need to be identify with MICE facilities 

and who can cater minimum of 30 pax group 

 Required skilled staff from tourism or hotel management backgrounds, local institutions who are 

providing these courses outgoing batch can be utilized and kept as trainees 

 Local youth with graduation degree also can be trained by the resorts on free of cost and absorb 

them starting from trainees 

 Halls, Pavilions, Designated grounds to be installed with excellent facilities for annual conventions, 

seminars, symposiums, trade fairs, craft fairs, tourism fairs 

 To diversify MICE tourism, the region can also be developed as a Destination Wedding Place – 

only a technique of promotion nothing extra needs to be done than a normal corporate group. 

 School groups, Professional institutions student groups from neighbouring states and all over the 

country also can be encouraged but with utmost safety and security 

 Regional Tourism Dept. can come up with different plans with ITPO (under Ministry of Commerce 

and Industry) and ICPB for JnK specially 

 A centre can be set up like Pragati Maidan of Delhi in a smaller scale where in the future 

international events can be done 

 

Figure 6.5 MICE package development procedure 
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Source: Study Team Analysis 

 

Figure 6.6 Diversification of MICE Business 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 
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Figure 6.7 Benefactors of MICE tourism 

 

Source: Study Team Analysis 

Film Based Tourism 

There was a time in 70’s, 80’s even in 90’s we used to see a lot of Bollywood and regional films were soot 

in the beautiful valleys of Jammu and Kashmir. Who can forget the movie Kashmirki Kali and the list is huge 

till date. But the major point now is maybe 1 movie is getting filmed in the region per year earlier which used 

to be good medium industry size in terms of revenue and employment generation. Now mostly producers 

are choosing European destination because of peaceful situation over Kashmir. But certainly, that can be 

overcome with phased intervention and correct plan   

Recommendations and Suggestions Based on Findings 

 Govt. and local law enforcement agencies have ensured 100% safety and security of the film 

production units who will come for filming. This is a MUST do 

 Special unit under JKTDC in collaboration with Dept. of Industries and commerce need to be set 

up to look after only this film tourism work, who will be the nodal liaising agency between the 

different film production houses across the country and the local facilitators of the filming 

 Different locations to be solely identified for filming purpose in the region and maintained properly 

for regular shooting and will not be opened for regular tourists 

 Special Tax benefits to be given to promote the destination in different slabs for small, medium, 

and big budget films and different benefits for documentary or short film makers 

 Tourism Dept. needs to make an excellent quality documentary film on Kashmir covering all the 

popular and beautiful, offbeat destinations. The film needs to multilingual for different parts of the 

country and to do this they can invite famous director of the country. This itself will be an excellent 

promotion for Film Tourism to tap future market 

 The Tourism Dept. film division needs to contact the Mumbai film industry agencies and all the 

Regional film industry agencies.  

 Conference/ meetings need to be arranged in different parts of the country with producers and 

directors about the benefits of the Filming in Kashmir than going abroad for this same kind of natural 

beauties 

 Local eligible youth population can be trains to help the film units during shooting 

 Private big hotel chains/ hoteliers need to be encouraged to built5 star hotels and resorts to make 

this film tourism a successful business 

 This film tourism can have multiplier economic benefits not only those direct business related with 

filming but also to the ancillary services rather as a whole entire local economy 

 Excellent road condition to the various destinations from Srinagar 
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 Regular good flights need to be operated from different parts of the country 

 Local artisans, craftsman will be benefitted to a great deal 

 There will be regular employment generation for the unskilled labour force as well on regular basis 

 With overall economy boost and regular employment generation eventually the Govt. will earn 

sustained revenue 

 Once this film tourism is a successful business domestically the small neighboring countries without 

this kind of abundance natural beauties will also come to this region for filming in the future, that 

can be a good source of foreign exchange earning 

 To support the film tourism production units there will be a growth of MSME sector for those items 

which the production units will procure in bulk locally 

 Local designers will also get jobs as this is seen in every film that within the entire production some 

dresses/ clothing are always shown which are local like in the dance sequences, market scenes 

etc. 

 There will be regular income from the shooting purpose to the houseboat’s owners, shikara owners, 

floating shikara hawkers  

 There will be visible increase in the income of the local transporters as they will be the only source 

of transportation in the region 

 J&K Lakes and Waterways Authority can charge considerable amount slab wise depending upon 

the shooting hours which they can use for conservation purpose and other development works 

 To help filming units’ offices to be set up mainly info center in the prime locations 

 Moreover, advertising industry also can be tapped for Ad films –less days, less hazards, regular 

work 
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Table 6.2 Recommendations & Action Plan
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8. Promotion of Start-ups in the area of recycling waste and marketing of waste recycling based products 

8.1 Detailed study to be undertaken to 
asses volume of plastic waste being 
generated by tourism industry and 
potential business opportunities 

CIPET Study will identify the following  
i) Volume plastic waste geneted by tourism 

industry  
ii) Potential business volume for the potential 

recycle products  
iii) Scope for market and market promotion  
iv) Investment to be required for startup 

business 

 5.00 Year 1 

8.2 A study to be undertaken to 
understand the potential compost 
volume as bio-mass can be created 
out of the food waste as well as non 
food waste recycling in hotel & 
restaurant industry 

NEERI 10.00 Year 1 

8.3 Handholding in adoption of Compost 
making technology and in 
implementation in 30 
Hotels/Restaurants 

NEERI i) It will reduce their business operation cost 
and make the MSMEs more competitive 

3.00 Year 1-3 

8.4 Producing Vermicompost out of floral 
waste 

EDI/Jammu University It will provide business opportunities and new 
employment generation in the region 

0 (can be 
leveraged through 
SFURTI Scheme) 

Year 2 

8.5 Promoting 10 startups and preparation 
of business plans and handholding in 
market linkages for incense sticks 
maerketing, vermicompost marketing, 
plastic waste recycling and non food 
based 

EDI/IIHM/Jammu University 10 startups will be handholded in the floral 
waste based byproduct marketing and non food 
based and plastic based recycled products 

10.00 (1 lakh/start 
up handholding 
cost of consultant) 

Year 1-3 
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6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS & ACTION PLAN FOR FINANCIAL ISSUES 
Table 6.3 Recommendations & Action Plan for Financial Issues 

 Activities Implementer/ 

BDS provider/ 

Participants  

Outcome 

 

Budgets 

 

Timelines 

 

1. Require working capital support 

around Rs 10 lakhs as a financial 

package support 

Implementers: 

TAAK, JKTDC 

Lead Bank 

Approximately  

90% of the units 

would be requiring 

the financial 

packages 

 Year 1-3 

2. Potential 100 Hotels would require 

financial assistance in 

implementation of energy audits 

Implementers: 

TAAK, JKTDC 

SIDBI 

Approx Rs 40-50 

lakhs/units 

 

 Year 1-3 

3. Start-up loans under MUDRA 

for50% of the new 5,000 

enterprises (up to 10 lakhs) 

Implementers: 

TAAK, JKTDC 

 

Micro units which 

are prevalent in the 

region would be 

beneficial  

Rs 250 Cr. 

 

Year 1-3 

4. Micro Finance for Timber 

Procurement to 1,000+ shikara  and 

house boats owners (50,000/unit) 

Implementers: 

TAAK, JKTDC 

SIDBI 

 

Immediate relief 

would be there in 

terms of survival 

and sustainability  

 

Rs 5 Cr.  

 

Year 1-3 

5 Provide loan under CGT-MSE upto 

Rs 1 Cr. for 10 startups in green 

business promotion 

Implementers: 

TAAK, MSME-Di 

SIDBI 

 

Providing business 

loans to start-ups 

to initiate their 

business 

Rs 10 Cr. Year 2-3 

6 Term Loan to 50 

Hoteliers/Restaurant Owners for 

procurement of Semi-Automated 

Composter Machine 

MSMEs  

SIDBI (under 

Kishore loan) 

To recycle organic 

waste 

Rs 1.25 Cr. (Rs 2.5 

lakh/machine for 

50 owners) 

Year 2-3 

6.5 INTERVENTIONS SUGGESTED AT POLICY, CLUSTER AND UNIT LEVEL 
Policy Level  

 Improved Net-Connectivity (4G Based) to reduce business loss  

 Establish Cold Storage for food-grains and other necessity items for winter season as due to road-

blockade business gets hampered or cost of the item increased to get extent 

Cluster Level 

 MUDRA loan assist in procurement of house-boats   

 Organise awareness workshops on  Financial Schemes and create credit facilitation cell along with 

BMOs 

 Provide training in filling up documentational procedure in Timber Procurement for House-Boat 

Owners and Shikara Owners  
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 Facilitate in establishing linkages between Sports Equipment Suppliers and Sports based Tourism 

Units for bulk procurement  

 Promote Start-ups or capacitate existing T.A.’s  by hand-holding in business plan 

preparation/identification of potential market and linking with F.I.’s in introduction of new packages 

like MICE, Food based Tourism, Film based Tourism and Agro-Tourism.  

 Introduction of BDS in recycling of food waste to create bio-fuel for Hotel & Restaurants industry  

 Introduction of energy based BDS to handholding hoteliers to reduce energy cost in cost of 

operation which is currently at 25%+ 

 Provide short-term training in various Indian as well as international languages to create new 

employment opportunities for Guides as well as existing/new employees in collaboration with 

Jammu University  

 Support in creating DPR for promotion of Dilli-Haat based model in Srinagar and establish Medical 

facilities in popular tourist destination and sports tourism destination under Swadesh Darshan  

 Support in creating floating market on the Dal-Lake under Swadesh Darshan Scheme  

Unit Level 

 Promote start-ups to create products like vermicompost or incense sticks out of floriculture waste 

in and around religious places 

 Introduction of BDS in create Digital marketing platform and support in creating social media 

promotion and digital marketing   

 Promoting & hand-holding Women based enterprises in the area of home-stay business along with 

JKTDC where sectoral knowledge will be provided by JKTDC and implementation support 

(Training, BDS support, business coaching etc) to be provided by SIDBI 

  

6.5.1 Initiatives where SIDBI may intervene 

Table 6.4 – Initiatives where SIDBI may Intervene 

Interventions  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Provide training in filling up documentational procedure in Timber Procurement for 

House-Boat Owners and Shikara Owners  

   

Facilitate in establishing linkages between Sports Equipment Suppliers and Sports 

based Tourism Units for bulk procurement  

   

Promote Start-ups or capacitate existing T.A.’s  by hand-holding in business plan 

preparation/identification of potential market and linking with F.I.’s in introduction of new 

packages like MICE, Food based Tourism, Film based Tourism and Agro-Tourism 

   

Introduction of BDS in recycling of food waste to create bio-fuel for Hotel & Restaurants 

industry 
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Introduction of energy based BDS to handholding hoteliers to reduce energy cost in cost 

of operation which is currently at 25%+  

   

Provide short-term training in various Indian as well as international languages to create 

new employment opportunities for Guides as well as existing/new employees in 

collaboration with Jammu University  

   

Support in creating DPR for promotion of Dilli-Haat based model in Srinagar and 

establish Medical facilities in popular tourist destination and sports tourism destination 

under Swadesh Darshan  

   

Support in creating floating market on the Dal-Lake under Swadesh Darshan Scheme  

   

Undertake a study through Jammu University along with CSIR-CIMAP in terms of 

volume of Floricultural waste being generated and potential business size for incense 

stick making and vermi-compost creation 

   

Undertake a study through CIPET interms of volume of plastic waste being generated 

due to tourism and potential business solution through recycling  

   

Undertake a study through CSIR-NEERI interms of bio-mass can be generated out of the 

waste being generated by the Hotel &Restaurant industry  

   

Promote start-ups to create products like vermicompost or incense sticks out of 

floriculture waste in and around religious places  

   

Introduction of BDS in create Digital marketing platform and support in creating social 

media promotion and digital marketing 

   

Promoting & hand-holding Women based enterprises in the area of home-stay business 

along with JKTDC where sectoral knowledge will be provided by JKTDC and 

implementation support (Training, BDS support, business coaching etc) to be provided 

by SIDBI  

   

 

6.6 BIG IMPACT INITIATIVES  
Create Dilli-Haat Like Hub and Floating Market in Srinagar  

Rationale  

i) There are various local crafts which are produced in J&K which does not get place/platform to showcase 

their products to the potential tourists other than shops. Apart from that J&K has rich culture and food history 

which also does not get a platform to showcase to the tourist.   

ii) Dal lake is one the major tourist attraction 

Proposed Plan  

 A “Dilli-Haat” based cultural hub be set up in Srinagar to showcase local craft, culture and food 

along with a floating market for local craft person for selling to the tourists on Dal-lake as they spent 

substantial amount of item on the lake  

CFC with regards to recycling of floricultural waste in Vaishno-Devi region to produce Incenses 

stick and Vermi-compost   
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Rationale  

i) There are huge amount of floricultural waste being generated by the devotees in Vaishno-Devi 

Region which gets wasted  

Proposed Plan  

CSIR-CIMAP has already developed technologies to create various aroma based incense sticks made out 

of floricultural waste. Similarly Vermi-compost can also be created out of floricultural waste for that 

technology is available. These can be taken up under SFURTI Scheme 

New Starts ups for marketing of aromatic incense stick can be promoted along with marketing of Vermi-

compost   

Plastic recycling can be another Big-Impact Idea which can also be explored with CIPET as huge amount 

plastics being generated by the tourists as well as by the industry stakeholders.  

.  
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7 ANNEXURE 

7.1 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN PREVIOUS STUDY AND PRESENT STUDY 

7.1.1 Basic Statistics 

It is mentioned in the 2014 DSR that till the year 2010 there was a negative growth rate in the tourist arrivals. 

But during 2011-12 there was a significant increase in volume of domestic as well as foreign tourist arrivals 

in Kashmir. Current DSR figures are based on 2018-19 as since 2019-20 onwards, due to various reasons 

business is down by 80-85% hence will not reflect the actual scenario. It is also to be noted that, in previous 

DSR, turnover has been estimated considering industries of tourism, handicraft, agro based and related 

sectors also. Hence the turnover is so high. Whereas, the current DSR has been focussed only tourism and 

related value-added industry while preparing the DSR as cluster has been considered as Tourism Cluster 

of J&K. 

Table 7.1 Comparative Between the Previous Study and this study 
Head  Previous Study (2013-14) Current Study (2020-21) 

Cluster Turnover (INR Cr) 

Micro  Not mentioned 2119 

Small  Not mentioned 35 

Medium  Not mentioned - 

Total 8000 2154 

No of Units 

 Micro  Not mentioned 9520 

Small  Not mentioned 15 

Medium  Not mentioned - 

Total 1100  9535 

Employment Total 5.4 Lakhs 0.82 Lakhs 

7.1.2 Comparative on Key Issues 

7.1.2.1 Raw Material 

 Identified in the Present Study – 

o Mainly during winter season accommodation set ups face issues with the bulk kitchen raw 

material supplies due to road blockage. Cost also goes up during winter 

o Supply of raw materials also get effected or become irregular due to Geo-political situation, 

frequent road (highway connecting the UT) block for security reasons. Post August 2019 

there was huge supplier issues due to absolute shut down for micro small medium all kinds 

of establishments. Medium to big establishments normally keep some stocks but micro and 

small establishment do not normally. House boats, guest houses faced supply problems 

for the remaining guests.  

o Houseboats and Shikara owners are also facing issues related to procurement of timber 

for regular renovation and repairing purpose because of the different new laws of 

deforestation and very high cost due to that.  

o The TA's who deals specially in adventure sports and tourism like camping, trekking, 

rafting, hot air ballooning, skiing, kayaking etc. also face issues sometimes with the 

procurement of the equipment due to very cost and export regulations for good foreign 

made equipment 

 Identified in Previous Study –  

o As per the onsite assessment and consultations with the Secretary of the Houseboats 

Owners Association, the existing condition of the houseboats needs to be improved.  

o There is lack of proper boarding jetties. Old and dilapidated houseboats need repair. The 

management of houseboats also needs to improve. 

o Houseboats Numbers are reducing due to non availability of timber & permission required 

from Govt of J&K to repair or make any changes in house boats 
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7.1.2.2 Infrastructure 

 Identified in the Present Study –  

o There is no CFC present in the region in terms of tourism 

o No CPV also present in terms of the tourism cluster 

o There is no tourism hub or park or model pavilion like Delhi Haat/ ChokhiDhani 

o Major issue is technical infrastructure in terms of tourism i.e., internet facility. 100% of the 

respondents very vocally mentioned their concern about this. Internet is almost nonexistent 

in the region only 2G connection sometimes come which is a major hindrance for tourism 

sector. Because of slow internet TA's,TO'S, hoteliers are unable to use GDS smoothly for 

ticketing or hotel booking purpose or just to send a simple e-mail to the prospective 

customers, online payments are getting stuck frequently by the result eventually losing out 

major share of the business to the other states 

o Good public convenience facilities are very few, that is a major requirement of any tourist 

region. 70-80% of the tourist during survey shared their concern on this 

o Road condition connecting all the major tourist destination is not up to the mark 

o Regular long hour power cuts are also there 

o Flight connections to and from Srinagar and Jammu are not sufficient from the other cities 

also during season time very high cost of tickets in comparison to other destination 

 Identified in Previous Study –   

o The existing tourism infrastructure also needs to be maintained properly to increase the 

customer satisfaction experience. There is a high seasonal peak and trough in the tourism 

inflow at  J&K. 

o During the interactions with the local stakeholders, a common feedback which was shared 

was the need of strategic BDS in the cluster as it results in a long term and sustainable 

intervention of the resolution and it then acts as a driving force for the development 

activities in the cluster. 

o The existing tourist infrastructure is poorly maintained in some places. The cottages and 

guest houses of the Tourism Department are not easily accessible to the common tourists. 

o Public Transportation is missing in cities, and even in Srinagar there is no Public Transport. 

o Srinagar is the only city in the region with an Airport with most international and high end 

tourists visiting the city. There is a lack of sufficient Star Category Hotels in the city, only 

two - Taj Vivanta & Lalit. 

o Poor road connectivity and transportation facilities. Tunnel road closed for four months so 

hotels are at a loss 

o Lack of basic hygienic amenities at halting points. Poor maintenance of heritage sites 

causes the damage to sites and affects tourism traffic 

o J&K state needs 10 five star hotels, but it has two only in Srinagar. biggest challenge is 

infrastructure development. High end & middle segment tourism is not being promoted 

strongly & needs strategic BDS support 

7.1.2.3 Skill 

 Identified in the Present Study –  
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o Micro and small level TA and accommodation units are not always able to employ work 

force with professional degree because of the cost attached. It is seen someone with a 

hotel or tourism degree, or background started a TA or small guest house keeping local 

graduate or undergraduate and eventually they are acquiring required skills doing the job 

year after year. The major issued with this kind of set up is because of lack of professional 

training and later also no such workshop or training like refresher courses taken up jointly 

by the MSME units many times they are clueless how to expand their market further beyond 

word of mouth, Facebook, Instagram, tweeter etc. promotion to reach out larger customer 

base other then what they are already having 

o In the past 10-12 years no authorized guide workshop or refresher course took place 

because of this reason the guide population are not aware of the new attractive techniques 

of guiding in a better manner other than the traditional knowledge they are already having. 

In other states like Uttarakhand, Rajasthan, Kerala etc. this kind of special programs are 

there for them to enhance their skills 

o Other than general meeting no skill development seminars or workshops are arranged by 

the industry association or JKTDC for the registered TA's, TO's or hoteliers 

o No focused skill enhancement programme for present employment force of TA's/ TO's. 

Skill enhancement programme under HSRT is mainly for hotel employees 

 Identified in Previous study –  

o JKITCO IS ready to do the capacity building training for the tourism stakeholders but that 

is the missing link & Sher E Kashmir fund of Govt of J&K can support it. 

o There is not enough awareness about the potential for tourism in the state. A better sense 

of professionalism amongst stakeholders of the tourism Industry in Kashmir needs to be 

instilled to improve the tourist experience. There is lack of awareness about the potential 

to tap economic and employment benefits from tourism industry. A Tourism and Hospitality 

Management Institute which can help in the capacity building of the stakeholders of the 

tourism Industry in Kashmir is needed. 

o Lack of passionate, trained professionals & untrained guides 

7.1.2.4 Marketing 

 Identified in the Present Study –  

o 80% of the units are not aware about new market or direct market promotion channels or 

the strategy including any investment to be made for that. They do not know how to spread 

their business or to reach large number of customers.  

o Spending huge amount on marketing and promotion is not possible for the MSME units. 

They are doing their bit through social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Tweeter 

page about their establishment or packages and occasional distribution of pamphlets but 

that is only locally done as they do not have direct outreach to the national or international 

tourists or agencies.  

o Hiring BDSP's till so far not happened in the cluster as most of them are not aware of such 

services or even if aware it is not affordable by them 

o Industry associations which are present there like TAAK, KHAROF, KTMF, HRAK etc. also 

do not have any specific program or tools specifically to increase market share other than 

leaflets, brochures, and pamphlets.  

o There is no presence of any specific strategy for MSME units combinedly for marketing 

and promotion  

 Identified in Previous Study –  

o Travel agents are dying as the tourists are contacting the airlines and hotels directly. They 

need guidance on value addition services which BDSP's can offer. 
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o If a local manufacturing industry can be created for Chunni, bangles and fulia then it will 

create employment in Katra in MSME's 

o Non-standardization of rates and fares at sites and for local travel which makes it difficult 

for foreign tourism 

o Lack of sound marketing and promotion strategies 

7.1.2.5 Product/Package Diversification and Promotion of Alternative Tourism 

 Identified in the Present Study –  

o There are also limited innovation or new products/packages like agro-tourism, food 

tourism, rural tourism, film tourism, craft tourism etc. are not being provided to the tourists 

which are becoming quite popular and considered as alternative tourism packages among 

new age domestic as well as international tourists. Other states like Kerala, Rajasthan and 

even hilly states like Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand have also started promoting these 

alternative tourisms and in states like Kerala and Rajasthan these are becoming equally 

popular packages/preferred destination along with regular known/popular tourist 

destinations. Even if, in the cluster some of the T.A.'s is provided it is not being highlighted 

or promoted as vigorously as other states.  

o Adventure or Sports tourism is popular in Kashmir; however, lacks of modern facilities or 

sports equipment are not drawing enough tourists in the cluster.  

o As part of accommodation (as a concept of eco-tourism/village tourism), homestays are 

becoming very popular concept among the domestic urban as well as likeminded 

international tourists who wants to experience the local community culture not though a 1 

day visit or as part of sight-seeing but being stayed with them and lived like them for the 

duration. This has not still become quite popular in J&K cluster due to lack of awareness 

of due to perceived security concern also.  

o  Promotion and marketing of J&K Tourism as an attractive destination has not been 

highlighted or probably not at all like other state Governments in India.  

 Identified in Previous Study –   

o The destinations in the circuit have very good tourist potential. Some destinations like 

Manasbal Lake, Wular Lake are areas which have high tourism potential but are 

unexplored by the common tourist. These destinations need promotion to come into the 

mainstream itineraries of the tourists. 

o The seasonal peak months of Mid-November to Mid February (3 months) experience 

around 75% of the annual traffic flow. Thus rest of the year experiences a very lean traffic 

flow resulting in under-utilization of tourist infrastructure. This can be improved by adding 

round the year destinations like Manasbal lake, Wular Lake, Tangmarg, Dachigham 

Wildlife Sanctuaries which are currently not on the list of most tourists but have immense 

tourism potential 

7.1.2.6 Finance 

 Identified in the Present Study – 

o Post Aug'19 and subsequent covid-19, finance is a major issue at present due to business 

lose, 100% of the respondents are expecting financial help from the government to cope. 

90% of the accommodation units (micro, small, medium, and big) are running only with 

10% of staff capacity rest of the staff they laid off as were unable to pay salaries to them, 

which was earlier not the case 
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o Micro and small level TA's who generally runs by 2-3/ or 5/6 employees are absolutely 

without business since Aug'19. Since tourist are not coming there is no source of income, 

unofficially they are closed  

o A very interesting point- that is almost 98.4% of the respondents mentioned that they didn't 

require any financial help before Aug'19. They clearly mentioned that finance was not an 

issue with most of them to open a business but proper market linkage, new technology, 

promotion etc. always been a challenge.  

o It has been estimated through primary survey that not more than 2% of cluster firms have 

taken working capital loan through formal sources. This is because of either community 

business practices or since their cash flow cycle is very less which is not more than a month 

and, in some cases, it could be instant also 

 Identified in Previous Study – 

o Not specifically mentioned issues only broadly as a cluster with example of House boats, 

Shikara owners, different artisans etc. 
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7.2 SAMPLE TARGET VS ACHIEVED 
Table 7.2 Sample Mix 

# Stakeholder Type Target Achieved 

1 
Primary 

Stakeholder 

Micro  49 

Small  2 

Medium   

Total 50 51 

2 Support Firms – Raw material Suppliers, Machinery Suppliers 3-4 3 

3 Buyers (Tourists) 2-3 12 

4 Industry Associations Minimum 2 8 

5 Strategic Business Development Service Providers (BDSPs) 1-2  

6 Government Bodies such as DIC, PCB 2-3 3 

7 Skill Imparting Institutions – ITIs & Private institutions, NGOs 2 1 

8 Financial Institutions – Lead Bank – District, Leading banks in cluster, 

including Commercial Branches of Banks, NFBCs  
Minimum 5 2 

9 Any other (Farmers, Artisans)  5 

 

7.3 LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS / INTERVIEWEES 
Table 7.3 List of Interviewees 

# Stakeholder Type Stakeholders Met 

1 MSME Units  Being Kashmir Tour & Travels 

 Vacation Planners India 

 Shangloo Travels Pvt. Ltd 

 Apharwat Tour & Travels 

 Centre Tour & Travels 

 Highland Excursions India Pvt Ltd 

 Highland Journeys 

 Snowman Adventures 

 Burraq Tours & Travels 

 Endless Journeys 

 JK Dot Com Tour & Travels 

 Adil Transport Agency 

 Kailash Travels  

 Supremo Tour and Travels  

 New Awadh Tour and Travels India 

 Jai Luxmi Travels  

 Shree Om Travels  

 Hotel Centre Point 

 Hotel Regenta Central Point 

 Hotel City Grace 

 Riyaz Guest House 

 Hotel Nishat View 

 Hamza Guest House 

 Hotel Regal Place 

 Hotel Signature 

 Hotel Sunbeam 

 New Lucky Star Houseboat 

 Mahjong Group of  Houseboats 
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 Morning Star Group of Houseboats 

 Shangloo Palace Houseboat 

 Parveen Guest House 

 Hotel Indraprasth 

 Malhotra Guest House 

 Hotel Ambalika 

 Hotel Vaishno Palace 

 Amigo's Restaurant 

 Books & Bricks Cafe 

 Devi Resturant 

 BalgotraVaishnoBhojanalaya 

 Nav Durga Dry Fruits  

 Vishav Gift Corner 

 Mughal Art Traders 

 Craft India 

 Shakeel Arts 

 Shepherds Craft 

 Mr. ShawkatAhmed( Pony owner) 

 Mr. Md. Aslam(Pony owner) 

 Mr. Gafoor(Shikara owner) 

 Mr. Sameer (Guide) 

 Mr. ShawketWani (Guide) 

 Mr. Gaurav Dubey (Guide) 

2 Support Firms – Raw material 

Suppliers, Machinery Suppliers 
 United Seven Star 

 Sunbeam Textile 

 Marhaba Enterprise 
 

3 Buyers (Tourists)  Mr. Manoj Singh 

 Mr. Pramod K S Nagraj 

 Mr. Ajay Kumar 

 Ms. Sahitya Rajagopal 

 Ms. Uzma 

 Mr. Oman Bilal 

 Mr. Santosh Kumar 

 Ms. Damayanti Mukherjee 

 Ms. Satya Ambastha 

 Mr. Shashi K Pande 

 Mr. Rahul Mahajan 

 Mrs. Eva Snuffer 

4 Industry Associations  KHAROF 

 KTMF 

 KHBOA 

 Shikara owners association 

 Taxi owners association 

 TAAK 

 TAA Katra 

 HRA Katra 
 

5 Government Bodies such as DIC, 

PCB 
 DIC 

 JKEDI 
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 JKTDC 
 

6 Skill Imparting Institutions – ITIs 

& Private institutions, NGOs 
 University of Jammu Dept. of Travel and Tourism Administration 

7 Financial Institutions – Lead 

Bank – District, Leading banks in 

cluster, including Commercial 

Branches of Banks, NFBCs  

 The Jammu And Kashmir Bank Limited(Bus stand Jammu) 

 The Jammu And Kashmir Bank Limited ( BugdamKashmir) 

8 Any other (Farmers, Artisans)  Apple farmer 

 Saffron farmer 

 Wood carving artisan 

 Carpet artisan 

 Shawl artisan 
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7.4 VALIDATION EXERCISE 
Cluster Name:  Jammu and Kashmir Tourism  Cluster 

Date of Validation Meeting: 21/01/2021 to 25/01/2021  

Number of Participants: 25 

Online/Offline:  Online  

A. Suggestions 

# 

Issues on which Suggestion is 

provided 

(Capture in brief) 

Suggestion Provided 

(Capture in Detail) 

Suggestion Provided by 

Agreed Collective new suggestion 

1 

Decline in business post August’19, in 
one year 90% business loss 
estimated for the cluster 

 Require working capital 

support around Rs 10 

lakhs as a financial 

package support 

 Approximately  90% of 

the units would be 

requiring the financial 

packages 

 Start up loans under 

MUDRA for50% of the 

new 5,000 enterprises (up 

to 10 lakhs) 

 Micro Finance for Timber 

Procurement to 1,000+ 

shikara  and house boats 

owners (50,000/unit) 

 

Yes 

 

Stakeholders are not looking 

for loans but expecting 

handholding in the pandemic 

situation for survival. 100% 

respondents shared this 

point 

2 

High speed internet connection not 
present and major cause of business 
loss 

 Formal MoU with Internet 

Providers for providing 

high speed or better 

uninterrupted internet 

facility for business 

purposes 

Yes  

Immediate intervention 

necessary 

3 

 Raw material procurement 
during severe winter 
season (mainly for hotels 
and restaurant owners). 

 Timber procurement for 
house boats owners and 
Shikara owners. 

 Equipment procurement for 
adventure sports 

 Since climate would be 

the same every year, 

some common large 

storage unit facilities with 

refrigerator can be 

installed for contingency 

situation.  Micro can small 

units can’t afford these 

kinds of investments that 

is why a common 

platform required. Lead 

bank can come up with 

attractive loan offer in this 

regard 

 Organising awareness 

camp for capacity building 

Training in documentation 

procedure for Timber 

procurement to 

houseboat owners, 

shikara owners and micro 

hoteliers (continuous) 

 Formalisation of MoU 

between Decathlon like 

bulk suppliers in sports 

equipment and TAAK for 

providing regular supply 

 

Yes 

 

No 
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of sports equipment at a 

negotiated rate 

4 

No CFC/BDS providers for micro 
stake holders who can’t afford alone 
to engage BDSP’s. Unable to expand 
market further 

 Promoting 2 Marketing 

BDS Providers in year 1, 

3 Marketing BDS 

Providers in year 2 and 5 

Marketing BDS Providers 

in year 3  

 Creation of Saffron/Fruits 

Orchard based Agro 

tourism packages and 

development of model 

hub/pockets for tourist 

exposure/visit as part of 

the packages in Year 1. 

Ensure 10% of the 

tourists adopt the new 

package and 100 new 

enterprises by Year 3  

 Promotion of Food 

tourism packages and 

ensure at least 5% Hotel 

and Restaurants adopt, 

10% Hotel and 

Restaurants adopt in 

Year 2 and 20% Hotel 

and Restaurants adopt 

and 200 new enterprises 

by Year 3.  

 Promotion of MICE 

tourism packages and 

ensure additional 

increase in turnover by 

2% in Year 2 and 5% in 

Year 3 and 150 new 

enterprises by Year 3  

 Promotion of Film tourism 

packages and ensure 

additional increase in 

turnover by 3% in Year 2 

and 5% and 50 new 

enterprises by Year 3 

 Participation in Fairs like 

ITB, TTF, TTINDIA Expo, 

IITT (1 fair in each year: 

Total 4) 

Yes  Respondents are 

willing to use 

BDSP’s 

collectively  

 Require help in 

market expansion 

 Destination 

diversification 

required 

 Package 

diversification in 

terms of new 

circuit 

 Govt. help in 

creating new 

circuits 

5 

Less scheme awareness  Monthly awareness 

programme of any 

scheme from the 

respective agencies 

 For kind of schemes be 

(finance/ skill/ marketing) 

regular road shows 

starting from  every block  

every panchayat level 

 Yearly workshop or 

seminar in free of cost 

required for micro and 

small stake holders 

Yes  

6 

Micro level stake holders are not part 
of any decision making or aware what 
is happening most of the time 

 A common platform/ 
group to be started for 
very micro and small level 
stake holders.  

Yes Want to be part of decision 

making and tourism policy 

making process with their 

representatives 
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 These stakeholders will  
on every 15 days or 
monthly basis where 
knowledge dissemination 
process will start  

 This group will bridge the 
gap between micro and 
small stakeholders and 
the prominent industry 
association 

 A fully functional data 
keeping work to be under 
taken where not a single 
micro stakeholder will be 
left out 

7 

No regular training or workshop for 
TA’a, Guides 

6 months weekend-based 

Industry oriented certification 

course in business 

communication including 

English for existing workforces 

in Hotels, T.A.’s and guides 

(100 batches for 50/batch) 

 

Yes  Most of them want 

to enhance their 

skill but no scope 

as such.  

 Refresher course 

for Guides which is 

common on other 

states arrange by 

state tourism dept. 

 

B. Participants 

# STAKE HOLDERS Email ID 

1 Being Kashmir Tour & Travels beingkashmir@gmail.com  

2 Vacation Planners India vacationplanners1@gmail.com  

3 Shangloo Travels Pvt. Ltd tourinfo@shanglootravels.com  

4 Apharwat Tour & Travels info@apharwat.net  

5 Centre Tour & Travels hotelsales@live.com 

6 Burraq Tours & Travels info@burraqtours.com  

7 Hotel Centre Point hotelcentrepoint@yahoo.co.in 

8 Hotel Regenta Central Point hotelsales@live.com 

9 Hotel City Grace hotelcitygrace@gmail.com  

10 Hotel Signature infosignature01@gmail.com 

11 New Lucky Star Houseboat luckystarhouseboats@gmail.com 

12 Mahjong Group of  Houseboats tourinfo@shanglootravels.com, jk@ettravelindia.com 

13 Craft India zahoorbhat526@gmail.com 

14 Shakeel Arts shakeelahmadbhat99@gmail.com  

15 Hotel Ambalika surjeetkotwal80@gmail.com  

16 Shepherds Craft uzmashafi@gmail.com 

17 United Seven Star unitedaijaz@gmail.com 

18 Apple orchard gulfamwani@gmail.com  

19 KHAROF kharofsrinagar@rediffmail.com  

20 KTMF traders.ktmf@gmail.com 

21 KHBOA khboa@yahoo.com 

22 TAAK taakashmir@yahoo.com  
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mailto:zahoorbhat526@gmail.com
mailto:shakeelahmadbhat99@gmail.com
mailto:surjeetkotwal80@gmail.com
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mailto:gulfamwani@gmail.com
mailto:kharofsrinagar@rediffmail.com
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mailto:khboa@yahoo.com
mailto:taakashmir@yahoo.com
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23 JKTDC info@jktdc.co.in 

24 Devi Restaurant  madhubanatkatra@hotmail.com  

25 JnK Bank parvinder.s@jkbmail.com 

 

7.5 SECONDARY SOURCES REFERRED 
 “All India Report of Sixth Economic Census (2016)”, Ministry of Statistics and Programme 

Implementation 

 “Annual Report”, Ministry of MSME, 2017-18 

 “Economic Characteristics of Unincorporated Non-agricultural Enterprises (Excluding Construction) in 

India, NSSO, NSS 73rd Round, 2015-16 (July-June), Ministry of Statistics and Programme 

Implementation 

 “Handbook of Statistics of Indian States”, Reserve Bank of India, 2018-19 

 “Per Capita Income, Product and Final Consumption”, Central Statistical Organization, Ministry of 

Statistics and Programme Implementation, 2018-19 

  

mailto:info@jktdc.co.in
mailto:madhubanatkatra@hotmail.com
mailto:parvinder.s@jkbmail.com
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7.6 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRINCIPAL FIRMS (TRAVEL AGENT) 
 

 

1. Basic Information  

a) Unit established in the year _____________ 

b) Nature of unit: Proprietary/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (please tick) 

c) Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? Yes/No 

d) Is it first or second or third generation business? (please tick) 

e) How interested are the current generation in this business? Very much/No option/Not at all (please tick) 

 

2. Vital Statistics 

a) Main Products (Packages: Mention the circuits also):  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

b) How many units (mention the types) are there in your area (note the cluster will be divided into few Mohallas and 5 to 10 persons 

will be interviewed from each place)? ________, _________ and ___________ 

c) How many units (mention the types, micro/small/medium) are there in the cluster? ________, _________ and ___________ 

d) On an average how many persons work in your unit? 

 Male Female Total 

Part time    

Full Time    

Total    

 

e) Do you work 6/8/10/12 months a year (please tick) 

f) Are you open every day/is there any off day (please tick)? 

g) Is there any time (season) when you do over time, if yes, mention the months and the hours? 

 _______________________ 

h) Generally, how many days a month, your agency is open? 

i) On an average day how many clients you handle (breakup of domestic and foreign tourists) 

a) Turnover during the last 3 years 

 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

Total Sales (INR, lakhs)    

- Through Domestic 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through International 
Tourists (%) 

   

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Profit After Tax (%)    

 

 

b) Gross investment in plant and machinery 

a) upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
b)  Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
c)  Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

d)  Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
e)  Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
f)  Above Rs. 10 Cr 

c) Profile of customers (with approximate number ) 

a)  Local Tourists 
b)  U.T. Level Tourists 
c)  National Tourist 
d)  International Tourists 

 

 

d) Employment growth rate during the last 3 years: <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, > 50 per cent 

e) Business growth rate/year on an average during the last 3 years: <0%, 1-10%, 11-25 %, 25-50%, >50% (please tick) 

f) Are you member of any association? Name 

Nature of assistance provided by association: Advocacy/ Training & Consulting/ Financial Facilitation/ Marketing/Other (Specify) 
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Package 1 (considering average 

group/family size, whichever is most or 

more common) 

 Hotels Quantity Rate Total Cost 

 Hotel 1    

 Hotel 2    

 Hotel 3    

 Ticketing, if any    

 Flight    

 Trains    

 Bus    

 Cab    

 Local Transport (Within circuit to 

circuit) 

   

 Local Guide Services    

 Translators    

 Any Other Cost (Subcontracting)    

     

     

     

 Total Cost    

 Package Selling Price    

Package 2:(considering average 

group/family size, whichever is most or 

more common) 

 Hotels Quantity Rate Total Cost 

 Hotel 1    

 Hotel 2    

 Hotel 3    

 Ticketing, if any    

 Flight    

 Trains    

 Bus    

 Cab    

 Local Transport (Within circuit to 

circuit) 

   

 Local Guide Services    

 Translators    

 Any Other Cost (Subcontracting)    

     

     

     

 Total Cost    

 Package Selling Price    

Package 3:(considering average group/family 

size, whichever is most or more common) 

   

 Hotels Quantity Rate Total Cost 

 Hotel 1    

 Hotel 2    

 Hotel 3    

 Ticketing, if any    

 Flight    

 Trains    

 Bus    
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 Cab    

 Local Transport (Within circuit to 

circuit) 

   

 Local Guide Services    

 Translators    

 Any Other Cost (Subcontracting)    

     

     

     

 Total Cost    

 Package Selling Price    

 

 

 

3. Business Analysis  

a) Tourists 

 

 What is the total number of tourists handle in a year?   

 Out of which % International, Domestic and Local/U.T. based Tourists?  

 How do you get access to tourists?   

 Percentage wise, how many are group clients, family clients, couple clients and individual clients?   

 Is there any difference in client size (mostly group, family, couple, individual) among international, domestic, and local tourists?  

 What is an average size of a Group?  

 What is the most preferred package normally taken by Group Tourists? Name of the circuits along with D/N 

 What is the Average per/pax cost hence therefore total package cost?  

 What is an average family size for family package?  

 What is the most preferred package normally taken by Group Tourists? Name of the circuits along with D/N 

 What is the Average per/pax cost hence therefore total package cost?   

 What is the most preferred package normally taken by couple? Name of the circuits along with D/N 

 What is the Average total package cost?     

 How do you manage your package? Do you have in-house experts/employees like ticketing person, transporters, guide, hotels 

etc or you operate through other agencies/outsourcing. kindly explain the entire process of tourism package? 

 Do you have any feedback policy from tourists? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then why?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from your vendors? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then 

why?   

 Do you work on those suggestions? If yes, can you mention 2-3 examples which you have done based on suggestions received? 

If not, then what are the constraints?    

 Among international tourists, which are major 5 countries? If any % can be given country wise for those top 5? 

 Among international tourists, what is the average age?   

 Approximately, how much an international tourist spends in Kashmir and what % of it comes to you as a Travel Agents?  

 What is the other source of expenditure according to you by an international tourist?   

 According to you how many days, an average international tourist would spend in Kashmir?   

 Do the international tourists also stay beyond the packages of yours? If yes, then how many additional days, according to you?   

 Do they hire packages of other travel agencies, once they complete package tour with your agency? If yes, then for how many 

days? If not, then how they spend the remaining days? 

 Among Domestic tourists, which are major 5 States? If any % can be given country wise for those top 5? 

 Among domestic tourists, what is the average age?   

 Approximately, how much a domestic tourist spends in Kashmir and what % of it comes to you as a Travel Agents?  

 What is the other source of expenditure according to you by a domestic tourist?  

 According to you how many days, an average domestic tourist would spend in Kashmir?   

 Do the domestic tourists also stay beyond the packages of yours? If yes, then how many additional days, according to you?   

 Do they hire packages of other travel agencies, once they complete package tour with your agency? If yes, then for how many 

days? If not, then how they spend the remaining days?  
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 Is there any favourable season for local, domestic, and international tourists? Please mention. What is the % of tourists flow in 

those favoured seasons compare to other seasons?  

 Do you (on your own) or through outsourcing undertake trekking/adventure related packages? (below questions are relevant 

only if this question is relevant) 

 Can you please name 2-3 major packages along with cost? 

 Out of your total turnover how much comes through adventure/trekking tourism?   

 Is this kind of packages taken by Foreign/Domestic/Local Tourists (% wise)?    

 Is adventure tourism/trekking growing? If yes, then what is the rate of growth? If not, what is the major reason?  

 

b) Marketing 

 Where and through which channel are the enterprise's/cluster’s main packages sold? (%), any preferable channel, why? 

 Own 

brand 

Other 

brand/Large 

T.A.’s 

Local 

Stakeholders 

(Transporters, 

Guides, Tour 

Operators) 

Agents Participating 

in Fair/ 

Exhibition 

Any other 

Source 

Total 

Local Tourists        

Domestic cluster        

International Tourists        

Total        100 

 Enterprise’s/ skill related problems in marketing: Lack of exposure/knowledge/skilled employee/skilled service providers/high cost 

of skilled employees/ any other (please specify) 

 Enterprise’s/ investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to diversify or create new product range/open a show room/ 

afford a marketing team/afford to go for export marketing/create the desired volume/any other (please specify)  

 How do you market or promote your agency? (online/travel websites/word of mouth/advertisements in print/any other)  

 How much generally you spend for marketing purposes and what are those heads?  

 Do you get expected tourists as per your marketing expenditure or without marketing expenditure?  

 Are there cluster level marketing initiatives that have increased tourist flow? (novelty shows such as flower/fruit shows, vintage 
car shows, races or other events, handicraft/handloom haats or any other.)  

 Are you aware of any market promotional activities undertaken in the past by promotional/ implementing agencies at cluster 

level? If so, are you a part of it?  

 Name two to three important strategic marketing services you require: Research/ niche driven strategy/ search engine 

optimisation/ advertising/ referral marketing/ any others (specify)   

 

c) Skill 

Employment details:  

 

Type Job 

Descriptio

n 

Full time Part time  Salary/ wage 

Level 

Salary/ wage Level Availabilit

y 

Productivit

y 

Ma

n  

Woma

n 

Ma

n 

Woma

n 

Min 

(Man

) 

Max 

(Man

) 

Min 

(Woman

) 

Max 

(Woman

) 

H/M/L H/M/L 

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       
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Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Unskille

d 

                      

 

 Labour productivity of skilled labour of your firm/cluster: very low/low/satisfied/huge scope for improvement?  

 What is the average price of skilled and unskilled labour? 

 How do you get their supply? Local or Migrant? 

 What problems you face in retaining them? 

 Which functional area: PR/production/marketing/after sales/quality initiatives/any other (please specify) 

 Main providers of technical training of your firm/cluster: Association/Technical Institution/Value Chain Partner/No source, need to 

organize specially/none 

 Major issues for skilled labour of your firm/cluster: shortage/high cost/quality consciousness skilled/personality issues/lack of 

quality technical institutes/orientation of technical institutes for industry training 

 Are you a part of any Skill Development/ Management Development programs organised by any promotional agencies 

previously? If yes, have you are your workers benefitted through attending such programs?  

 

d) Machinery/Technology  

 What are the 2/3 most important (value wise and/or critical) machinery/ equipment need for your firm/the cluster firms and their 

purpose (Like maintaining MIS/ Accounting/ others)?  (Question specifically for service based clusters) 

 Give details of the major machinery used? (For manufacturing based clusters) 

SN Machine  Purpose  Price  Average 

age  

Source of buying 

(Supplier/ 

Location)  

How is the 

productivity 

(Below average, 

average)   

Capacity 

Utilisation (in 

%) 

  

 

      

  

 

      

  

 

      

 

 What are the principal sources of parts, servicing and repairs (including self-servicing by the enterprise itself)?  

Name of Machinery REQUIRED at factory Number Name of Machinery for CFC  Number 

    

    

    

    

    

 

 Do you need loan for buying machinery? 

 Can you mention at least one/two/three/more than three innovative products/process that the enterprise/cluster have made during 

the last 5 years (through any previous interventions)? 

 Who do you think has played a major support in this process? Local Institute/Institute from outside the 

cluster/buyer/supplier/service provider? 

 What are the main problems (if any) with the machines or with the processes of production? 
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e) Infrastructure 

 What are the challenges for general infrastructure: quality of road/telecommunications/health 

services/education/power/water/cargo handling/CETP/ any other (please specify) 

 What are the needs for shareable cluster specific infrastructure –common facility centre/industrial park/training centre/display 

centre/information desk/Model Tourism Hub/ any other (please specify)? 

 What are the challenges with respect to connectivity, power, water, logistics? 

 Are there any common infarstructure projects undertaken in the past? If so are you a member of it?   

 Is there scope for further adding to tourism infrastructure for enhancing tourist experience and increase tourist flow (such as 
adventure sports in hill stations, treks and camps, ropeways, dives, museums, exhibitions/Boat Modernisation/ I.T.’s/any other 
etc.)  

 

f) Administrative and Security  

 Are there sufficient police personnel available in the cluster for emergencies, especially during peak hours? 

 Are emergency services such as ambulance, hospitals, and fire services available and accessible?  

 What is the perception of tourists regarding safety and security in the cluster? 

 What is the perception of the locals in the cluster regarding law enforcement w.r.t. littering, illegal camping, parking by tourists etc 
enforced in the cluster?   
 

g) Institutional Support System 

 Which are the Support Institutionsin the cluster(Government Department, Technical Institutes, Skilll Institutes etc.) Pls create 
separate headings for each of them and elaborate the followings.  

 What are their support services/ schemes for the industry? Is it known and effectively availed by the industry stakeholders? What 
are the gaps?   
 

 Is there a tourism kiosk/help desk run by tourism department in the cluster? If yes, what services does it provide? 

 Does the cluster have institutes to provide trained man-power for its key stakeholders? 

 Do these institutes have good linkage with industry association/ other stakeholders for providing skill development training? 
 

h) Policy Issues 

 What are the major macro-economic factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the major regulatory factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the business responsibility factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster?   

 Any schematic support availed by you?  

 Is there any tourism specific scheme available for the cluster? 

 

h. Finance 

1. Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

a)  Yes, loan availed 
b)  Yes, but did not succeed 
c)  Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

d)  Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
e)  Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 

2. What are the payment terms with your suppliers? 

 % share of total purchase value Additional Cost for Credit Period (%) 

a) On Advance 
  

b) On Delivery/Against LC 
  

c) On Credit (mention no. of days) 
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3. What are the average payment terms for your customers? 

 % share of total sales value Cash Discount (%) 

a) On Advance 
  

b) On Delivery/Against LC 
  

c) On Credit (mention no. of days) 
  

 

4. For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

a) Working Capital Related 
 

b) Capacity Expansion / 
New Project Related 

 

c) Specific need for a 
special project/ purpose  

 

 

5. Please provide the overall estimate of funding availed for financing needs, the last time you took a loan. Please indicate the 
various sources form which funding was availed, the amount of funding availed from the source and the relevant interest rate.  

 
Working 

Capital Loan 

Term Loan 

Total investment and working capital requirement during your last project expansion/new 

project set up/new contract, etc. (INR, Lakhs) 
 

 

Amount applied for bank funding (INR, Lakhs)   

Amount actually sanctioned by the bank (INR, Lakhs)   

 

    Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 Amount Interest rate Amount Interest rate 

- SIDBI 
    

- Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 
    

- Cooperative Banks 
    

- Private Indian / Foreign Banks 
    

- State Financial Corporation 
    

- NABARD 
    

- Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs 
    

- Other Formal Sources 
Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

- Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 
    

   Total  100%  100%  

 

6. Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

7. What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

 

C) LOAN PROCESS 

8. Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

9. If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

a. In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

10. If the answer to Q8 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  
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a)  Charge created on fixed assets  
b)  Charge created on current assets  
c)  Corporate Guarantee  

d)  Personal Guarantee  
e)  Third party guarantee  
f)  Others, please specify 

___________ 

11. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other multilateral 
agencies. 

Schemes 
Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 
If availed then for what purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan 
   

2. Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

    Micro & Small Enterprises 

   

Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for  

4. Technology Upgradation 

   

4. Others (Please specify) 
   

 

12. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 

Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

1. SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

2. Loans under partnership with 
OEM 

   

3. Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

4. SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of 
Equipment for Eenterprise’s 
development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

   

5. Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

6. SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

7. SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

13. Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

    Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

    Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

    Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  

 

14. Please share the time taken for sanctioning the loan, the last time you took a loan from a bank. 

Type of Loan Time Period (days) 

a) Working Capital Loan  

b) Term Loan  

 

15. With respect to cluster specific financial products please comment on the following.  
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 Working Capital 
Term 

Loan 

a) Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)  
  

b) Ideal period for sanctioning of the loan after you have submitted all 
documents. (in days) 

  

c) What kinds of collateral which your frim/ most of the cluster firms can 
offer 

  

d) Repayment Period (state the duration) 
  

e) Moratorium (state the period in months) 
  

f) Minimum promoters’ contribution for loans (how much) 
  

 

 

 

 

I. Business Services:  

 What are the areas you need help of Business Service Providers: Marketing/ Finance/ Quality/ Technology/ Infra/ Other (please 

specify) 

 Are you availing services of any such BSPs? If so who is funding them? Own sources/ SPV/ Association/ others (specify) 

 Does any BSPs linked to your firm through previous intreventions undertaken? If so who is the sponsorer? What id the impact?  

 What are the issues related to BDS: Non availability/ high cost/ lack of awareness/ lmited knowledge of BSPs/ others (specify) 

 

 

j. Impact of COVID - 19 

 Please indicate major thematic areas adversely affected due to COVID – 19: 

Finance/ Marketing/ raw material sourcing/ labour availability/ production process (incl. repairs & maintenance, any others (please 

specify).  

 Please inform the kind of support you are expecting from Central/ State Governments, banks, other promotional agencies 

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview or get orally name, communication, etc. 

 If possible, start with a tour of the production/storage facilities of the enterprise, before proceeding with the discussions. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors. Hence ask them what is the two most critical issues among raw material, 

market, skill, technology, infrastructure, energy & waste, etc. and go for those factors only and go for the other if there is 

time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 You may also do home work and identify the major raw materials, machinery, equipment, business development services 

requirement in advance, for ease of interviewing considering time constraints during interview.  

 Names/addresses of significant support firms/ institutes should be noted for possible subsequent interview 

 Names/addresses of major buyers should be noted for possible subsequent interview. 

 If other enterprises or institutions, including consortia of same, and enterprise associations, have played a significant role, 

their names and (if necessary) addresses should be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the enterprise (if it has any 

main problems), as seen by the interviewer. 

 These problems may be among those noted by the enterprise itself, or by the interviewer but not by the enterprise (e.g. 

poor management, disputes between the owners, no skilled floor supervisors, etc.) 

 Summarize, in two to three lines, the enterprise's core competitive strategy and strengths, and its most valuable interactions 

with other parties in the cluster (e.g. technical excellence and upgrading, market diversification, specialisation, low 

costs/prices, using other enterprises for specialised job-work, producing for distant markets via large buyers, etc.).  
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7.7 QUESTIONNAIRE – FOR ACCOMMODATION PROVIDERS 

(HOTELS/RESORTS/HOMESTAY/GUEST HOUSE/DHARAMSHALA) 
 

5. Basic Information  

f) Unit established in the year _____________ 

g) Nature of unit: Proprietary/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (please tick) 

h) Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? Yes/No 

i) Is it first or second or third generation business? (please tick) 

j) How interested are the current generation in this business? Very much/No option/Not at all (please tick)  

k) Does your unit come under any star category? 

 

6. Vital Statistics 

j) Main Products (Packages: including D/N) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

k) How many units (mention the types) are there in your area (note the cluster will be divided into few Mohallas and 5 to 10 persons 

will be interviewed from each place)? ________, _________ and ___________ 

l) How many units (mention the types, micro/small/medium) are there in the cluster? ________, _________ and ___________ 

m) On an average how many persons work in your unit? 

 Male Female Total 

Part time    

Full Time    

Total    

 

n) Do you work 6/8/10/12 months a year (please tick) 

o) Is there any time (season) when you do over time, if yes, mention the months and the hours? 

 _______________________ 

p) On an average day how many clients you handle (breakup of domestic and foreign tourists) 

g) Turnover during the last 3 years 

 2019-20 
2018-19 2017-18 

Total Sales (INR, lakhs)    

- Through Domestic 
Tourists (%) 

 
  

- Through International 
Tourists (%) 

 
  

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Profit After Tax (%)    

  

 

h) Gross investment in plant and machinery 

g) upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
h)  Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
i)  Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

j)  Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
k)  Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
l)  Above Rs. 10 Cr 

i) Profile of customers (with approximate number ) 

  
e)  U.T. Level Tourists 
f)  National Tourist 
g)  International Tourists 

  

 

j) Employment growth rate during the last 3 years: <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, > 50 per cent 

k) Business growth rate/year on an average during the last 3 years: <0%, 1-10%, 11-25 %, 25-50%, >50% (please tick) 

l) Are you member of any association? Name 

Nature of assistance provided by association: Advocacy/ Training & Consulting/ Financial Facilitation/ Marketing/Other (Specify) 

Package 1 (considering average 

number of nights for 1 Double 

Occupancy Room) 

  Quantity Rate Total Cost 

 Cost of Electricity    
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 Cost of Manpower    

 Raw Materials (like toiletry)    

 Raw Materials (Like Home furnishing)    

 Raw Materials (for Food)    

 Any other Raw Materials    

 Any other Overhead Cost 

(Machineries/Fixed Assets/Any Other) 

   

 Any Maintenance Cost     

 Outsourcing/Subcontracting    

 Local Transporter    

 Local Guide Services    

 Translators    

 Ticketing    

 Tour Operators    

 Any Agents    

 Any other Cost    

 Total Cost    

 Package Selling Price    

Package 2:(considering average 

number of nights for 1 Double 

Occupancy Room) 

 Hotel Quantity Rate Total Cost 

 Cost of Electricity    

 Cost of Manpower    

 Raw Materials (like toiletry)    

 Raw Materials (Like Home furnishing)    

 Raw Materials (for Food)    

 Any other Raw Materials    

 Any other Overhead Cost 

(Machineries/Fixed Assets/Any Other) 

   

 Any Maintenance Cost     

 Outsourcing/Subcontracting    

 Local Transporter    

 Local Guide Services    

 Translators    

 Ticketing    

 Tour Operators    

 Any Agents    

 Any other Cost    

 Total Cost    

 Package Selling Price    

Package 3:(considering average number of 

nights for 1 Double Occupancy Room) 

   

  Quantity Rate Total Cost 

 Cost of Electricity    

 Cost of Manpower    

 Raw Materials (like toiletry)    

 Raw Materials (Like Home furnishing)    

 Raw Materials (for Food)    

 Any other Raw Materials    

 Any other Overhead Cost 

(Machineries/Fixed Assets/Any Other) 

   

 Any Maintenance Cost     

 Outsourcing/Subcontracting    
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 Local Transporter    

 Local Guide Services    

 Translators    

 Ticketing    

 Tour Operators    

 Any Agents    

 Any other Cost    

 Total Cost    

 Package Selling Price    

 

 

 

 

7. Business Analysis  

i) Tourists 

  

 What is the total number of tourists handle in a year?   

 Out of which % International, Domestic and U.T. based Tourists?  

 How do you get access to tourists?   

 Percentage wise, how many are group clients, family clients, couple clients and individual clients?   

 Is there any difference in client size (mostly group, family, couple, individual) among international, domestic, and local tourists?  

 What is the most preferred package? Mention along with D/N 

 What is the Average per room cost therefore total package cost?  

 What percentage of tourists you get directly and through T.A.’s or through any other sources?  

 Do you provide only accommodation and restaurant services? Or you provide other services and therefore arranged other 

service providers? kindly explain the entire process?   

 What % of tourists only take accommodation services or accommodation with foods or other packages also 

 Do you have any feedback policy from tourists? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then why?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from your vendors? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then 

why?   

 Do you work on those suggestions? If yes, can you mention 2-3 examples which you have done based on suggestions received? 

If not, then what are the constraints?    

 Among international tourists, which are major 5 countries? If any % can be given country wise for those top 5? 

 Approximately, how much an international tourist spends in Kashmir and what % of it comes to you?  

 What is the other source of expenditure according to you by an international tourist?   

 According to you how many days, an average international tourist would spend in Kashmir?   

 Do the international tourists also stay beyond the packages of yours? If yes, then how many additional days, according to you?   

 Among Domestic tourists, which are major 5 States? If any % can be given country wise for those top 5? 

 Approximately, how much an domestic tourist spends in Kashmir and what % of it comes to you?  

 What is the other source of expenditure according to you by a domestic tourist?  

 According to you how many days, an average domestic tourist would spend in Kashmir?   

 Do the domestic tourists also stay beyond the packages of yours? If yes, then how many additional days, according to you?   

 Is there any favourable season for domestic, and international tourists? Please mention. What is the % of tourists flow in those 

favoured seasons compare to other seasons?   

 What is the percentage of occupancy in a year?     

 What is the percentage of tourists you receive for tourism and non-tourism purposes? 

  

j) Raw Material 

 

Whare the major raw materials required? Their major sources  

 

Does association or any other promtional agency (like NSIC) helped you in sourcing of raw material in the past?    
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Is there formal/ informal raw material consortium or any meassures for collective procurement created in the past? If so are you 

a member of it?  

 

What are the Raw Material related problems? (Please √ the appropriate place and explain)     

 Explain the problem  Explain the problem  

Non-availability  
Sudden change in 
supply (uneven supply) 

 

High cost  
Import Problem (import 
duties etc.) 

 

Poor quality of the 
raw materials 

 Others (please specify)  

 

k) Marketing 

 Where and through which channel are the enterprise's/cluster’s main packages sold? (%), any preferable channel, why? 

   Own 

brand 

 Other 

brand/Large 

T.A.’s 

 Local 

Stakeholders 

(Transporters, 

Guides, 

T.A.’s) 

 Agents  Participating 

in Fair/ 

 Exhibition 

 Any 

other 

Source 

 Total 

 U.T. Tourists               

 Domestic 

cluster 

              

 International 

Tourists 

              

 Total               100 

 Enterprise’s/ skill related problems in marketing: Lack of exposure/knowledge/skilled employee/skilled service providers/high cost 

of skilled employees/ any other (please specify) 

 Enterprise’s/ investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to diversify or create new product range/ afford a marketing 

team/afford to go for export marketing/create the desired volume/any other (please specify)  

 How do you market or promote your agency? (online/travel websites/word of mouth/advertisements in print/any other)  

 How much generally you spend for marketing purposes and what are those heads?  

 Do you get expected tourists as per your marketing expenditure or without marketing expenditure?  

 Are there cluster level marketing initiatives that have increased tourist flow? (novelty shows such as flower/fruit shows, vintage 
car shows, races or other events, handicraft/handloom haats or any other.)  

 Are you aware of any market promotional activities undertaken in the past by promotional/ implementing agencies at cluster 

level? If so, are you a part of it?  

 Name two to three important strategic marketing services you require: Research/ niche driven strategy/ search engine 

optimisation/ advertising/ referral marketing/ any others (specify)   

 

l) Machinery/Technology  

 What are the 2/3 most important (value wise and/or critical) machinery/ equipment need for your firm/the cluster firms and their 

purpose (Like maintaining MIS/ Accounting/ others)?  (Question specifically for service based clusters) 

 Give details of the major machinery used? (For manufacturing based clusters) 

SN Machine  Purpose  Price  Average 

age  

Source of buying 

(Supplier/ 

Location)  

How is the 

productivity 

(Below average, 

average)   

Capacity 

Utilisation (in 

%) 
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 What are the principal sources of parts, servicing and repairs (including self-servicing by the enterprise itself)?  

Name of Machinery REQUIRED at factory Number Name of Machinery for CFC  Number 

    

    

    

    

    

 

 Do you need loan for buying machinery? 

 Can you mention at least one/two/three/more than three innovative products/process that the enterprise/cluster have made during 

the last 5 years (through any previous interventions)? 

 Who do you think has played a major support in this process? Local Institute/Institute from outside the 

cluster/buyer/supplier/service provider? 

 What are the main problems (if any) with the machines or with the processes of production? 

  

  

  

m) Skill 

 Employment details:  

 

Type Job 
Description 

Full time Part time  Salary/ wage Level Salary/ wage Level Availability Productivity 

Man  Woman Man Woman Min (Man) Max 
(Man) 

Min 
(Woman) 

Max 
(Woman) 

H/M/L H/M/L 

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Unskilled                       

 

 Labour productivity of skilled labour of your firm/cluster: very low/low/satisfied/huge scope for improvement?  

 What is the average price of skilled and unskilled labour? 

 How do you get their supply? Local or Migrant? 

 What problems you face in retaining them? 

 Which functional area: PR/production/marketing/after sales/quality initiatives/any other (please specify) 

 Main providers of technical training of your firm/cluster: Association/Technical Institution/Value Chain Partner/No source, need to 

organize specially/none 

 Major issues for skilled labour of your firm/cluster: shortage/high cost/quality consciousness skilled/personality issues/lack of 

quality technical institutes/orientation of technical institutes for industry training 

 Are you a part of any Skill Development/ Management Development programs organised by any promotional agencies 

previously? If yes, have you are your workers benefitted through attending such programs?  

  

n) Energy and Waste Management 

 
f.1) Energy 

 What is your monthly consumption of electricity/other main energy used? 

 Do you think that your energy bill can be reduced?  

 Have you ever undertaken energy audit? If not the reasons: lack of awareness/ high cost of the audit/ others (specify)  

 Water Consumption per month? Can it be optimized? Any idea? 

 Are you aware of any relevant energy efficiency interventions undertaken in the past? If so are you a part of it?  

 
f.2) Waste Management  
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 Waste Disposal  

Type  Quantity  Disposal method Remark 

Solid :    

Liquid:     

Gases:     

 

 Is disposition of waste is a problem?   

 Can this waste be minimised or reutilised?  

 Are you aware about technology/innovation for reduction or reutilisation waste?  

 Is there any common facility for waste management within the cluster region?   

 If not, then what are you planning to manage waste?    

  

  

o) Infrastructure 

 What are the challenges for general infrastructure: quality of road/telecommunications/health 

services/education/power/water/cargo handling/CETP/ any other (please specify) 

 What are the needs for shareable cluster specific infrastructure –common facility centre/industrial park/training centre/display 

centre/information desk/Model Tourism Hub/ any other (please specify)? 

 What are the challenges with respect to connectivity, power, water, logistics? 

 Are there any common infarstructure projects undertaken in the past? If so are you a member of it?   

 Is there scope for further adding to tourism infrastructure for enhancing tourist experience and increase tourist flow (such as 
adventure sports in hill stations, treks and camps, ropeways, dives, museums, exhibitions/Boat Modernisation/ I.T.’s/any other 
etc.)   

 Any common infrastructure can be created?  

 What is the infrastructure related issues at your Hotel? 

 

p) Administrative and Security  

 Are there sufficient police personnel available in the cluster for emergencies, especially during peak hours? 

 Are emergency services such as ambulance, hospitals, and fire services available and accessible?  

 What is the perception of tourists regarding safety and security in the cluster? 

 What is the perception of the locals in the cluster regarding law enforcement w.r.t. littering, illegal camping, parking by tourists etc 
enforced in the cluster?   
 

q) Institutional Support System 

 Which are the Support Institutionsin the cluster(Government Department, Technical Institutes, Skilll Institutes etc.) Pls create 
separate headings for each of them and elaborate the followings.  

 What are their support services/ schemes for the industry? Is it known and effectively availed by the industry stakeholders? What 
are the gaps?   
 

 Is there a tourism kiosk/help desk run by tourism department in the cluster? If yes, what services does it provide? 

 Does the cluster have institutes to provide trained man-power for its key stakeholders? 

 Do these institutes have good linkage with industry association/ other stakeholders for providing skill development training? 
  

r) Policy Issues 

 What are the major macro-economic factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the major regulatory factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the business responsibility factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster?   

 Any schematic support availed by you?  

 Is there any tourism specific scheme available for the cluster? 

  

 h. Finance 

16. Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

f)  Yes, loan availed 
g)  Yes, but did not succeed 
h)  Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

i)  Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
j)  Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 
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17. What are the payment terms with your suppliers? 

 % share of total purchase value Additional Cost for Credit Period (%) 

d) On Advance   

e) On Delivery/Against LC   

f) On Credit (mention no. of days)   

  

18. What are the average payment terms for your customers? 

 % share of total sales value Cash Discount (%) 

d) On Advance   

e) On Delivery/Against LC   

f) On Credit (mention no. of days)   

  

19. For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

d) Working Capital Related   

e) Capacity Expansion / 
New Project Related 

  

f) Specific need for a 
special project/ purpose  

  

  

20. Please provide the overall estimate of funding availed for financing needs, the last time you took a loan. Please indicate the 
various sources form which funding was availed, the amount of funding availed from the source and the relevant interest rate.  

 
Working 

Capital Loan 
Term Loan 

Total investment and working capital requirement during your last project expansion/new 
project set up/new contract, etc. (INR, Lakhs) 

 
 

Amount applied for bank funding (INR, Lakhs)   

Amount actually sanctioned by the bank (INR, Lakhs)   

  

    Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 Amount Interest rate Amount Interest rate 

- SIDBI     

- Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks     

- Cooperative Banks     

- Private Indian / Foreign Banks     

- State Financial Corporation     

- NABARD     

- Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs     

- Other Formal Sources 
 Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

- Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers)     

   Total  100%  100%  

  

21. Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

22. What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

 

C) LOAN PROCESS 

23. Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

24. If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

a. In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

25. If the answer to Q8 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  

g)  Charge created on fixed assets  
h)  Charge created on current assets  
i)  Corporate Guarantee  

j)  Personal Guarantee  
k)  Third party guarantee  
l)  Others, please specify 

___________ 

26. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other multilateral 
agencies. 
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Schemes 
Awareness 
(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 
(Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan    

2. Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         
    Micro & Small Enterprises 

  
 

Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for  
8. Technology Upgradation 

  
 

4. Others (Please specify)    
 

27. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 

Schemes Awareness 
(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 
(Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

8. SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

9. Loans under partnership with 
OEM 

   

10. Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

11. SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of 
Equipment for Eenterprise’s 
development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

   

12. Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

13. SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

14. SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

28. Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

     Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

     Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

     Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  
 

29. Please share the time taken for sanctioning the loan, the last time you took a loan from a bank. 

Type of Loan Time Period (days) 

a) Working Capital Loan  

b) Term Loan  

  

30. With respect to cluster specific financial products please comment on the following.   

 Working Capital 
Term 
Loan 

g) Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)    

h) Ideal period for sanctioning of the loan after you have submitted all 
documents. (in days) 

 
 

i) What kinds of collateral which your frim/ most of the cluster firms can 
offer 

 
 

j) Repayment Period (state the duration)   

k) Moratorium (state the period in months)   

l) Minimum promoters’ contribution for loans (how much)   
 

 

  

  

 I. Business Services:  

 What are the areas you need help of Business Service Providers: Marketing/ Finance/ Quality/ Technology/ Infra/ Other (please 

specify) 

 Are you availing services of any such BSPs? If so who is funding them? Own sources/ SPV/ Association/ others (specify) 

 Does any BSPs linked to your firm through previous intreventions undertaken? If so who is the sponsorer? What id the impact?  

 What are the issues related to BDS: Non availability/ high cost/ lack of awareness/ lmited knowledge of BSPs/ others (specify) 
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j. Impact of COVID - 19 

 Please indicate major thematic areas adversely affected due to COVID – 19: 

Finance/ Marketing/ raw material sourcing/ labour availability/ production process (incl. repairs & maintenance, any others (please 

specify).  

 Please inform the kind of support you are expecting from Central/ State Governments, banks, other promotional agencies 

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview or get orally name, communication, etc. 

 If possible, start with a tour of the production/storage facilities of the enterprise, before proceeding with the discussions. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors. Hence ask them what is the two most critical issues among raw material, 

market, skill, technology, infrastructure, energy & waste, etc. and go for those factors only and go for the other if there is 

time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 You may also do home work and identify the major raw materials, machinery, equipment, business development services 

requirement in advance, for ease of interviewing considering time constraints during interview.  

 Names/addresses of significant support firms/ institutes should be noted for possible subsequent interview 

 Names/addresses of major buyers should be noted for possible subsequent interview. 

 If other enterprises or institutions, including consortia of same, and enterprise associations, have played a significant role, 

their names and (if necessary) addresses should be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the enterprise (if it has any 

main problems), as seen by the interviewer 

 These problems may be among those noted by the enterprise itself, or by the interviewer but not by the enterprise (e.g. 

poor management, disputes between the owners, no skilled floor supervisors, etc.) 

 Summarize, in two to three lines, the enterprise's core competitive strategy and strengths, and its most valuable interactions 

with other parties in the cluster (e.g. technical excellence and upgrading, market diversification, specialisation, low 

costs/prices, using other enterprises for specialised job-work, producing for distant markets via large buyers, etc.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.8 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRINCIPAL FIRMS (TICKETING AND LOCAL TRANSPORT 

AGENCY) 
Questionnaire – For Ticketing Agencies/Local Transporters 

9. Basic Information  

l) Unit established in the year _____________ 
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m) Nature of unit: Proprietary/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (please tick) 

n) Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? Yes/No 

o) Is it first or second or third generation business? (please tick) 

p) How interested are the current generation in this business? Very much/No option/Not at all (please tick) 

q) Does your unit come under any star category?  

 

10. Vital Statistics 

q) What are the type of services you provide?  

r) What are the major packages you provide, if any? 

s) How many units (mention the types) are there in your area (note the cluster will be divided into few Mohallas and 5 to 10 persons 

will be interviewed from each place)? ________, _________ and ___________ 

t) How many units (mention the types, micro/small/medium) are there in the cluster? ________, _________ and ___________ 

u) On an average how many persons work in your unit? 

 Male Female Total 

Part time    

Full Time    

Total    

 

v) Do you work 6/8/10/12 months a year (please tick) 

w) How many hours in a day and days in a month you/your unit operate? 

x) Is there any time (season) when you do over time, if yes, mention the months and the hours? 

 _______________________ 

y) On an average day how many clients you handle (breakup of domestic, local, and foreign tourists)  

z) Turnover during the last 3 years (Please also create another similar table and mention the turnover receives only for Kashim 

Tourism Related Package as their overall turnover may include ticketing or transporting for other purposes) 

 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

Total Sales (INR, lakhs)    

- Through Domestic 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through International 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through Local Tourists 
(%) 

   

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Profit After Tax (%)    

 

 

aa) Gross investment in plant and machinery 

m) upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
n)  Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
o)  Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

p)  Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
q)  Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
r)  Above Rs. 10 Cr 

bb) Profile of customers (with approximate number ) 

 

h) U.T. Level Tourists 
i) National Tourist 
j) International Tourists 

 

 

cc) Employment growth rate during the last 3 years: <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, > 50 per cent 

dd) Business growth rate/year on an average during the last 3 years: <0%, 1-10%, 11-25 %, 25-50%, >50% (please tick) 

ee) Are you member of any association? Name 

 

11. Business Analysis  

s) Tourists 
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 What is the total number of tourists handle in a year?   

 Out of which % International, Domestic and U.T. based Tourists?  

 How do you get access to tourists?   

 Percentage wise, how many are group clients, family clients, couple clients and individual clients?   

 Is there any difference in client size (mostly group, family, couple, individual) among international, domestic, and local tourists?  

 What are the most preferred packages taken by clients?  

 Is there any difference among international, domestic, and local tourists in terms choice of packages? 

 What is an average cost/person (or as applicable) of a package?  

 What percentage of tourists you get directly and through any other sources?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from tourists? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then why?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from your vendors? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then 

why?   

 Do you work on those suggestions? If yes, can you mention 2-3 examples which you have done based on suggestions received? 

If not, then what are the constraints?    

 Is there any favourable season for domestic, and international tourists? Please mention. What is the % of tourists flow in those 

favoured seasons compare to other seasons?   

 What is the percentage of engagement in a year?     

 Do you provide any other services? If yes, please explain  

 Please explain the supply chain process related to your services? 

 

 

t) Marketing 

 Where and through which channel are the enterprise's/cluster’s main packages sold? (%), any preferable channel, why? 

 Own 

brand 

Other 

brand/Large 

T.A.’s 

Local 

Stakeholders 

(Transporters, 

Guides, 

T.A.’s) 

Agents Participating 

in Fair/ 

Exhibition 

Any other 

Source 

Total 

U.T. Tourists        

Domestic cluster        

International Tourists        

Total        100 

 Enterprise’s/ skill related problems in marketing: Lack of exposure/knowledge/skilled employee/skilled service providers/high cost 

of skilled employees/ any other (please specify) 

 Enterprise’s/ investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to diversify/ afford a marketing team/afford to go for export 

marketing/create the desired volume/any other (please specify) 

 How do you market or promote your agency? (online/travel websites/word of mouth/advertisements in print/any other) 

 How much generally you spend for marketing purposes and what are those heads?  

 Do you get expected tourists as per your marketing expenditure or without marketing expenditure?  

 Are there cluster level marketing initiatives that have increased tourist flow? (novelty shows such as flower/fruit shows, vintage 
car shows, races or other events, handicraft/handloom haats or any other.)  

 Are you aware of any market promotional activities undertaken in the past by promotional/ implementing agencies at cluster 

level? If so, are you a part of it?  

 Name two to three important strategic marketing services you require: Research/ niche driven strategy/ search engine 

optimisation/ advertising/ referral marketing/ any others (specify)  

 

u) Machinery/Technology 

 What are the 2/3 most important (value wise and/or critical) machinery/ equipment need for your firm/the cluster firms and their 

purpose (Like maintaining MIS/ Accounting/ others)?  (Question specifically for service based clusters) 
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 Give details of the major machinery used? (For manufacturing based clusters) 

SN Machine  Purpose  Price  Average 

age  

Source of buying 

(Supplier/ 

Location)  

How is the 

productivity 

(Below average, 

average)   

Capacity 

Utilisation (in 

%) 

  

 

      

  

 

      

  

 

      

 

 What are the principal sources of parts, servicing and repairs (including self-servicing by the enterprise itself)?  

Name of Machinery REQUIREDat factory Number Name of Machinery for CFC Number 

    

    

    

    

    

 

 Do you need loan for buying machinery? 

 Can you mention at least one/two/three/more than three innovative products/process that the enterprise/cluster have made during 

the last 5 years (through any previous interventions)? 

 Who do you think has played a major support in this process? Local Institute/Institute from outside the 

cluster/buyer/supplier/service provider? 

 What are the main problems (if any) with the machines or with the processes of production? 

 

 

 

v) Skill 

Employment details:  

 

Type Job 

Description 

Full time Part time  Salary/ wage Level Salary/ wage Level Availability Productivity 

Man  Woman Man Woman Min (Man) Max 

(Man) 

Min 

(Woman) 

Max 

(Woman) 

H/M/L H/M/L 

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       
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Unskilled                       

 

 Labour productivity of skilled labour of your firm/cluster: very low/low/satisfied/huge scope for improvement?  

 What is the average price of skilled and unskilled labour? 

 How do you get their supply? Local or Migrant? 

 What problems you face in retaining them? 

 Which functional area: PR/production/marketing/after sales/quality initiatives/any other (please specify) 

 Main providers of technical training of your firm/cluster: Association/Technical Institution/Value Chain Partner/No source, need to 

organize specially/none 

 Major issues for skilled labour of your firm/cluster: shortage/high cost/quality consciousness skilled/personality issues/lack of 

quality technical institutes/orientation of technical institutes for industry training 

 Are you a part of any Skill Development/ Management Development programs organised by any promotional agencies 

previously? If yes, have you are your workers benefitted through attending such programs?  

 

w) Energy (For local transporters in terms of Fuel) 

 

 What is your monthly consumption of electricity/other main energy used? 

 Do you think that your energy bill can be reduced?  

 Have you ever undertaken energy audit? If not the reasons: lack of awareness/ high cost of the audit/ others (specify)  

 Water Consumption per month? Can it be optimized? Any idea? 

 Are you aware of any relevant energy efficiency interventions undertaken in the past? If so are you a part of it?  

 

 

x) Infrastructure 

 What are the challenges for general infrastructure: quality of road/telecommunications/health 

services/education/power/water/cargo handling/CETP/ any other (please specify) 

 What are the needs for shareable cluster specific infrastructure –common facility centre/industrial park/training centre/display 

centre/information desk/Model Tourism Hub/ any other (please specify)? 

 What are the challenges with respect to connectivity, power, water, logistics? 

 Are there any common infarstructure projects undertaken in the past? If so are you a member of it?  

 Is there scope for further adding to tourism infrastructure for enhancing tourist experience and increase tourist flow(such as 
adventure sports in hill stations, treks and camps, ropeways, dives, museums, exhibitions/Boat Modernisation/I.T.’s/any other 
etc.) 

 Any common infrastructure can be created?  

 What is the infrastructure related issues at your Unit? 

 

y) Administrative and Security  

 Are there sufficient police personnel available in the cluster for emergencies, especially during peak hours? 

 Are emergency services such as ambulance, hospitals, and fire services available and accessible?  

 What is the perception of tourists regarding safety and security in the cluster? 

 What is the perception of the locals in the cluster regarding law enforcement w.r.t. littering, illegal camping, parking by tourists etc 
enforced in the cluster?  
 

z) Institutional Support System 

 Which are the Support Institutionsin the cluster(Government Department, Technical Institutes, Skilll Institutes etc.) Pls create 
separate headings for each of them and elaborate the followings.  

 What are their support services/ schemes for the industry? Is it known and effectively availed by the industry stakeholders? What 
are the gaps?  
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 Is there a tourism kiosk/help desk run by tourism department in the cluster? If yes, what services does it provide? 

 Does the cluster have institutes to provide trained man-power for its key stakeholders? 

 Do these institutes have good linkage with industry association/ other stakeholders for providing skill development training? 
 

aa) Policy Issues 

 What are the major macro-economic factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the major regulatory factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the business responsibility factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster?  

 Any schematic support availed by you?  

 Is there any tourism specific scheme available for the cluster? 

 

h. Finance 

31. Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

k)  Yes, loan availed 
l)  Yes, but did not succeed 
m)  Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

n)  Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
o)  Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 

32. What are the payment terms with your suppliers? 

 % share of total purchase value Additional Cost for Credit Period (%) 

g) On Advance 
  

h) On Delivery/Against LC 
  

i) On Credit (mention no. of days) 
  

 

33. What are the average payment terms for your customers? 

 % share of total sales value Cash Discount (%) 

g) On Advance 
  

h) On Delivery/Against LC 
  

i) On Credit (mention no. of days) 
  

 

34. For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

g) Working Capital Related 
 

h) Capacity Expansion / 
New Project Related 

 

i) Specific need for a 
special project/ purpose  

 

 

35. Please provide the overall estimate of funding availed for financing needs, the last time you took a loan. Please indicate the 
various sources form which funding was availed, the amount of funding availed from the source and the relevant interest rate.  

 
Working 

Capital Loan 

Term Loan 

Total investment and working capital requirement during your last project expansion/new 

project set up/new contract, etc. (INR, Lakhs) 
 

 

Amount applied for bank funding (INR, Lakhs)   

Amount actually sanctioned by the bank (INR, Lakhs)   
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    Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 Amount Interest rate Amount Interest rate 

- SIDBI 
    

- Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 
    

- Cooperative Banks 
    

- Private Indian / Foreign Banks 
    

- State Financial Corporation 
    

- NABARD 
    

- Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs 
    

- Other Formal Sources 
Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

- Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 
    

   Total  100%  100%  

 

36. Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

37. What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

 

C) LOAN PROCESS 

38. Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

39. If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

a. In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

40. If the answer to Q8 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  

m)  Charge created on fixed assets  
n)  Charge created on current assets  
o)  Corporate Guarantee  

p)  Personal Guarantee  
q)  Third party guarantee  
r)  Others, please specify 

___________ 

41. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other multilateral 
agencies. 

Schemes 
Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 
If availed then for what purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan 
   

2. Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

    Micro & Small Enterprises 

   

Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for  

12. Technology Upgradation 

   

4. Others (Please specify) 
   

 

42. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 
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Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

15. SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

16. Loans under partnership with 
OEM 

   

17. Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

18. SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of 
Equipment for Eenterprise’s 
development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

   

19. Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

20. SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

21. SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

43. Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

    Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

    Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

    Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  

 

44. Please share the time taken for sanctioning the loan, the last time you took a loan from a bank. 

Type of Loan Time Period (days) 

a) Working Capital Loan  

b) Term Loan  

 

45. With respect to cluster specific financial products please comment on the following.  
 

 Working Capital 
Term 

Loan 

m) Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)  
  

n) Ideal period for sanctioning of the loan after you have submitted all 
documents. (in days) 

  

o) What kinds of collateral which your frim/ most of the cluster firms can 
offer 

  

p) Repayment Period (state the duration) 
  

q) Moratorium (state the period in months) 
  

r) Minimum promoters’ contribution for loans (how much) 
  

 

 

 

 

I. Business Services:  
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 What are the areas you need help of Business Service Providers: Marketing/ Finance/ Quality/ Technology/ Infra/ Other (please 

specify) 

 Are you availing services of any such BSPs? If so who is funding them? Own sources/ SPV/ Association/ others (specify) 

 Does any BSPs linked to your firm through previous intreventions undertaken? If so who is the sponsorer? What id the impact?  

 What are the issues related to BDS: Non availability/ high cost/ lack of awareness/ lmited knowledge of BSPs/ others (specify) 

 

 

j. Impact of COVID - 19 

 Please indicate major thematic areas adversely affected due to COVID – 19: 

Finance/ Marketing/ raw material sourcing/ labour availability/ production process (incl. repairs & maintenance, any others (please 

specify).  

 Please inform the kind of support you are expecting from Central/ State Governments, banks, other promotional agencies 

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview or get orally name, communication, etc. 

 If possible, start with a tour of the production/storage facilities of the enterprise, before proceeding with the discussions. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors. Hence ask them what is the two most critical issues among raw material, 

market, skill, technology, infrastructure, energy & waste, etc. and go for those factors only and go for the other if there is 

time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 You may also do home work and identify the major raw materials, machinery, equipment, business development services 

requirement in advance, for ease of interviewing considering time constraints during interview.  

 Names/addresses of significant support firms/ institutes should be noted for possible subsequent interview 

 Names/addresses of major buyers should be noted for possible subsequent interview. 

 If other enterprises or institutions, including consortia of same, and enterprise associations, have played a significant role, 

their names and (if necessary) addresses should be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the enterprise (if it has any 

main problems), as seen by the interviewer. 

 These problems may be among those noted by the enterprise itself, or by the interviewer but not by the enterprise (e.g. 

poor management, disputes between the owners, no skilled floor supervisors, etc.) 

 Summarize, in two to three lines, the enterprise's core competitive strategy and strengths, and its most valuable interactions 

with other parties in the cluster (e.g. technical excellence and upgrading, market diversification, specialisation, low 

costs/prices, using other enterprises for specialised job-work, producing for distant markets via large buyers, etc.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.9 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRINCIPAL FIRMS (SOUVENIR SHOPS) 
 

Questionnaire for Souvenir Shops 

 

13. Basic Information  

r) Name of the Unit:  

s) Year of establishment of the Unit:  
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t) Nature of unit: Proprietory/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (Specify) 

u) Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? 

v) Are you wholesaler/ Retailer/ Exporter/ Mecrhant Manufacturer/ Agent/ Others (please sepcify) 

w) Value of goods sourced 

x) Gross investment in equipments and other fixed office establishment expenses 

 

s) upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
t)  Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
u)  Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

v)  Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
w)  Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
x)  Above Rs. 10 Cr 

 

y) Is growth rate of your business with the cluster during the last 5 years (point to point): <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 11-25 per cent, 

25-50 per cent, > 50 per cent /diversifying?  

z) How many persons work with you? 

aa) Do you have branches in other places too? 

 

14. Business Analysis  

 

2.1 Non Financial 

 

m) How many major souvenir shops are present in the cluster? 

 

n) What are the main products at your shop? 

 

o) What is the main motivation for such sourcing: low costs/local supply convenience/save on enterprise's own investment/high 

quality/ any other (please specify) 

 

p) What are the types of firms (household, micro, small, medium) from whom you source and in what percentage? 

 

q) Do you do retailing or do you in to bulk selling to retailers/brands/other intermediaries like wholesalers and in what percentage? 

 

r) What are the main problems experienced with sourcing from the artisans: product consistency/high percentage of 

defects/timeliness/packaging/willingness for rectification/ any other (please specify) 

 

s) What according to you are the major issues of the tourism industry? Lack of finance/ Limited Market/ Limited awareness on new 

technologies/ poor skill sets/ lack of management skills/ limited awareness about support firms/ exploitation by middlemen/ others. 

What is your opinion?  

 

t) Are you aware of any previous interventions undertaken by any promotional/ implementing agencies? If yes, are you a part of it? 

If so, can you explain your nature of involvement (Part of any B2B or B2S meets, participating in any Management Development 

programs, launch or sensitisation workshops, any others) 

 

u) Are you member of any association/ SPV? If yes, Name of the BMO:  

 

v) Nature of assistance provided by association/ SPV: Advocacy/ Training & Consulting/ Financial Facilitation/ Others (Specify)  

 

 

Turnover of last 3 years   
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 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

Total Sales (INR, lakhs)    

- Through Domestic 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through International 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through Local Tourists 
   

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Profit After Tax (%)    

 

 

What is the major feedback you receive from tourists?  

 

How much an international tourist would generally be shopped for?  What % is this of his/her entire expenditure in the Kashmir 

Tourism Package?  

 

How much an international tourist would generally be shopped for?  What % is this of his/her entire expenditure in the Kashmir 

Tourism Package?  

 

What are the major products an international, Domestic and local tourists would buy?  

 

 

 

a. Financial  

 

46. Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

p)  Yes, loan availed 
q)  Yes, but did not succeed 
r)  Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

s)  Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
t)  Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 

47. For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

j) Working Capital Related 
 

k) Letter of Credit/ Bank 
Guarrantee/ any other 
non fund related  

 

l) Specific need for a 
special project/ purpose  
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    Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 Amount Interest rate Amount Interest rate 

- SIDBI 
    

- Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 
    

- Cooperative Banks 
    

- Private Indian / Foreign Banks 
    

- State Financial Corporation 
    

- NABARD 
    

- Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs 
    

- Other Formal Sources 
Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

- Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 
    

   Total  100%  100%  

 

48. Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

49. What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

LOAN PROCESS 

50. Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

51. If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

a. In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

52. If the answer to Q5 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  

s)  Charge created on fixed assets  
t)  Charge created on current assets  
u)  Corporate Guarantee  

v)  Personal Guarantee  
w)  Third party guarantee  
x)  Others, please specify 

___________ 

53. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other multilateral 
agencies. 

Schemes 
Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 
If availed then for what purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan 
   

2. Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

    Micro & Small Enterprises 

   

15. Others (Please specify) 
16.  

   

 

54. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 
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Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

22. SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

23. Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

24. Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

25. SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 

 

 

 

  

 

55. Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

    Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

    Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

    Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview, if possible. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors. Hence ask them what is the two most critical issues faced by them and 

also by cluster firms among raw material, market, technology, finance etc. and go for those factors only and go for the other 

if there is time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 If institutions like enterprise associations have played a significant role, their names and (if necessary) addresses should 

be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Refrain probing in depth about their competitors, if they feel uncomfortable.   

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the support firms, as seen by 

the interviewer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.10 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRINCIPAL FIRMS (RESTAURANTS) 
 

Questionnaire – For Restaurants (Fine Dining/Star Restaurants/Street Side Eateries/Dhabas) 

Basic Information  

bb) Unit established in the year _____________ 

cc) Nature of unit: Proprietary/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (please tick) 

dd) Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? Yes/No 

ee) Is it first or second or third generation business? (please tick) 

ff) How interested are the current generation in this business? Very much/No option/Not at all (please tick)  
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gg) Does your unit come under any star category?  

 

Vital Information  

Category of 

Restaurants 

No of 

Seats  

No of 

visitors 

Major cuisines 

(Indian-any 

traditional/ 

unique 

cuisines, Non-

Indian)  

Employees Price rate 

per 

person 

(Pls 

provide 

the range)  

Turnover  Input Sources 

Managerial  Non-

Managerial 

Energy Water 

Fine Dining          

QSR          

Dhaba/ 
Street food  

         

          

          

          

          

          

Total       NA  NA NA 

 

 

17. Vital Statistics 

ff) What are the type of cuisines you provide? 

gg) How many units (mention the types) are there in your area (note the cluster will be divided into few Mohallas and 5 to 10 persons 

will be interviewed from each place)? ________, _________ and ___________ 

hh) How many units (mention the types, micro/small/medium) are there in the cluster? ________, _________ and ___________ 

ii) On an average how many persons work in your unit? 

 Male Female Total 

Part time    

Full Time    

Total    

 

jj) Do you work 6/8/10/12 months a year (please tick)  

kk) How many hours in a day and days in a month your unit is open? 

ll) Is there any time (season) when you do over time, if yes, mention the months and the hours? 

 _______________________ 

mm) On an average day how many clients you handle (breakup of domestic and foreign tourists)  

nn) How many are those will be tourists and how many will be non-tourists? 

w) Turnover during the last 3 years 
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 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

Total Sales (INR, lakhs)    

- Through Domestic 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through International 
Tourists (%) 

   

- Through Non-Tourists 
   

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Profit After Tax (%)    

 

 

x) Gross investment in plant and machinery 

y) upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
z)  Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
aa)  Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

bb)  Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
cc)  Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
dd)  Above Rs. 10 Cr 

y) Profile of customers (with approximate number ) 

 

k)  U.T. Level Tourists 
l)  National Tourist 
m)  International Tourists 

 

 

z) Employment growth rate during the last 3 years: <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, > 50 per cent 

aa) Business growth rate/year on an average during the last 3 years: <0%, 1-10%, 11-25 %, 25-50%, >50% (please tick) 

bb) Are you member of any association? Name 

 

18. Business Analysis  

bb) Tourists 

 

 What is the total number of tourists handle in a year?   

 Out of which % International, Domestic and U.T. based Tourists?  

 How do you get access to tourists?   

 Percentage wise, how many are group clients, family clients, couple clients and individual clients?   

 Is there any difference in client size (mostly group, family, couple, individual) among international, domestic, and local tourists?  

 What are the most preferred cuisines taken by clients?  

 Is there any difference among international, domestic, and local tourists in terms choice of cuisines? 

 What is an average meal cost/person?  

 What percentage of tourists you get directly and through any other sources?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from tourists? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then why?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from your vendors? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, then 

why?   

 Do you work on those suggestions? If yes, can you mention 2-3 examples which you have done based on suggestions received? 

If not, then what are the constraints?    

 Among international tourists, which are major 5 countries? If any % can be given country wise for those top 5? 

 According to you, how much an international tourist spends on food daily?  

 Among Domestic tourists, which are major 5 States? If any % can be given country wise for those top 5? 

 Approximately, how much a domestic tourist would spend on food daily?  

 Is there any favourable season for domestic, and international tourists? Please mention. What is the % of tourists flow in those 

favoured seasons compare to other seasons?   

 What is the percentage of occupancy in a year?     

 Do you provide any other services other than food & beverages? If yes, please explain  

 Please explain the supply chain process related to your unit? 

 

cc) Raw Material 
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Whare the major raw materials required? Their major sources  

 

Does association or any other promtional agency (like NSIC) helped you in sourcing of raw material in the past?    

 

Is there formal/ informal raw material consortium or any meassures for collective procurement created in the past? If so are you 

a member of it?  

 

What are the Raw Material related problems? (Please √ the appropriate place and explain)     

 Explain the problem  Explain the problem  

Non-availability  
Sudden change in 

supply (uneven supply) 
 

High cost  
Import Problem (import 

duties etc.) 
 

Poor quality of the 

raw materials 
 Others (please specify)  

 

 

dd) Marketing 

 Where and through which channel are the enterprise's/cluster’s main packages sold? (%), any preferable channel, why? 

 Own 

brand 

Other 

brand/Large 

T.A.’s 

Local 

Stakeholders 

(Transporters, 

Guides, 

T.A.’s) 

Agents Participating 

in Fair/ 

Exhibition 

Any other 

Source 

Total 

U.T. Tourists        

Domestic cluster        

International Tourists        

Total        100 

 Enterprise’s/ skill related problems in marketing: Lack of exposure/knowledge/skilled employee/skilled service providers/high cost 

of skilled employees/ any other (please specify) 

 Enterprise’s/ investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to diversify or create new food products/ afford a marketing 

team/afford to go for export marketing/create the desired volume/any other (please specify)  

 How do you market or promote your agency? (online/travel websites/word of mouth/advertisements in print/any other)  

 How much generally you spend for marketing purposes and what are those heads?  

 Do you get expected tourists as per your marketing expenditure or without marketing expenditure?  

 Are there cluster level marketing initiatives that have increased tourist flow? (novelty shows such as flower/fruit shows, vintage 
car shows, races or other events, handicraft/handloom haats or any other.)  

 Are you aware of any market promotional activities undertaken in the past by promotional/ implementing agencies at cluster 

level? If so, are you a part of it?  

 Name two to three important strategic marketing services you require: Research/ niche driven strategy/ search engine 

optimisation/ advertising/ referral marketing/ any others (specify)   
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ee) Machinery/Technology  

 What are the 2/3 most important (value wise and/or critical) machinery/ equipment need for your firm/the cluster firms and their 

purpose (Like maintaining MIS/ Accounting/ others)?  (Question specifically for service based clusters) 

 Give details of the major machinery used? (For manufacturing based clusters) 

SN Machine  Purpose  Price  Average 

age  

Source of buying 

(Supplier/ 

Location)  

How is the 

productivity 

(Below average, 

average)   

Capacity 

Utilisation (in 

%) 

  

 

      

  

 

      

  

 

      

 

 What are the principal sources of parts, servicing and repairs (including self-servicing by the enterprise itself)?  

Name of Machinery REQUIRED at factory Number Name of Machinery for CFC  Number 

    

    

    

    

    

 

 Do you need loan for buying machinery? 

 Can you mention at least one/two/three/more than three innovative products/process that the enterprise/cluster have made during 

the last 5 years (through any previous interventions)? 

 Who do you think has played a major support in this process? Local Institute/Institute from outside the 

cluster/buyer/supplier/service provider? 

 What are the main problems (if any) with the machines or with the processes of production? 

 

 

 

ff) Skill 

Employment details:  

 

Type Job 

Description 

Full time Part time  Salary/ wage Level Salary/ wage Level Availability Productivity 

Man  Woman Man Woman Min (Man) Max 

(Man) 

Min 

(Woman) 

Max 

(Woman) 

H/M/L H/M/L 

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Skilled                       
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Skilled                       

Skilled                       

Unskilled                       

 

 Labour productivity of skilled labour of your firm/cluster: very low/low/satisfied/huge scope for improvement?  

 What is the average price of skilled and unskilled labour? 

 How do you get their supply? Local or Migrant? 

 What problems you face in retaining them? 

 Which functional area: PR/production/marketing/after sales/quality initiatives/any other (please specify) 

 Main providers of technical training of your firm/cluster: Association/Technical Institution/Value Chain Partner/No source, need to 

organize specially/none 

 Major issues for skilled labour of your firm/cluster: shortage/high cost/quality consciousness skilled/personality issues/lack of 

quality technical institutes/orientation of technical institutes for industry training 

 Are you a part of any Skill Development/ Management Development programs organised by any promotional agencies 

previously? If yes, have you are your workers benefitted through attending such programs?  

 

gg) Energy and Waste Management 

 

f.1) Energy 

 What is your monthly consumption of electricity/other main energy used? 

 Do you think that your energy bill can be reduced?  

 Have you ever undertaken energy audit? If not the reasons: lack of awareness/ high cost of the audit/ others (specify)  

 Water Consumption per month? Can it be optimized? Any idea? 

 Are you aware of any relevant energy efficiency interventions undertaken in the past? If so are you a part of it?  

 

f.2) Waste Management  

 Waste Disposal  

Type  Quantity  Disposal method Remark 

Solid :    

Liquid:     

Gases:     

 

 Is disposition of waste is a problem?   

 Can this waste be minimised or reutilised?  

 Are you aware about technology/innovation for reduction or reutilisation waste?  

 Is there any common facility for waste management within the cluster region?   

 If not, then what are you planning to manage waste?    

 

 

hh) Infrastructure 

 What are the challenges for general infrastructure: quality of road/telecommunications/health 

services/education/power/water/cargo handling/CETP/ any other (please specify) 

 What are the needs for shareable cluster specific infrastructure –common facility centre/industrial park/training centre/display 

centre/information desk/Model Tourism Hub/ any other (please specify)? 

 What are the challenges with respect to connectivity, power, water, logistics? 

 Are there any common infarstructure projects undertaken in the past? If so are you a member of it?   
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 Is there scope for further adding to tourism infrastructure for enhancing tourist experience and increase tourist flow (such as 
adventure sports in hill stations, treks and camps, ropeways, dives, museums, exhibitions/Boat Modernisation/ I.T.’s/any other 
etc.)   

 Any common infrastructure can be created?  

 What is the infrastructure related issues at your Unit? 

 

ii) Administrative and Security  

 Are there sufficient police personnel available in the cluster for emergencies, especially during peak hours? 

 Are emergency services such as ambulance, hospitals, and fire services available and accessible?  

 What is the perception of tourists regarding safety and security in the cluster? 

 What is the perception of the locals in the cluster regarding law enforcement w.r.t. littering, illegal camping, parking by tourists etc 
enforced in the cluster?   
 

jj) Institutional Support System 

 Which are the Support Institutionsin the cluster(Government Department, Technical Institutes, Skilll Institutes etc.) Pls create 
separate headings for each of them and elaborate the followings.  

 What are their support services/ schemes for the industry? Is it known and effectively availed by the industry stakeholders? What 
are the gaps?   
 

 Is there a tourism kiosk/help desk run by tourism department in the cluster? If yes, what services does it provide? 

 Does the cluster have institutes to provide trained man-power for its key stakeholders? 

 Do these institutes have good linkage with industry association/ other stakeholders for providing skill development training? 
 

kk) Policy Issues 

 What are the major macro-economic factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the major regulatory factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the business responsibility factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster?   

 Any schematic support availed by you?  

 Is there any tourism specific scheme available for the cluster? 

 

h. Finance 

56. Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

u)  Yes, loan availed 
v)  Yes, but did not succeed 
w)  Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

x)  Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
y)  Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 

57. What are the payment terms with your suppliers? 

 % share of total purchase value Additional Cost for Credit Period (%) 

j) On Advance 
  

k) On Delivery/Against LC 
  

l) On Credit (mention no. of days) 
  

 

58. What are the average payment terms for your customers? 
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 % share of total sales value Cash Discount (%) 

j) On Advance 
  

k) On Delivery/Against LC 
  

l) On Credit (mention no. of days) 
  

 

59. For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

m) Working Capital Related 
 

n) Capacity Expansion / 
New Project Related 

 

o) Specific need for a 
special project/ purpose  

 

 

60. Please provide the overall estimate of funding availed for financing needs, the last time you took a loan. Please indicate the 
various sources form which funding was availed, the amount of funding availed from the source and the relevant interest rate.  

 
Working 

Capital Loan 

Term Loan 

Total investment and working capital requirement during your last project expansion/new 

project set up/new contract, etc. (INR, Lakhs) 
 

 

Amount applied for bank funding (INR, Lakhs)   

Amount actually sanctioned by the bank (INR, Lakhs)   

 

    Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 Amount Interest rate Amount Interest rate 

- SIDBI 
    

- Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 
    

- Cooperative Banks 
    

- Private Indian / Foreign Banks 
    

- State Financial Corporation 
    

- NABARD 
    

- Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs 
    

- Other Formal Sources 
Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

- Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 
    

   Total  100%  100%  

 

61. Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

62. What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

 

C) LOAN PROCESS 

63. Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

64. If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

a. In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

65. If the answer to Q8 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  
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y)  Charge created on fixed assets  
z)  Charge created on current assets  
aa)  Corporate Guarantee  

bb)  Personal Guarantee  
cc)  Third party guarantee  
dd)  Others, please specify 

___________ 

66. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other multilateral 
agencies. 

Schemes 
Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 
If availed then for what purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan 
   

2. Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

    Micro & Small Enterprises 

   

Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for  

19. Technology Upgradation 

   

4. Others (Please specify) 
   

 

67. Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 

Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in past 

(Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

26. SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

27. Loans under partnership with 
OEM 

   

28. Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

29. SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of 
Equipment for Eenterprise’s 
development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

   

30. Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

31. SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

32. SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

68. Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

    Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

    Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

    Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  

 

69. Please share the time taken for sanctioning the loan, the last time you took a loan from a bank. 

Type of Loan Time Period (days) 

a) Working Capital Loan  

b) Term Loan  

 

70. With respect to cluster specific financial products please comment on the following.  
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 Working Capital 
Term 

Loan 

s) Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)  
  

t) Ideal period for sanctioning of the loan after you have submitted all 
documents. (in days) 

  

u) What kinds of collateral which your frim/ most of the cluster firms can 
offer 

  

v) Repayment Period (state the duration) 
  

w) Moratorium (state the period in months) 
  

x) Minimum promoters’ contribution for loans (how much) 
  

 

 

 

 

I. Business Services:  

 What are the areas you need help of Business Service Providers: Marketing/ Finance/ Quality/ Technology/ Infra/ Other (please 

specify) 

 Are you availing services of any such BSPs? If so who is funding them? Own sources/ SPV/ Association/ others (specify) 

 Does any BSPs linked to your firm through previous intreventions undertaken? If so who is the sponsorer? What id the impact?  

 What are the issues related to BDS: Non availability/ high cost/ lack of awareness/ lmited knowledge of BSPs/ others (specify) 

 

 

j. Impact of COVID - 19 

 Please indicate major thematic areas adversely affected due to COVID – 19: 

Finance/ Marketing/ raw material sourcing/ labour availability/ production process (incl. repairs & maintenance, any others (please 

specify).  

 Please inform the kind of support you are expecting from Central/ State Governments, banks, other promotional agencies 

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview or get orally name, communication, etc. 

 If possible, start with a tour of the production/storage facilities of the enterprise, before proceeding with the discussions. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors. Hence ask them what is the two most critical issues among raw material, 

market, skill, technology, infrastructure, energy & waste, etc. and go for those factors only and go for the other if there is 

time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 You may also do home work and identify the major raw materials, machinery, equipment, business development services 

requirement in advance, for ease of interviewing considering time constraints during interview.  

 Names/addresses of significant support firms/ institutes should be noted for possible subsequent interview 

 Names/addresses of major buyers should be noted for possible subsequent interview. 

 If other enterprises or institutions, including consortia of same, and enterprise associations, have played a significant role, 

their names and (if necessary) addresses should be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the enterprise (if it has any 

main problems), as seen by the interviewer. 

 These problems may be among those noted by the enterprise itself, or by the interviewer but not by the enterprise (e.g. 

poor management, disputes between the owners, no skilled floor supervisors, etc.) 

 Summarize, in two to three lines, the enterprise's core competitive strategy and strengths, and its most valuable interactions 

with other parties in the cluster (e.g. technical excellence and upgrading, market diversification, specialisation, low 

costs/prices, using other enterprises for specialised job-work, producing for distant markets via large buyers, etc.). 
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7.11 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TOURISTS 
 

Questionnaire for Tourists  

( Domestic, Local, International) 

 

1. Name: 

2. Country/State/District  

3. How do you come to know about Kashmir/Jammu?  

4. Is it 1st time or repeat (if repeat then number of times):  

5. Why you have got interested/attracted to come to Kashmir/ Jammu?  

6. For how many days you have come to visit to Kashmir/ Jammu?  

7. Will you be visiting only Kashmir or other places also (International and Domestic)?  

8. What is your total budget for travel and if your will be travelling beyond Kashmir also then how much out of 

the total budget, you have reserved for Kashmir/ Jammu?   

9. Out of the total budget to be spent in Kashmir/Jammu, how much budget will be spent for what purposes? 

Broad percentage?  

10. Have you taken any loan for this tourism purpose? If yes, then what is the source (Formal/informal)? 

11. All related to J&K only 

12. What are the places you will be visiting/ visited?  

13. How many days you will be staying/ stayed in each of those places?  

14. How you have come to know about these circuits (J&K)?  

15. Are you taking help of any Travel Agencies? If yes, how much you have paid for what circuits?  

16. If not, then how you have come to know about the Hotels, Transporters, Guides, Tour Operators etc?  

17. Did you do ticketing on your own or through agency?  

18. What is your mode of travel for reaching to Kashmir/Jammu and then within Kashmir/Jammu?  

19. Are you travelling alone or in a group? If in a group, please mention number of persons?  

20. Are you a backpacker, budget traveller, mid-level traveller or a luxury traveller?   

21. What is most important to you when you select a location/package?  

22. What is your experience about Kashmir/Jammu? What are the Pros and Cons?  

23. What are the things you like it to be improved (Infrastructure Facility, Security, Information Desk, Tourist 

Friendliness, Language, Service Providers, Government Support or any other)?  

24. Would you like to visit again and like to suggest your friend/family members to visit?  
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To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview, if possible. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors (some factors may not be even relevant). Hence ask them what is the two 

most critical issues faced by them and also by cluster firms among raw material, market, technology, finance etc. and go 

for those factors only and go for the other if there is time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 If institutions like enterprise associations have played a significant role, their names and (if necessary) addresses should 

be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Refrain probing in depth about their competitors, if they feel uncomfortable.   

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the support firms (both financial 

and non financial), as seen by the interviewer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.12 QUESTIONNAIRE – FOR /GUIDES/SHIKARA OWNERS/ PONY OWNERS 
 

Basic Information  

 Unit established in the year _____________ 

 Nature of unit: Proprietary/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (please tick) 

 Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? Yes/No 

 Is it first or second or third generation business? (please tick) 

 How interested are the current generation in this business? Very much/No option/Not at all (please tick)  

 Does your unit come under any star category?  

 

Vital Statistics 

 What are the type of services you provide?  

 What are the major packages you provide, if any? 

 How many units (mention the types) are there in your area (note the cluster will be divided into few Mohallas and 5 to 

10 persons will be interviewed from each place)? ________, _________ and ___________ 

 How many units (mention the types, micro/small/medium) are there in the cluster? ________, _________ and 

___________ 

 On an average how many persons work in your unit? 

 Male Female Total 

Part time    

Full Time    

Total    

 

 Do you work 6/8/10/12 months a year (please tick)  

 How many hours in a day and days in a month you/your unit operate? 
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 Is there any time (season) when you do over time, if yes, mention the months and the hours? 

 _______________________ 

 On an average day how many clients you handle (breakup of domestic, local, and foreign tourists)  

 Turnover during the last 3 years 

 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

Total Sales (INR, lakhs)    

Through Domestic Tourists 
(%) 

   

Through International Tourists 
(%) 

   

Through Local Tourists (%) 
   

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Profit After Tax (%)    

 

 

 Gross investment in plant and machinery 

upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
 Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
 Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

 Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
 Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
 Above Rs. 10 Cr 

Profile of customers (with approximate number ) 

 

U.T. Level Tourists 
National Tourist 
International Tourists 

 

 

 Employment growth rate during the last 3 years: <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, > 50 per 

cent 

 Business growth rate/year on an average during the last 3 years: <0%, 1-10%, 11-25 %, 25-50%, >50% (please tick) 

 Are you member of any association? Name 

 

Business Analysis  

Tourists 

 

 What is the total number of tourists handle in a year?   

 Out of which % International, Domestic and U.T. based Tourists?  

 How do you get access to tourists?   

 Percentage wise, how many are group clients, family clients, couple clients and individual clients?   

 Is there any difference in client size (mostly group, family, couple, individual) among international, domestic, and local 

tourists?  

 What are the most preferred packages taken by clients?  

 Is there any difference among international, domestic, and local tourists in terms choice of packages? 

 What is an average cost/person of a package?  

 What percentage of tourists you get directly and through any other sources?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from tourists? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If not, 

then why?  

 Do you have any feedback policy from your vendors? If yes, then which are the major feedback/suggestion given? If 

not, then why?   

 Do you work on those suggestions? If yes, can you mention 2-3 examples which you have done based on suggestions 

received? If not, then what are the constraints?     

 Is there any favourable season for domestic, and international tourists? Please mention. What is the % of tourists flow 

in those favoured seasons compare to other seasons?   

 What is the percentage of engagement in a year?     

 Do you provide any other services? If yes, please explain  
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 Enterprise’s/ investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to diversify/ afford a marketing team/afford to go for 

export marketing/create the desired volume/any other (please specify)  

 

Infrastructure 

 What are the challenges for general infrastructure: quality of road/telecommunications/health 

services/education/power/water/cargo handling/CETP/ any other (please specify) 

 What are the needs for shareable cluster specific infrastructure –common facility centre/industrial park/training 

centre/display centre/information desk/Model Tourism Hub/ any other (please specify)? 

 What are the challenges with respect to connectivity, power, water, logistics? 

 Are there any common infarstructure projects undertaken in the past? If so are you a member of it?   

 Is there scope for further adding to tourism infrastructure for enhancing tourist experience and increase tourist flow 
(such as adventure sports in hill stations, treks and camps, ropeways, dives, museums, exhibitions/Boat 
Modernisation/ I.T.’s/any other etc.)   

 Any common infrastructure can be created?  

 What is the infrastructure related issues at your Unit? 

 

Administrative and Security  

 Are there sufficient police personnel available in the cluster for emergencies, especially during peak hours? 

 Are emergency services such as ambulance, hospitals, and fire services available and accessible?  

 What is the perception of tourists regarding safety and security in the cluster? 

 What is the perception of the locals in the cluster regarding law enforcement w.r.t. littering, illegal camping, parking by 
tourists etc enforced in the cluster?   

 

Institutional Support System 

 Which are the Support Institutionsin the cluster(Government Department, Technical Institutes, Skilll Institutes etc.) Pls create 
separate headings for each of them and elaborate the followings.  

 What are their support services/ schemes for the industry? Is it known and effectively availed by the industry stakeholders? 
What are the gaps?   

 Is there a tourism kiosk/help desk run by tourism department in the cluster? If yes, what services does it provide? 

 Does the cluster have institutes to provide trained man-power for its key stakeholders? 

 Do these institutes have good linkage with industry association/ other stakeholders for providing skill development training? 
 

Policy Issues 

 What are the major macro-economic factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the major regulatory factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the business responsibility factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster?   

 Any schematic support availed by you?  

 Is there any tourism specific scheme available for the cluster? 

 

 Finance 

 Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

 Yes, loan availed 
 Yes, but did not succeed 
 Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

 Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
 Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 

 What are the payment terms with your suppliers? 

 % share of total purchase value Additional Cost for Credit Period (%) 

On Advance 
  

On Delivery/Against LC 
  

On Credit (mention no. of days) 
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What are the average payment terms for your customers? 

 % share of total sales value Cash Discount (%) 

On Advance 
  

On Delivery/Against LC 
  

On Credit (mention no. of days) 
  

 

 For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

Working Capital Related 
 

Capacity Expansion / New 
Project Related 

 

Specific need for a special 
project/ purpose  

 

 

 Please provide the overall estimate of funding availed for financing needs, the last time you took a loan. 

 Please indicate the various sources form which funding was availed, the amount of funding availed from the source and 
the relevant interest rate.  

 

Working 

Capital 

Loan 

Term 

Loan 

Total investment and working capital requirement during your last project expansion/new 

project set up/new contract, etc. (INR, Lakhs) 
 

 

Amount applied for bank funding (INR, Lakhs)   

Amount actually sanctioned by the bank (INR, Lakhs)   

 

Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 
Amo

unt 

Interest 

rate 

Amo

unt 

Interest 

rate 

SIDBI 
    

Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 
    

Cooperative Banks 
    

Private Indian / Foreign Banks 
    

State Financial Corporation 
    

NABARD 
    

Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs 
    

Other Formal Sources 
Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 
    

Total  100%  100%  

 

Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

 

C) LOAN PROCESS 

 Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

 If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 
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o In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

 If the answer to Q8 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  

 Charge created on fixed assets  
 Charge created on current assets  
 Corporate Guarantee  

 Personal Guarantee  
 Third party guarantee  
 Others, please specify ___________ 

 Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other 
multilateral agencies. 

Schemes 
Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in 

past (Yes/No) 
If availed then for what purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan    

Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

Micro & Small Enterprises 

  
 

Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for  

Technology Upgradation 

  
 

4. Others (Please specify)    

 

 Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 

Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in 

past (Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

Loans under partnership with 
OEM 

   

Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of 
Equipment for Eenterprise’s 
development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

   

Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  

 

 Please share the time taken for sanctioning the loan, the last time you took a loan from a bank. 

Type of Loan Time Period (days) 

a) Working Capital Loan  

b) Term Loan  
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 With respect to cluster specific financial products please comment on the following.  
 

 Working Capital 
Term 

Loan 

Preferred interest rate for new loan (%)  
  

Ideal period for sanctioning of the loan after you have submitted all 
documents. (in days) 

  

What kinds of collateral which your frim/ most of the cluster firms can offer 
  

Repayment Period (state the duration) 
  

Moratorium (state the period in months) 
  

Minimum promoters’ contribution for loans (how much) 
  

 

 

 

 

Business Services:  

 What are the areas you need help of Business Service Providers: Marketing/ Finance/ Quality/ Technology/ Infra/ Other 

(please specify) 

 Are you availing services of any such BSPs? If so who is funding them? Own sources/ SPV/ Association/ others 

(specify) 

 Does any BSPs linked to your firm through previous intreventions undertaken? If so who is the sponsorer? What id the 

impact?  

 What are the issues related to BDS: Non availability/ high cost/ lack of awareness/ lmited knowledge of BSPs/ others 

(specify) 

 

 

 Impact of COVID - 19 

 Please indicate major thematic areas adversely affected due to COVID – 19: 

Finance/ Marketing/ raw material sourcing/ labour availability/ production process (incl. repairs & maintenance, any others (please 

specify).  

 Please inform the kind of support you are expecting from Central/ State Governments, banks, other promotional agencies 

 

 

 

 

7.13 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUPPORT FIRMS 
 

(Supplier of raw materials, machinery suppliers: Mostly applicable for Hoteliers, Restaurants) 

 

Basic Information  

 Name of the Unit:  

 Year of establishment of the Unit:  

 Nature of unit: Proprietary/ Partnership/ Private Limited/ Others (Specify) 

 Does the unit have Udyog Aadhar? 

 Existing products/ product line/ services offered? 
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 Gross investment in plant and machinery (If applicable)  

 

upto Rs. 25 lakhs 
 Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 1 Cr 
 Rs. 1 Cr to Rs. 3 Cr 

 Rs. 3 Cr to Rs. 5 Cr 
 Rs. 5 Cr to Rs. 10 Cr 
 Above Rs. 10 Cr 

 

 Annual turnover (for FY 2019-20):  

 How many persons work with you?     Full Time:               Part Time 

 Do you have branches in other places too? 

 Who are your major technical & strategic service providers? Please mention names of such service providers  

 Is growth rate of your business with the cluster during the last 5 years (point to point): <0 per cent, 1-10 

per cent, 11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, > 50 per cent /diversifying? 

 

 

Business Analysis  

 

Non Financial 

 

 How many raw material/machinery suppliers/service providers are present in the cluster? 

 

 What are the main items/services supplied to the SMEs?  

 

 Are you a Original Equipment Manufacturer/ authorised dealer/ dealer (in case of machinery/ raw material 

suppliers) 

 

 What is the usage rate and for which service/ products?  

 

 Along with the core items supplied, what else is supplied: service/parts/usage advice/training/technical 

assistance/credit/ any other (please specify) 

 

 Are these "supplements" paid separately by the MSMEs? Yes/no 

 

 What are the types of firms (household, micro, small, medium) from whom you source and in what percentage? 

 

 What skill related problems your firm face in marketing: Lack of exposure/knowledge/skilled employees/skilled service 

providers/high cost of skilled employees/ any other (please specify) 

 

 Firms investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to: diversify or create new product/ service range/ afford a 

marketing team/afford to go for export marketing/ /any others  

 

 Major issues for skilled labour of your firm/r: shortage/high cost/ lack of quality technical institutes/ others (please specify)  
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 What are the major issues faced in supplying or offering materials/ equipment’s/ services to the cluster firms: 

Longer repayment period/ limited awareness of firms on products/ services offered/ high competition/ Limited 

penetration among cluster firms/ others (please specify) 

 

 What according to you are the major issues of cluster firms? Lack of finance/ Limited Market/ Limited 

awareness on new technologies/ poor skill sets/ lack of management skills/ limited awareness about support 

firms/ exploitation by middlemen/ others (please specify).  

 

 Are you aware of any previous interventions undertaken by any promotional/ implementing agencies? If yes, 

are you a part of it? If so, can you explain your nature of involvement (providing services/ items, training/ 

sensitisation of your services to cluster firms, any others) 

 

 Are you member of any association/ SPV? If yes, Name of the BMO:  

 

 Nature of assistance provided by association/ SPV: Advocacy/ Training & Consulting/ Financial Facilitation/ 

Others (Specify) 

 

 

 Financial  

 

Have you ever applied for a loan before?  

 Yes, loan availed 
 Yes, but did not succeed 
 Yes, but the terms offered were not acceptable 

 Did not have any loan requirement, hence not applied 
 Not applied because of other reasons (Please specify) 

For what all purposes do you need a loan?   

Working Capital Related 
 

Capacity Expansion / New 
Project Related 

 

Specific need for a special 
project/ purpose  
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Source of borrowing Working Capital Loan Term Loan 

 
Amo

unt 

Interest 

rate 

Amo

unt 

Interest 

rate 

SIDBI 
    

Public Sector Banks/ Regional Rural Banks 
    

Cooperative Banks 
    

Private Indian / Foreign Banks 
    

State Financial Corporation 
    

NABARD 
    

Micro Finance Institutions/ NBFCs 
    

Other Formal Sources 
Please Specify: __________ 

  
  

Informal Sources (includes Friends / Family, Customers) 
    

Total  100%  100%  

 

Were you able to service your loans timely?  (Yes/No) 

What is the interest rate if borrowed from informal channels of finance? (__________) 

 

LOAN PROCESS 

Did you furnish collateral the last time you took a loan? (Yes/No) 

If the answer to last question is NO, then did you avail loan under the CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

In case NO, are you aware of CGTMSE scheme? (Yes/No) 

If the answer to Q5 was YES, please indicate the type of collateral that you furnished.  

 Charge created on fixed assets  
 Charge created on current assets  
 Corporate Guarantee  

 Personal Guarantee  
 Third party guarantee  
 Others, please specify ___________ 

Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes/subsidies of central/state government and other multilateral 
agencies. 

Schemes 
Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in 

past (Yes/No) 
If availed then for what purpose  

 MUDRA Loan    

Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

Micro & Small Enterprises 

  
 

Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for  

Technology Upgradation 

  
 

Others (Please specify)    

 

Please indicate your response with respect to the different schemes of SIDBI 
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Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

Did you avail it in 

past (Yes/No) 

If availed then for what purpose  

SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan 
Fund For Micro Small And 
Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

Loans under partnership with 
OEM 

   

Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of 
Equipment for Eenterprise’s 
development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

   

Topup Loan for Immediate 
Purposes (TULIP) 

   

SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against 
corona virus (SAFE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Please indicate the problems faced while applying for loans.  

Term Loan related issues like high collaterals, complex documentation, processing charges or others, please specify  

Process related ussues like long processing time, poor information dissimination related to documentation, others, please specify  

Others like stringent eligibility norms, banker’s behaviour etc., please specify  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview, if possible. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors (some factors may not be even relevant). Hence ask them what is the two 

most critical issues faced by them and also by cluster firms among raw material, market, technology, finance etc. and go 

for those factors only and go for the other if there is time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 If institutions like enterprise associations have played a significant role, their names and (if necessary) addresses should 

be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Refrain probing in depth about their competitors, if they feel uncomfortable.   

 Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 

 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the support firms (both financial 

and non financial), as seen by the interviewer. 
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7.14 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS/ BMO 
 

QUESTIONNAIRE – BMO/ INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

 

Basic Information 

 

Date of visit:  

Name of Association:  

Year of Establishment   

Name & Position of Respondent: (President/ Secretary/ Gen. Manager/ Exec. Director, etc.)  

Location: Address:  

 

Communication: 

Phone No:                Email ID        

Website (if any):  

Nature of organisation: Society/ Trust/ Cooperative/ Company/Section 8 Company/ Producers 

Company/Others specify  

Geographical Coverage: National/ State/ District/ Cluster Level 

Estimated No of MSME Members: Micro:                 Small:           Medium:        Women: 

Total 

Whether Association has secretariat  Yes:              No:  

If Yes: Number of Paid Staff: Full time:                     , part time:  

Approximate Annual Income:  

Approximate Total Assets: Land, buildings, equipment, vehicles, working funds 

Membership fee per annum  

Do members pay membership fee regularly Mostly/>50%mostly/Rarely/Never 

Do you think that Association should charge for 

special services to be given to members? Why? 

 

 

2. Business Relations with and Services to MSMEs in the Cluster 
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What are the main services the association provides to the MSMEs in the cluster? 

 

Production, Technology, and Training 

 Common service facilities (specialist production; testing, designing etc.) 

 Information and/or training on new technologies/processes 

 Providing consultancy or R&D facilities 

 Technical skills upgrading 

 Business and management training 
 

Markets and Marketing 

 Arranging contacts with large manufacturers/buyers 

 Securing and allocating orders from these 

 Providing new designs or information on design sources 

 Providing market information, e.g. export requirements, subcontracting exchanges  
 

Infrastructure 

 Negotiating for land access, industrial estate sites, etc. 

 Providing or arranging for premises or serviced land 

 Providing or arranging other common services (waste disposal, telecommunications, electricity, etc.) 

 Facilitating establishment of common facilities centres through leveraging government schemes  
 

 

Finance 

 Promoting and/or managing savings and loans programmes 

 Helping with credit applications to banks, etc. (credit facilitation)  

 Providing credit guarantees 
 

 

Awareness on various schemes  

 

Schemes 

Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

How many members 

availed in the past with 

the help of association  

If availed then for what 

purpose  

1. MUDRA Loan 
   

2. Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for         

    Micro & Small Enterprises 

   

3. Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for 

Technology Up gradation 

   

4. MSECDP  
   

5. SFURTI 
   

6. NMCP Schemes (design and lean) 
   

7. ZED 
   

8. MDA 
   

9. Others (Please specify) 
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10. Others (please specify) 
   

 

 

Others 

 Bulk purchasing 

 Business consultancy, help with business plans, etc. 

 Meetings with national and local governments on policy issues (taxation, protection under contracts, zoning, electricity 
supply, tariffs, etc.) 

 

3. Issues and Business Services   

 

 

 What are the problems in hiring Service Providers (be specific for technical, e.g. designing, ec./energy/environmental): 
High cost/ non-availability/ not matching with member requirements/ others (please specify) 
 

 In providing services, does the association work with other actors (e.g. large enterprises, Government training or technical 
institutes)? And if so, how (technically, financially, etc.)? 
 

 Does the association have literature (brochures, periodic or special reports, videos, etc.) providing further information on any of 
these main services, or on their extent and impact?  
 

 Does the association participated/ implemented any of the interventions previously undertaken by SIDBI or other promotional 
agencies? If yes,  

 

o What type of interventions (infra development/ financial linkages/ market development/ Energy Efficiency/ Quality 
Control/ any others) 

o What is the status of such interventions?  
o What is the impact of such interventions on MSMEs (like increase in turnover/ quality improvement/ product 

innovation/ product diversification/ process improvement/ increase credit facilitation/ others) 
 

 Does the association have reasonably firm and fundable plans for further expansion/upgrading/diversification of its services to 
the MSMEs in the cluster or network within the next two or three years? What is their essence? 
 

Policy Issues 

 

 What are the major macro-economic factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the major regulatory factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster? 

 What are the business responsibility factors that are promoting / holding back the growth of the cluster?  
 

4. Linkage with SIDBI and scheme awareness  

 

Does the association have any formal links (MoUs) with SIDBI for financial facilitation?   Yes:    No:  

If yes, how many members were provided credit linkages?  

 

Awareness of SIDBI schemes for association executive and secretariat  
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Schemes Awareness 

(Yes/No) 

How many members 

were facilitated to 

avail the scheme  

Major purpose for members to avail 

the scheme  

SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan Fund 
For Micro Small And Medium 
Enterprises (SMILE) 

   

Loans under partnership with OEM    

Working Capital (Cash Credit)     

SIDBI-loan for Purchase of Equipment 
for Eenterprise’s development plus 
(SPEED PLUS) 

   

Topup Loan for Immediate Purposes 
(TULIP) 

   

SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for 
Rooftop solar PV Plants   

   

SIDBI assistance to facilitate 
emergency response against corona 
virus (SAFE) 

 

 

  

Any others, please specify     

 

 

5. Impact of COVID – 19   

 

How the COVID – 19 impacted the association members related to marketing/ finance/ raw material sourcing/ labour procurement/ 

others (specify) 

 

How the association helped the members (and their workers) during lockdown period 

 

What support envisaged from State/ Central Governments besides banks/ financial institutions and other promotional agencies post 

lock down?    

 

 

To do’s for interviewer  

 

 It may be appropriate to initiate discussion with reference to comments by SMEs on their relations with the association, 
services provided by it, etc.; enquire how the Association itself sees these relations and services; and let the discussion 
flow from that point. This will be a useful tactic, and will also provide the advantage of specifically crosschecking the SMEs' 
remarks. However, the primary purpose of the interview is to discuss only the topics relevant to this association. 

 

 Emphasis should also be on involvement of association in previous interventions undertaken by different promotional/ 
implementing agencies and their impact. Also major interventions, which can be up scaled or introduced which can sustain 
association as well as cluster.   

 

 Any association brochures take or borrow copies to provide further input to the cluster diagnosis. 
 

 Recapitulation/Summary of the Main SSI Services and Strategy of the Association 
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 Recapitulate very briefly the 3 main types of services provided to MSMEs in the cluster, together with the association’s basic 
strategy for those activities and any main problem in providing them, as seen by the interviewer 

 

7.15 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FARMERS AND ARTISANS 
 

Questionnaire for Farmers & Artisans 

“Agro tourism, Floriculture based tourism & Craft based tourism: - (Apple, Saffron, Dry Fruits, Tulip Grower, Shawl Weaver, Carpet 

& Wooden Craft any other)” 

 

Basic Information  

 

 Name, Address & Contact:  

 How long you are into this farming/trade:  

 Size of the land / workshop / shop available with you:  

 Products- 

 

Business Analysis  

 

 Annual production (kg/quintal):  

 Annual revenue wholesale, retail, export (for FY 2017-18 , 2018-19  & 2019-20 ): 

 How do you sell your products: 

 How much your sale is dependent on tourism industry:  

 How much of your business is affected due to complete shutdown/lack of tourist flow in Kashmir: 

 Can you still do enough business without the presence of tourism industry:  

 Do you export also: If yes, how you do it (directly or through exporter) and what % of your revenue comes through export?  

 What are the challenges you face in your business: 

 Does tourists come to you directly for purchase:  

 Have you ever thought of taking money by giving tourist a day trip experience in your farm/trade business: 

 Any suggestions you would like to give for your business growth or how your business can be linked to tourism directly –  

 How many persons work with you?     Full Time:   Part Time: 

 What is the growth rate of your business with the cluster during the last 5 years (point to point): <0 per cent, 1-10 per cent, 

11-25 per cent, 25-50 per cent, >50 per cent /diversifying? 

 Firms investment related problem in marketing: Too costly to: diversify or create new product/ service range/ afford a 

marketing team/afford to go for export marketing/ any others: 

 Have you taken any loan?  

 If yes what is the source? 

 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview, if possible. 

 Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors (some factors may not be even relevant). Hence ask them what is the two 

most critical issues faced by them and also by cluster firms among raw material, market, technology, finance etc. and go 

for those factors only and go for the other if there is time and the firms is willing to give time. 

 If institutions like enterprise associations have played a significant role, their names and (if necessary) addresses should 

be noted, so that they may be interviewed for their side of the story. 

 Refrain probing in depth about their competitors, if they feel uncomfortable 

 

Recapitulation/Summary of Main Problems and Strategy of the Enterprise 
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 Recapitulate - very briefly, in a single short phrase per problem - the three main problems of the support firms (both financial 

and non financial), as seen by the interviewer. Financial problems, shortage of skilled employees and shutdowns and 

lockdowns and low tourist arrivals. 

 

 

 

 

 

7.16 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TOURISM INSTITUTION 
 

Questionnaire for Tourism/Hotel Management Faculty in Jammu and Kashmir 

1. Name :-  

2. Phone Number:- 

3. Email Id:- 

4. Designation:- 

5. Since when this tourism course started in :-  

6. Approx number of students per batch/ year:- 

7. Male-Female student ratio (If Known) :-  

8. Approx. course fees :-  

9. Any scholarship?  

10. Yearly course or semester?  

11. Local or outsider approx ratio/ percentage?  

12. Is there a hostel facility?  

13. Is there on job training/ internship scope for this course students?  

14. Do you have tie up with good TA's and Hotels for the training?  
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15. Is campus recruitment scope available to absorb the students directly to the market?  

16. What is the job scope locally?  

17. Broad course structure (just an overview of major subjects) 

18. Any yearly educational field trip for the students?  

19. Are there regular visiting faculties from industries (senior people from TA's /Hotels with decades of practical industry 
exposure )  

20. If not joining the Private industries what are the scope for a student:  

21. How much approx is the joining salary for passed out students when they engage in Jammu Tourism Industry?  

22. What is the % ratio of students joining the local industry every year? If not then reason?   

23.  Do you provide any Jammu/Kashmir Tourism Specific Course Curriculum/Certificate Course? If yes, please elaborate 
if not then why?   

24.  Other than providing potential Human Resources to the industry do you also offer any other technical/knowledge 
based support to Jammu/Kashmir Tourism Industry? If yes, kindly elaborate including if there are any service fees?  

25. Do you organize any seminar/webinar/workshops for Jammu/Kashmir Tourism Industry Stakeholders?   

 

7.17 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BANKS/ NBFCS/ OTHER FIS 
 

1. Basic Information 

 

a) Name of the Bank/ NBFC/ FI:  

b) Location: 

c) Nature of the entity: Branch/ Regional Office/ Zonal Office/ Head Office  

d) Name of the main contact person:  

e) Communication details: Phone No               Mobile No:           

        Email Id 

 

2. Business Analysis (mainly related to cluster) 

 

a) How many of the cluster firms are having account in the branch?  

b) What sort of accounts opened in the branch? SB (nos) / Current (nos) / Others (specify) 

c) Has the Bank/ NBFC/ FI, financed any cluster firms:  

d) If yes, How many firms (Nos):  Micro (Nos),  Small (Nos),  Medium (Nos) 

e) Nature of loans provided:  

Term Loan:   Micro (Nos), Small (Nos), Medium (Nos) 

Working Capital: Micro (Nos),  Small (Nos),  Medium (Nos) 

Both TL &WC    : Micro (Nos),  Small (Nos),  Medium (Nos) 

Non fund based: Micro (Nos),  Small (Nos),  Medium (Nos) 
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f) Average loan amount:  

Term Loan: Micro (In Rs     ), Small (In Rs.     ), Medium (In Rs.       ) 

    Working Capital:  Micro (In Rs     ), Small (In Rs.     ), Medium (In Rs.       ) 

 

g) Number/ Percentage of proposals covered under public supports schemes like: 

PMEGP/ CGTMSE/ TUFs/MUDRA/ others (please specify)  

 

h) What are the average interest rates on: Term Loan/ Working Capital Loan/ others (specify), 

 

i) What are the challenges faced post disbursal of loans for cluster MSMEs?  

Delays in loan repayments/ increasing NPAs/ poor maintenance of proper documents or ledgers/ non-compliance of 

statutory norms like audited expenditure statements; filing of GST returns etc./ others  

 

j) If answer to the question a) is no, then, reasons for not considering cluster MSMEs for credit facilitation  

 

Lack of awareness on bank norms & documentation among MSMEs/ delay (or absence)  in submission of required 

documents/ lack of proper audited financial statements/ Lack of collaterals/ others (please specify). 

 

k) Do you feel that cluster MSMEs need customised loan products? If so, was it anytime bringing to the notice of SLBC or 

relevant forums? 

 

l) Does your branch involved in any cluster-based interventions in the past? If yes, what kind of support extended:  

Advisory/ part funding of activity/ appraisal (of any proposals/ counselling/ others (please specify)  

 

m) Does the branch aware of SDIBI Schemes like:  

 SIDBI Make In India Soft Loan Fund For Micro Small And Medium Enterprises (SMILE) 

 Loans under partnership with OEM 

 Working Capital (Cash Credit) 

 SiIDBI-loan for Purchase of Equipment for Enterprise’s development plus (SPEED PLUS) 

 Top-up Loan for Immediate Purposes (TULIP) 

 SIDBI Tem Loan Assistance for Rooftop solar PV Plants   

 SIDBI assistance to facilitate emergency response against corona virus (SAFE) 

 

To do’s for interviewer 

 

 Please take business card after the interview. 

 Try to collect data (hard copy) of loans given to cluster based MSMEs  

  Not everybody will be willing to answer all factors. Hence ask them what is the two most critical issues in financing to cluster 

MSMEs. 

  Names/addresses of major cluster MSME customers should be noted for possible subsequent interview 
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